


Look What Entrepreneurs, Business 
Owners, Investors, and Advisors Are 

Saying About This Gem of a Book
“Philip’s approach to financial forecasting has helped us 
completely turn around our profitability and cash flow and get it 
moving in a positive direction. I love the way he speaks and writes 
in a way that is simple and easy-to-understand. The principles in 
A Quick Start Guide to Financial Forecasting have become an 
integral part of how we plan and manage our financial future 
every month.”

—Andrea Sato, Chief Executive Officer,  
Gary’s Vacuflo, Inc.

“Cut out the chart Building a Financially Strong Business in the 
bonus chapter. Pin it, tape it, or post it where you can see it daily. 
Follow every step on there. Then use what Philip teaches in this 
book to make it happen. It will help turn your business into a 
secure, financially strong generator of CASH.”

—Stan Touchstone, Owner,  
Kissimmee Valley Feed and Ranch Supply, Inc.

“A Quick Start Guide to Financial Forecasting takes a natural law 
‘What you focus on you are more likely to achieve’ and translates it 
into a practical tool for improving your financial performance in 
business. Philip is your expert guide to using this often-overlooked 
tool, a reliable financial forecast, to create the view through the 
financial windshield of your business. You are going to love the tips 
and tools he shares in the book.” 

—Larry Tyler, Business Advisor,  
Author, Romancing the Loan

“Thought provoking and detailed. Not only does Philip explain 
how to prepare a financial forecast, but he also helps you to 
understand the value and benefits of forecasting.”

—Joanna Vu, CPA

“Philip Campbell has a special knack for helping business owners 
uncover financial insights that others miss. A Quick Start Guide to 



Financial Forecasting is a brilliant example of his talent for helping 
entrepreneurs use insightful, forward-looking financial information 
to develop a bigger and brighter financial future for their 
company.”

—Ed Lette, Founder, President and CEO,  
Business Bank of Texas

“This book provides an incredibly useful tool for entrepreneurs and 
finance people alike. It paints a compelling picture of the power of 
developing a more forward-thinking approach to financial 
performance. And I love the bonus chapter on how to assess the 
quality of a company’s accounting department. Very enlightening!”

—Patrick Finn, CPA, Principal, Finnancial Group, LLC

“Many business owners and managers exhaust themselves and their 
employees trying to overcome strategic problems with brute force in 
their day-to-day efforts. They’re working hard and moving fast, but 
they’re moving in the wrong direction. As a CPA and consultant to 
small/medium-sized construction and manufacturing firms, I see 
this with nearly every new client. They’ve run themselves ragged 
trying to figure out what’s been happening to their business in 
recent years. When they finally approach our firm and the first 
question from me is about their forward operational planning and 
not about their historical numbers it comes as a shock.

This is nearly always the case; businesses are trying to compensate 
for their lack of strategic planning and forecasting with short-term 
Band-Aids and feel-good, immediate solutions that at best 
prolongs the problem and at worse dooms the business to failure in 
the long term. That’s why the principles and tools in A Quick Start 
Guide to Financial Forecasting are so important to business owners 
and managers. Whether this is your first exposure to forecasting or 
you’re a seasoned CFO with a talented FP&A staff, reading and 
applying these principles will seriously sharpen your financial 
skillset.

By providing clear motivation for why any business over a couple 
million in revenue needs a forecast, a clear process to create a 
forecast, and removal of common barriers to forecasting,  



Mr. Campbell has penned a recipe for forecasting success and 
proven this recipe with examples throughout the book. Use what 
you learn from this book to speak with confidence to your lenders 
and investors when approaching expectations for coming months. 
Make better strategic decisions like expanding into new sales 
territories or shutting down an operation. Use a forecast as a 
bellwether to know if bad times are approaching.

I’m recommending A Quick Start Guide to Financial Forecasting to 
my clients and I highly recommend you read it too.”

—James H. Johnson, CPA, CITP, CGMA, MBA,  
Trainer, Wright, & Paterno CPAs

“The same way a pilot creates a flight plan and checks the weather 
forecast along their route, A Quick Start Guide to Financial 
Forecasting provides the view of where you want to take your 
business and helps you plan the route that will get you there safely 
and on time.”

—Ali A. Mohammed,  
Managing Director, Ramco International (U) Ltd

“Philip Campbell has a unique talent for taking complex financial 
subjects and simplifying them so that every business can benefit. 
His knowledge and background are apparent in his depth of 
understanding of such difficult financial subjects as cash flow and 
forecasting. I have added A Quick Start Guide to Financial 
Forecasting to my list of required reading for entrepreneurs and 
business owners—a list which already includes Philip’s first book 
Never Run Out of Cash.”

 —Mark A. Adam B.A., B.Sc., M.B.A.,  
Lecturer (Sessional) in Finance, 

School of Business and Economics,  
Thompson Rivers University

“I enjoyed the focus on simplicity and the value of treating the 
forecasting process as a top-down exercise. The book provides 
specific tips and tools for those new to forecasting as well as the 
seasoned forecaster.”

—Jennie Enholm, CPA, CGMA



“I enjoyed and was challenged by the ‘think top-down, not 
bottom-up’ approach Philip Campbell teaches in this book. It will 
change the way you think as a business owner and help you drive 
different behavior throughout your company. A Quick Start Guide 
to Financial Forecasting is easy-to-read and provides engaging 
stories and examples you will find very relatable…and actionable.

I believe a business owner that is making some money, but not 
getting where he/she really wants to be, will benefit the most from 
this book. Sometimes business owners find themselves depressed 
for not having done ‘all the right things’. This book will inspire 
you to buckle down, take steps to create a reliable, top down 
overview and forecast, then hone in on where your business is truly 
going. THEN you can align it to where YOU want it to go!

I also believe that business owners that might not be making 
money, those that may have overpaid for their business or are 
overleveraged, will discover that Philip’s approach to financial 
forecasting will play a large role in their recovery.”

—John Albers, President/CEO, The Albers Group, LLC
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xiii

If you lead an organization or work to support that leader, you are 
often faced with deciding what should be done next. That decision 
is easier to make if you knew what was going to happen in the future. 
Yet understanding the future is clouded by an increasingly complex 
world that seems to be moving faster and faster with an ever- 
expanding array of options. If this task leaves your head spinning, 
you have come to the right place. This book will get you started on 
understanding how financial forecasting can help you and your orga-
nization improve decision making.

Many finance organizations struggle in helping to support deci-
sion makers. They spend the vast majority of their time diligently 
working to accurately close the books. Accurate financial statements 
are needed but in most cases they are after-the-fact confirmations of 
decisions already made. Although this work is important it can crowd 
out more useful approaches. 

Many finance teams seek to speed up the closing of their books. 
Even if highly successful, operational managers are left with trying 
to drive forward while looking at the rearview mirror. Progressive 
finance teams are turning this around and using the entire front 
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windshield to help guide the organization. This book will help you 
do a better job of looking forward.

How can organizations of any size–small, medium, or large–do a 
better job of being prepared for whatever might come their way? 
Many have successfully answered this question by shifting their focus 
to forward-looking forecasting. This book will show you how you 
and your organization can get started.

What I like about Philip’s book is the very practical way it helps 
organizations get started in forecasting. Many organizations are over-
whelmed by the vast array of potential drivers they could use. Some 
who have tried to use rolling forecasts get lost trying to create the 
perfect predictive logic diagram. This book takes a simpler approach. 
It reduces complexity by simply asking what two numbers can you 
multiply together to forecast the direction of your business. By start-
ing with the simple equation of price multiplied by quantity, virtu-
ally any business can get started with forecasting quickly.

For those who think this is too simplistic, I remember what Zig 
Ziglar once told me. He said, “Anything worth doing is worth doing 
poorly–until you can learn how to do it well.” The basic approach 
presented in this book will help your organization get started regard-
less of size. My experience is that it is much easier to refine and 
improve a model than to discuss it in abstract. 

As you and your team work with live financial models, it will be 
much easier to refine those models adding additional insights and 
knowledge. Working with real data to continuously improve your 
model provides faster time to benefits and helps you test different 
potential factors. It may be the quickest way to fully discover the 
algorithms of your business. 

The hands-on approach used in this book will quickly show you 
the math behind forecasting calculations. There is a specific chapter 
showing how numbers flow across all the projected statements of 
income and expense, assets and liabilities, and cash flows. You can 
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work these in the book or download the supporting schedules from 
the book’s website. 

This book will show how to leverage your historical financial 
statements to validate whether your forecasts are realistic based on 
your history. It provides a way to test potential alternative strategies.

Finance organizations are learning that they must stop doing dumb 
stuff like taking three to six months to complete an annual budget, 
wasting time on monthly budget variations when the budget was 
based on assumptions that have long since turned stale, and driving 
everything off a financial cycle instead of the natural business cycle. 
Today’s world is moving toward twenty-first-century technology, 
which allows continuous monitoring of operations, real-time recon-
ciliation of cash accounts at any point they are needed, and the need 
for finance teams to stand on the bridge of the ship next to the lead-
ers of the business. That way they help decide what to do in the future 
instead of being stuck on the back of the ship counting what has 
happened in the past.

To be ready for this world we need forward-looking, driver-based 
rolling forecasts telling us what will most likely happen. But because 
the future is not certain a great finance organization will also have 
several scenario plans of what could happen instead–with both 
upside and downside contingencies. For the upside opportunities, 
we will have plans to seize those opportunities before our competi-
tors. For the downside risks, we will have plans to protect our orga-
nization and properly position it for any fallout. In all cases, we will 
also be looking at leading indicators that tell us which reality is 
becoming more likely and when we need to swing into action.

This book will not show you how to perfectly predict the future. 
I have not seen a book that can do that. But this book will get you 
started on a journey to better understand what has happened and 
what could happen. And if you use this book to help your organiza-
tion develop plans to deal with both the upside and the downside, 
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then you will be well on your way to the goal, which is to Live Future 
Ready! 

I look forward to seeing you on the journey.

Best Regards,

Steve Player
March 17, 2017
Dallas, Texas
Author, Future Ready: How to Master Business Forecasting
Director, Beyond Budgeting Round Table North America
Managing Director, Live Future Ready
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“A business, like an 
automobile, has to be 
driven in order to get 
results.” 

B. C. Forbes
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Introduction

“If you don’t know where you are going, any road will get you there.”
—Lewis Carroll, Alice in WonderlAnd

The purpose of this book is to give you a straightforward, easy-to-
implement guide to using one of the most powerful financial tools 
in business: a reliable financial forecast.

Creating the forward-looking view of financial performance is a 
surprisingly effective way to transform the financial future of your 
company. It will:

	 •	 Help	you	drive	growth,	profitability,	and	cash	flow	higher.
	 •	 	Create	 confidence	 and	 clarity	 about	 where	 your	 business	 is	

going financially.
	 •	 	Provide	the	roadmap	for	turning	your	vision	and	strategy	for	

your business into a crystal clear view of what success should 
look like financially.

	 •	 	Enhance	confidence	and	credibility	with	lenders	and	investors	
so they provide the capital and support you need to grow your 
business.

	 •	 	Help	 you	 make	 more	 courageous,	 confident,	 and	 profitable	
financial decisions.
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In short, a reliable financial forecast will help you win in business.

Put yourself in the driver’s seat by tapping into the unique and 
exciting benefits that financial forecasting can unlock for you.

Too many entrepreneurs today are feeling more like passengers 
than drivers in their business. They’re staring at their rearview mirror 
as they bounce along in the passenger seat. Oftentimes their com-
pany is careening along on the highway of business as they wonder 
and worry about where their business might end up financially.

But, as B. C. Forbes, the founder of Forbes Magazine, said:

“A business, like an automobile, has to be driven  
in order to get results.”

Just like an automobile, your business can be driven in a way that 
is reckless and scary…or wise and cautious. It can be driven fast or 
it can be driven slow. But the business “has to be driven in order to 
get results.” The business is going somewhere. The million dollar 
question is where is your business going? And will you arrive at your 
intended destination safely and on time?

A reliable financial forecast will help you create the visibility and 
clarity you need to drive your company toward a bigger and brighter 
financial future. It will reward you and your management team in 
exciting and surprising ways. And it will pay huge dividends for 
everyone interested in, or invested in, the financial success of your 
company.
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Looking Through Your Financial 
Windshield

This book is not a math-based deep dive into the intricacies of finan-
cial modeling. It’s about a common-sense approach for entrepre-
neurs and CEOs who want to use forward-looking financial 
information to make better business decisions. Whether you want to 
do the actual forecasting work yourself or not, I’ll show you the 
benefits and a systematic approach to seeing more clearly through 
the financial windshield of your business.

It’s really easy to run a business day-to-day and end up spending 
most of your time looking through the rearview mirror (by exclu-
sively focusing on historical financial statements). As a result, ques-
tions like these go unanswered:

	 •	 	What	does	the	future	of	my	company	look	like	financially?
	 •	 	What	does	the	view	through	the	company’s	financial windshield 

look like?
	 •	 	How	much	cash	can	we	distribute	to	owners	this	year?
	 •	 	How	much	cash	will	we	generate	in	the	coming	months	or	years	

to pay down debt?
	 •	 How	long	will	it	take	to	pay	off	our	debt?
	 •	 	What	do	our	profitability	and	cash	 flow	 look	 like	by	month	

over the next six to eighteen months?
	 •	 	If	we	achieve	our	growth	plans	over	 the	next	 few	years,	how	

much more valuable will the company be than it is today?

As you begin your financial forecasting journey, some new ques-
tions will pop up like: 

	 •	 	Do	you	understand	your	business	model	well	enough	to	create	
a forecast or projection of what is likely to happen in the com-
ing months? 
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	 •	 	Can	you	 identify	 the	areas	of	uncertainty	 that	your	manage-
ment team must deal with in order to hit your financial targets?

	 •	 	Do	you	have	a	plan	for	mitigating	the	risks	that	could	derail	
your growth plans?

	 •	 	How	are	you	going	to	exploit	existing	opportunities	 to	grow	
and improve your profitability and cash flow?

Once you put a reliable financial forecast in place, the answers to 
these questions will jump off the page at you. Decision making will 
become more focused. Accountability will skyrocket. Financial sur-
prises will diminish. It will make your job as CEO or business owner 
a lot easier…and a lot more effective and rewarding.

Winning in Business Is Fun…and  
Rewarding

I have had the privilege of working with some amazing entrepreneurs 
and CEOs over the last thirty years. I refer to them as serious-minded 
entrepreneurs and CEOs. I’ve seen firsthand the enormous passion 
and commitment they have for their company.

I define a serious-minded entrepreneur or CEO as a person running 
a company who pays close attention to the two “factories” that exist in 
every business: the customer factory and the money factory. The 
customer factory is the part of the business dedicated to creating happy 
customers. A happy customer is a customer that loves your products and 
services, comes back often, and refers their friends and associates to 
you. The money factory is the part of your business dedicated to creat-
ing happy owners. A happy owner is an owner who receives healthy 
(and predictable) cash distributions from the business. A serious-
minded entrepreneur is focused on both their customer factory and 
their money factory. Either by taking the lead themselves in each area 
or by having a strong management team and advisors dedicated to 
making sure both sides of the business are operating together as a well-
oiled machine.
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I bet you are just like them.

	 •	 	Your	financial	future,	and	the	financial	future	of	your	family,	is	
riding on the success of your business.

	 •	 	Winning	in	business	is	one	of	your	highest	priorities	right	now.	
	 •	 	You	love	your	company	and	the	unique	challenges	and	oppor-

tunities it presents.
	 •	 	You	own	a	big	chunk	of	the	company	and	you	have	a	passion	

for making it bigger and better every year. 
	 •	 	Deep	down	you	know	that	your	business	must	grow	financially	

in order to turn your vision of success into reality. 
	 •	 	You’ve	decided	to	turn	the	accounting	and	financial	side	of	your	

business into a strategic asset that can help you grow and make 
more money.

I Love Business

I discovered early in my career that working with entrepreneurs and 
CEOs like you was part of my calling in business. I witnessed your 
love of business and your willingness to take risks to achieve your 
vision for your company. You have a unique ability to motivate 
people, you know how to get and keep customers, and you work 
relentlessly and tirelessly to make your company better and better 
every month.

I remember saying to myself many years ago, “I love business and 
there are smart entrepreneurs out there growing exciting companies. 
I understand how they think and I know the downsides they will 
experience if they allow the financial side of the business to under-
perform. I can mix my love of business with my unique approach to 
the accounting and financial side of the business to form a combina-
tion with CEOs that is both fun and rewarding for everyone involved. 
That’s my calling!”

I’m a 55-year-old CPA and financial officer who absolutely loves 
business and the challenge of making money. I’ve spent the last thirty 
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years helping entrepreneurs and CEOs like you build, improve, buy, 
and sell great businesses. I’ve built a rewarding career by teaming up with 
smart CEOs and helping them grow and achieve their financial goals. It 
puts a big smile on my face just thinking (and writing) about it. 

As a young CPA, I learned quickly that the key to adding value 
was helping business owners and executives understand what’s going 
on below the surface of their financial statements. Later, as a CFO, I 
discovered the power of creating the forward-looking view of finan-
cial performance for CEOs. I learned that when you put insightful 
and action-oriented financial information in front of a smart CEO 
amazing things begin to happen in their business.

I’ve seen the surprise and delight on their face when they get visibil-
ity into what’s about to happen financially rather than just seeing infor-
mation about the past. It opens their eyes to the power of clarity and 
insight about the future. They begin to view financial information in 
a whole new light. They even begin paying closer attention to their 
financial statements. They discover the importance of identifying and 
focusing on the key drivers of financial performance. And not long 
after that, results begin to improve. Profitability and cash flow acceler-
ate. The company begins to grow. And that puts a big smile on every-
one’s face.

The Two Questions You Must  
Answer Every Month

You need to ask, and answer, two simple questions about the finan-
cial side of your business at the end of every month:

 1. What happened (last month)?
 2. What’s about to happen (in the coming months)?

You need to have the information available to you to answer those 
two questions quickly…every month.
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A well-designed monthly reporting package (with easy-to-under-
stand historical financial statements and insight about results vs. 
plan) will help you answer the first question.

A reliable financial forecast will help you answer the second ques-
tion. It will tell you instantly if your company is on track to achieve 
your financial goals or if you need to intervene in a specific area of 
the business.

When I am operating in a CFO or consultant role, it’s my job to 
deliver financial information that answers those two questions in a 
simple, easy-to-understand fashion. In less than two minutes, you 
want to know how your business performed against your plan and 
what’s likely to happen in the coming months. That’s the objective 
of a well-designed monthly reporting package together with a reli-
able financial forecast.

It’s All About Decision Making,  
Not Precision

Picture this in your mind. You are in Honolulu, Hawaii (one of my 
favorite places to spend time–you should put it on your travel list if 
you have not been there, or if you have not been there recently). 
Here’s the weather you are enjoying on a beautiful Sunday afternoon 
as you admire the awesome view of Diamond Head on Waikiki 
Beach (this was in December).

HAWAII WEATHER FORECAST

TONIGHT

Sunny

High: 81º
Low: 70º

TOMORROW

Mostly
Sunny

High: 81º
Low: 71º

TUE

Partly
Cloudy

High: 80º
Low: 71º

WED

Partly
Cloudy/Windy

High: 80º
Low: 71º

THUR

Mostly
Sunny

High: 80º
Low: 71º
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But you are leaving for Flagstaff, Arizona on Monday. (Why  
you would want to leave Hawaii in December is a whole different 
issue–the Humpback whales are just arriving–and whale watching in 
Hawaii, especially when you do some island hopping to Maui, is 
super-fun).

You need to make some decisions about what to pack. So, you pull 
up the weather forecast for Flagstaff and it says:

FLAGSTAFF WEATHER FORECAST

TONIGHT

Rain/Snow

High: 38º
Low: 20º

TOMORROW

Rain/Snow
Showers

High: 42º
Low: 17º

TUE

Snow
Showers

High: 39º
Low: 13º

WED

Few Snow
Showers

High: 40º
Low: 16º

THUR

High: 33º
Low: 13º

Sunny

(Not everyone realizes Flagstaff is 7,000 feet above sea level even 
though it is in Arizona. Average annual snowfall there is about 
100 inches.)

Is a weather forecast always going to be exactly right? Nope.
Is it likely to be cold and wet where you are going? Yep.
Is there any question what kind of clothes you should pack for 

your trip? Nope. 
The question isn’t whether the forecasted temperature is exactly 

right or if the exact day of the snow is right. The question is “What 
kind of clothes should I pack?” The forecast shows that it will likely 
snow and be very cold and wet on the front end of your trip. The 
forecast gives you enough information to make a smart decision about 
what to pack for your trip. That’s where the forecast brings value. It 
helps you make better decisions. The value of the forecast is in paint-
ing a picture of what you are likely to experience when you arrive in 
Flagstaff so you can make wise decisions before you leave Hawaii.
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The Panoramic View

Let’s say you decide to visit the Grand Canyon during your visit to 
Flagstaff. You are looking out over the South Rim and you want to 
take a picture to capture the beauty you are surrounded by and share 
it with your friends and family. But it’s hard to capture the complete 
beauty in front of you in a single photograph. The beautiful view 
spans from your far left to your far right. So, you use the special 
panoramic feature of your smartphone (or camera) to capture more 
of the beautiful view.

Merriam-Webster defines panorama as “a picture exhibited a part 
at a time by being unrolled before the spectator; an unobstructed or 
complete view of an area in every direction; a comprehensive presen-
tation of a subject.” In photography, capturing the panoramic view 
is a way to “stitch together” multiple images to create a single, wide 
photograph. In essence, you are able to capture a more complete view 
of the beauty in front of you.

Traditional financial statements are that single, non-panoramic, pic-
ture of financial performance in the past. The “panoramic view” of 
financial performance includes a reliable financial forecast so you have 
the more complete view of what’s about to happen financially. A reli-
able financial forecast helps you “stitch together” the wider, more pan-
oramic view of your financial performance. Why settle for that single 
snapshot of the past when you have a tool available to you to capture a 
complete view of your financial past, present, and future?

“We are all forecasters. When we think about changing jobs, getting 
married, buying a home, making an investment, launching a prod-
uct, or retiring, we decide based on how we expect the future will 
unfold. These expectations are forecasts.”

—Philip E. Tetlock and Dan Gardner, SuperForecasting
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A Fun Little Experiment

Take a minute to try this fun little experiment. Stand up, cover your 
eyes with both hands, and then try to walk slowly to the opposite side 
of the room without bumping into something. Even in a room you 
are familiar with, it is very uncomfortable to walk across the room 
with both hands covering your eyes without running into something.

Now try it again…but this time separate your fingers just a tiny bit 
so you can see a little bit of light between your fingers. That little bit 
of visibility between your fingers is enough to help you walk safely 
across the room without bumping into something. That’s what a reli-
able financial forecast is all about. It’s not about providing complete 
visibility or certainty. It’s about providing a little glimpse of what lies 
ahead so you increase the likelihood of reaching your destination safely.

It’s like driving your car at night. You can only see as far as your 
headlights…but that’s all you need. You can make your whole trip 
that way. It doesn’t matter if your drive is five miles or five hundred 
miles. Shining a light on the road immediately ahead of you is all you 
need in order to get where you are going safely. 

Your Role in the Business

If you have a CFO on your team, great. This book provides them the 
step-by-step process they can implement for you. It also shows a 
CFO how to use financial forecasting to increase their personal  
credibility and influence inside your company so they can play a 
more strategic and vital role in the future of your company.

If you don’t have a dedicated CFO on your team, that doesn’t 
mean your company doesn’t have a CFO. You have one all right. It’s 
YOU. (The million-dollar question is whether you’re a CFO Rock 
Star or not.) You will need to learn how to implement the forecasting 
process I have set out for you. Or you can get some help from some-
one inside, or outside, your company to do it. 
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Introduction

Either way, one of the benefits you will receive by reading this 
book is it provides you the roadmap for how a seasoned CFO can 
create true and lasting value for your company. This roadmap will 
come in very handy as your company grows and you begin looking 
for a dedicated CFO to add to your leadership team in the future.

CPAs, accountants, bookkeepers, and consultants who serve busi-
nesses will benefit from financial forecasting as well. The business 
owners and entrepreneurs you serve are starving for more insightful 
and action-oriented financial information. Helping clients see what’s 
about to happen financially is a powerful way for you to add value. It 
helps you move past just providing the traditional financial state-
ments or a tax return for your clients and begin to make a true and 
lasting impact on your client’s business and its financial future.

Walking Through the Forecasting Process

Here’s how we’ll walk through the financial forecasting process in 
this book: 

 1.  Highlight the benefits of financial forecasting. This section speaks 
to the WHYs and purpose of forecasting. Specifically, why  
forecasting is the single most powerful tool to include in your 
financial toolkit if you are serious about creating financial success. 

 2.  Show you the step-by-step process for planning, creating, and pre-
senting your financial forecast. We’ll talk about the common mis-
takes that people make in forecasting so you can avoid the pitfalls. 
I’ll provide you the recipe to follow as you create your first forecast. 

 3.  Provide you with next steps and tips on how to overcome the 
obstacles and roadblocks that can get in your way as you get 
your financial forecasting process up and running.

I have also included two bonus chapters for you.
The first bonus chapter is a 3-part plan for breathing financial life 

back into your business. It will give you a sensible plan, a roadmap, 
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you can follow that will guide you on your path to building a strong, 
wealth generating business. This roadmap will guide you along the 
full financial life cycle of your business.

The second bonus chapter will help you evaluate your accounting 
and finance function, what some consider a necessary evil, and turn 
it into an asset the financial community respects and admires and that 
forms the foundation for helping you grow and succeed financially. 
Too many entrepreneurs have a weak accounting and financial func-
tion in their business. It handcuffs their ability to grow and attract 
capital and talent. It hurts their credibility with bankers, lenders, 
investors, partners, and all those in the financial community you need 
to grow your business successfully. I’ll show you how to turn the 
accounting and financial function within your business into an impor-
tant strategic asset. An asset that will help you win in business. An 
asset that will help you create confidence and credibility with all the 
people interested in, and invested in, the financial success of your 
company.

Free Downloads and Examples

I have included in the free resources section of the website that supports 
this book (www.ILoveForecasting.com) several rapid-learning videos so 
you can watch an example of the forecasting process in action. I pull up 
my forecasting software tool of choice while you watch the step-by-step 
process with me explaining a very specific aspect of the forecasting 
process for you. You can both read and watch how the process works so 
you know exactly how to get started with your own forecast. 

The short, rapid-learning videos are an important part of how I 
want to add value for you with this book. It will help crystalize the 
principles in a way that you will really enjoy. I sincerely want you to 
get value in an amount far, far greater than the time and money you 
have invested with me. I hope it will make the information easy to 
understand and easy to implement.
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In the videos (and throughout the book), I will focus on modeling 
a full set of financial statements. We are not just forecasting profit. We 
are going to create a forecast that includes an income statement, bal-
ance sheet, and statement of cash flows. We want a full set of financial 
statements so we have a view of what we expect financial results, finan-
cial position, and cash flows to look like for the near future. That way 
we are hooking the overall vision and strategy you have for your com-
pany up to the likely financial implications of achieving that strategy.

Small Hinges Swing Big Doors

Financial forecasting is a powerful business tool all by itself. But what 
excites me even more is the way a reliable financial forecast opens the 
door to even bigger benefits in your business. It starts by providing 
you a clear view of where you are going financially. It shines a light 
on the dangers and opportunities that lie ahead on your journey to 
grow and succeed in business. 

“Life is very much like a buffet line. Life is self-serve. Nobody brings 
it to you. You cannot sit at the table and bang your knife and fork for 
service. You have to get up, accept responsibility, and serve yourself. 

If you want to get to the front of the buffet line of life, two steps 
are necessary. First, get in line! Make a decision to be excellent at 
what you do and then get in line. From that moment on, do some-
thing every day to improve. Second, stay in line. Don’t make an 
occasional attempt at personal improvement and then go back and 
watch television. Get in line and stay in line.

Keep putting one foot in front of the other. Learn and practice 
new things every single day. Keep moving forward. Never lose your 
momentum.”

—Brian Tracy, Focal Point
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Then even larger doors begin to swing open.
As you make forecasting a part of your monthly financial rhythm, 

you begin to develop a deeper understanding of your business model 
and the key drivers of financial results. It creates clarity for you and 
your management team about what financial success should look 
like. It highlights the specific drivers of profitability and cash flow 
that are ripe for improvement. Your team begins to better under-
stand the financial statements and they start using them as a 
 decision-making tool. It becomes so much easier to respond to the 
curve balls that business will throw at you from time to time.

Your confidence goes up. Your lenders’ and investors’ confidence 
in you goes up. The business becomes easier to manage. You spend 
less time fighting fires. You reduce risk. You free up more of your 
time to focus on the parts of your business you enjoy and the areas 
where you can have the biggest impact.

And it all starts with a reliable financial forecast.
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Part One

It’s All About Driving Growth, Profitability, 
and Cash Flow Higher



“Money isn’t  
everything. But it 

ranks right up there 
with oxygen.”

Zig Ziglar
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Chapter 1
Thinking Strategically About 
Financial Success

“The goal of a company is solely in the hands of its owners. So the 
question ‘What is the goal of the enterprise?’ is exactly equivalent to  

the question ‘Why did the shareholders invest their money in the 
enterprise?’ In order to achieve what?”

—Eliyahu M. Goldratt, The haysTack syndrome:  
sifTing informaTion ouT of The daTa ocean

Before we dive too deep into the details of the forecasting process, 
let’s take a quick look at where you stand right now and why 

financial forecasting is on your radar screen.
I’m willing to bet there’s a reason this book has shown up in your 

life at this moment. There’s a reason you are getting serious about 
creating the view through the financial windshield of your business.

 1.  You’re focused on driving your profitability, cash flow, and 
net worth higher. Your basic personality motivates you to push 
forward and make things happen in your company. And one of 
the most basic concepts in improving financial results is that 
you need to know the score. You need visibility into the key 
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drivers of performance. You need a plan. And you need to mon-
itor your pace and progress against that plan. A reliable finan-
cial forecast, together with fast, accurate, and insightful financial 
information, is a powerful tool for helping you increase profits, 
improve cash flow, and grow the value of your business (and 
your personal net worth).

 2.  You want to grow your company. You know that to grow your 
company you need to build a solid financial foundation to sup-
port your growth. Growing a business without a strong financial 
foundation is what kills many entrepreneurs because they think 
“Let’s go out and grow this thing. Everything will work out if we 
double revenues.” But growing a company has far-reaching impli-
cations on your financial position and cash flow. A reliable finan-
cial forecast helps you plan for the financial implications of growth 
so you don’t grow yourself right into a cash crisis. (You would be 
surprised how often this happens to entrepreneurs.)

 3.  You’re considering raising capital or selling your company in 
the near future. Raising capital or thinking about selling your 
company in the future is a great motivator. They both force you 
to think about the forward-looking view of financial perfor-
mance. After you talk to bankers or others in the financial com-
munity you quickly realize that anyone interested in lending you 
money or investing in your business wants to see “the numbers.” 
They want to see what your company looks like on paper. And 
they want an insightful view into what your financial perfor-
mance will look like in the near future. They want a simple, easy-
to-understand view into your future profitability and cash flow.

   4.  Your financial results are slowing. Sometimes poor financial 
results are the wake-up call that gets you focused on improving 
your financial performance. Few things create fear, dread, and 
panic like declining financial results (or a full-blown cash short-
age). You need information on the key drivers of performance.  
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You need fast, accurate, and insightful financial information so you 
can get everyone in the company focused on fixing the problem. 
You need a reliable financial forecast to help you define the path 
forward and provide feedback every month about your progress.

 5.  Your accounting department is dragging you down. One of 
the attributes of a weak accounting department is the financial 
statements they provide are both slow and sloppy. As a result, you 
have been making important decisions based on incomplete 
financial information. And you are starting to feel the negative 
effects. Lenders and investors don’t trust your financials. They are 
pushing you to fix the problem. Your credibility is starting to take 
a hit because they know you are flying blind (financially speak-
ing). There is too much riding on the success of your growth 
plans to allow your accounting function to perform at levels 
below what you demand from every other part of your company. 
A reliable financial forecast is a fantastic tool to help you, and your 
accounting team to turn your numbers into insight and action.

Pause for just a minute and think about which of these reasons 
best describes what you want to accomplish with financial forecast-
ing. It will help you get clear about where you are and what you want 
to accomplish.

Whichever motivation or situation best describes where you are 
right now, I applaud you for getting started. You are going to be glad 
you took the leap into forecasting.

Thinking Strategically

There are two components to thinking strategically about financial 
success in business.

 1.  Thinking strategically about how you personally define financial 
success
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 2.  Thinking strategically about the larger goal of financial fore-
casting as a tool for helping you grow your company

Let’s talk more about each component.

A Personal Example

Let me share an example of what I mean by thinking strategically and 
how it can influence the way you make decisions day-to-day. 

Very early in my career as a CPA, then later as a CFO and financial 
executive, I developed a philosophy about work. With the benefit of 
more than thirty years of hindsight, here is how I describe my phi-
losophy:

Make sure I’m worth more than I’m paid.

Making sure you are worth more than you are paid is a contrarian 
view of work. The more “normal view” is to make sure that you are 
paid what you are worth. The “normal view” says that if your role or 
value to an organization is $150,000, then you should be paid 
$150,000.

But I realized early on that I could make more money, and create a 
more enjoyable career, by going at it differently than most people. I 
decided to put my attention on growing my value as fast as I could. I 
wanted to increase my ability to make a difference in the company. I had 
to take on bigger roles. I had to find ways to help the company make 
more money. I had to make a real difference for the CEO and the lead-
ership team. Then I would work on making my compensation go up.

So I “tied a string” to my compensation. As my value, or contribu-
tion, went up the money would follow because they were “tied” 
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together. But I always left some slack in the string. As I added more 
value and made myself worth more, I did not try to increase my 
compensation immediately. Usually the money followed my increase 
in value in fairly short order. Other times I had to “yank on the 
string” to get my compensation to where it needed to be. Having 
some slack between the two was a very important part of my strategy.

“The whole trick to money is having some. There is really nothing 
else to it. That might sound a bit glib, but only to a person who doesn’t 
have any money.  If you have money, you will know that how you got 
it was by having it.”

—Stuart Wilde, The Trick to Money Is Having Some

I also identified that I would focus on making money as a CFO 
in three areas:

 1. A healthy salary

 2.   A heavy emphasis on incentive, performance-based compensation

 3.  An equity interest in the company where I worked

This was another way I could differentiate myself from most accoun-
tants (and most employees in general). I wanted a compensation 
model that was focused on reaping the rewards of creating value at a 
high level. It helped me “put my money where my mouth was” with 
the CEO and owners of the business.

The Value vs. Compensation quadrant in Figure 1-1 is a great way 
to show you what I mean. (I also use this quadrant with entrepre-
neurs to help them evaluate their team/employees as well as to facil-
itate a discussion about how their company adds value for customers.)

The quadrant has four sections. The top right section is The 
Sweet Spot. These people are adding value at a high level and are 
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paid well. These are your superstars. This is where I wanted to end 
up in my career.

The top left section is the Strength section. These people are add-
ing value at a high level but are not paid well. It’s a position of 
strength because they have proven they can add value at a high level 
for the organization. Now they can focus a portion of their energy 
on turning that ability into higher pay. This is where I put most of 
my focus early in my career as a young CPA and CFO.

The bottom left section is the Weakness section. These people are 
not adding much value and are not paid very well. This is actually 
where many people operate because they think in terms of “OK boss, 
give me a pay increase then I will take on the new role/position you 
want to put me in.” It is easy for people to get trapped in this section 
because they feel taken advantage of because of their low pay. It’s a 
“What comes first, the chicken or the egg” dilemma.

The bottom right section is the Worry section. These people add 
little value but are paid well. It is an uncomfortable place because 

The
Value

You
Add

HIGH

HIGH

Figure 1-1

VALUE VS. COMPENSATION

Strength The Sweet Spot

LOW

Weakness Worry

Amount You Are Paid
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they know they are getting over on the boss. They are constantly 
looking over their shoulder. They know the boss is going to come to 
his or her senses…they just don’t know when.

My goal day-to-day was to do my work well. But year-to-year, I 
had a larger career strategy to guide me on my path toward financial 
success. It’s the same with financial forecasting in that forecasting is 
a tool that helps you get your work done day to day. But you also 
have to keep your larger strategic purpose clearly in mind so you are 
mindful of the larger financial prize you are after in business.

How Do You Define Financial Success?

The first component of thinking strategically, thinking big picture, 
about financial success is to consider how you personally define finan-
cial success.

Here are two questions that can help you clarify and define the 
larger view of what you are trying to achieve financially. Stop for just 
a minute and jot down your gut-level response to these two questions:

 1. Why did you invest money in your company?

 2. In order to achieve what financially?
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I love these questions because they encourage you to think seri-
ously about what you really want from your business from a financial 
perspective.

Creating a Strong Net Worth

To me, financial success ultimately comes down to having money. 
And to have money you need to make money (which starts with 
ensuring your business generates strong profitability and cash flow). 
Then you need to hang on to a portion of that money and invest it 
wisely so your money continues to grow (growth in the value of your 
business as well as your other investments).

The path to “having money” is to create a strong net worth. 
Both personally and in your business.

Here is a question that can help you hone in on how big your finan-
cial goals are. Do you want to create a net worth of:

	 •	 $1,000,000
	 •	 $5,000,000
	 •	 $10,000,000
	 •	 …or	more?

Your net worth goal is not something that you have to think about 
every day. It’s more of an aspirational goal to think through, write 
down, and reflect on from time to time as you evaluate your progress 
in building your business. It’s one component of thinking strategi-
cally (big picture) about what financial success means to you.

The Components of Financial Success

Financially speaking, your challenge in business is to generate above 
average profitability and cash flow while making your business worth 
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more and more money every year. Figure 1-2 shows how each of 
these components of financial success fit together.

Figure 1-2

COMPONENTS OF FINANCIAL SUCCESS

Profitability Cash Flow Net Worth

Getting and
keeping customers

Strong margins

Growth

Controlling costs

Profitability

Speed of converting
assets to cash

Capex

Debt

Cash flow

Allocating capital wisely

Managing risk

Driving valuation

✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Profitability. The ultimate test of your business model is whether 
you can consistently and predictably get and keep customers. Having 
strong margins is about selling at a price that provides value for cus-
tomers and a healthy gross profit for you. Growth is about scaling 
the business up and touching even more customers. Controlling 
costs is about keeping expenses in check so you bring a solid percent-
age of revenues to the bottom line.

Cash flow. Profitability is an important driver of cash flow. But the 
speed with which you convert assets into cash is also very important. 
Assets like accounts receivable and inventory have a big impact on 
cash flow, especially as you grow your business. Capital expenditures 
(capex) are the purchases you make in the longer term assets neces-
sary to sustain your existing business as well as to invest in future 
growth. Your debt levels and debt service obligations play a large role 
in your sources and uses of cash from month-to-month.

Net worth. Allocating your excess cash flow is about deciding  
how much to retain and re-invest in your business and how much to 
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distribute to owners. That’s the beauty of a business that generates 
excess cash. You have the money to continue to invest and build the 
company. Or you can distribute some or all of the excess cash flow 
so the owners can invest in assets outside the business. Both are 
designed to help you increase your net worth over time.

Your financial success in business will be determined by how 
well you drive profitability…which drives cash flow…which 

drives net worth.

Driving profitability, cash flow, and net worth higher over time will 
ultimately determine whether you have money or not. Financial fore-
casting will help you think seriously and strategically about what 
needs to happen in each of these areas for your company, and you 
personally, to become a financial success. 

The Strategic Role of Financial 
Forecasting

Another component of thinking strategically about financial success 
is to think about the larger goal of financial forecasting as a tool for 
helping you build your company. A reliable financial forecast will 
help you:

 1.  Define where your business is going financially (and where you 
want it to go).

 2.  Shine a light on the dangers and opportunities that lie ahead of 
you on your journey.

 3.  Create a roadmap to get you there safely and on time.

 4.  Monitor your pace and progress on your journey to success.
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When you know where you are going and you have a plan to get you 
there safely and on time, you will feel a sense of courage, confidence, 
and peace of mind. This is why financial forecasting is such a power-
ful tool in business. In essence, it forces you to think strategically 
about your business and where you want your business to go. It 
encourages you to paint a picture of what business and financial suc-
cess looks like in a way that is revealing and enlightening.

You will be pleasantly surprised by the confidence and courage 
you feel once you have a reliable financial forecast at work in your 
business.
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Chapter 2
The Benefits of a Reliable 
Financial Forecast

“It only takes action on a few insights to improve greatly  
the quality of your life.”

—Richard Koch, The 80/20 PrinciPle

I’ve found that starting something new is easier when you have a 
good view of the benefits that you’ll enjoy from making the effort 

to get started. Getting a clear picture in your mind of the benefits 
you will enjoy is helpful in motivating you during the hard work 
phase of forecasting. In addition, knowing the benefits you will enjoy 
also helps you answer questions like: 

	 •	 	Can	forecasting	help	me	increase	profits	and	cash	flow	quickly?
	 •	 	Can	 forecasting	help	give	me	 the	 courage	and	confidence	 to	

make better business decisions?
	 •	 	How	will	 I	benefit	 from	making	 forecasting	 a	part	of	how	 I	

manage my company every month?
	 •	 What	kinds	of	business	questions	will	a	forecast	help	me	answer?
	 •	 	What	role	does	forecasting	play	in	my	plans	to	take	my	com-

pany to the next level?
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Here are some of the more powerful benefits of a reliable financial 
forecast that I have personally experienced and seen other entrepre-
neurs experience:

 1.  Create the view through the financial windshield of your business.

 2. Develop a deeper understanding of your business model.

 3. Strengthen your leadership muscles.

 4. Help you stop doing things that lose money.

 5. Prevent poor financial decisions.

 6. Turn financial statements into a decision-making tool.

 7. Anticipate the financial implications of growing your business.

 8. Tap into the power of a strategically focused CFO.

 9. Transform your accounting function into a strategic asset.

 10. Promote a deeper understanding of your financial statements.

 11. Reduce the risk of error in your financial statements.

 12.  Reveal answers to your month-to-month business and financial 
questions.

 13. Create a tsunami warning system for your business.

As you read each benefit, take a minute to seriously reflect on the 
specifics of how that benefit can help make you and your company 
stronger. Imagine you have already implemented a forecasting pro-
cess and it’s become part of your monthly rhythm of financial man-
agement and improvement. Visualize that benefit working for you 
every single month in your business. Imagine your newfound sense 
of control and confidence over the financial side of your business.

Let’s look at each benefit in more detail.

Create the view through the financial windshield of your busi-
ness. The rearview mirror in an automobile is a helpful feature in 
keeping you safe on the road. It helps you see dangers that may be 
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lurking behind you. In fact, we generally have three rearview mirrors 
(and only one windshield). It would be foolish to drive without your 
rearview mirrors. But you’ll notice the rearview mirrors are very 
small. And the windshield is very big. For good reason. You need a 
clear view of what’s in front of you to get where you are going safely. 
And the faster you’re going the more important it is to have a clear 
view of the road ahead.

Financial statements are like rearview mirrors in that they provide 
you a number of different perspectives on what’s already happened. 
It’s interesting that executives generally think they don’t have any 
financial information until they get their financial statements. They 
mistakenly view financial statements as the starting point for evaluat-
ing their financial results. But that’s not reality. That’s not how busi-
ness really works. It doesn’t start with what happened (the view of the 
past). It starts with what you are trying to make happen in the busi-
ness (the view of the near future).

The financial statements become valuable when you look at what 
actually happened and compare that to your goals and expectations. 
Financial statements are step two in driving performance. Step one 
is a clear view through the financial windshield of your business (a 
reliable financial forecast).

Develop a deeper understanding of your business model. One of 
the first things you will notice in the forecasting process is that it is 
a top-down rather a bottom-up exercise. It is very different than the 
approach to preparing historical financial statements. Creating his-
torical financial statements is a process of gathering and recording 
individual transactions in a general ledger. It is a bottom-up, accu-
mulation process. The financial statements then summarize the 
accumulation of all those transactions. 

On the other hand, a forecast estimates future results largely by 
identifying the three to five key drivers of financial performance. 
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This is an eye-opening exercise because it forces you to hone in on 
what really makes your business tick financially.

Let’s say you are forecasting monthly sales. Think for a minute at 
a very summary level while you look at the sales number on your 
income statement. What two numbers could you multiply together 
to arrive at sales? 

	 •	 	For	a	retailer	it	might	be	number	of	customers	x	average	ticket	
= sales. 

	 •	 	For	a	law	firm	it	might	be	hours	incurred	by	attorneys	x	average	
billing rate = sales. 

	 •	 	For	a	wholesaler	of	fuel	it	might	be	gallons	of	fuel	sold	x	average	
selling price per gallon = sales.

This exercise allows you to rise up to the 30,000-foot level and 
look at your business from above. One of the first things you will 
notice is that the key drivers almost always include nonfinancial data 
(like number of customers in the retail example, hours worked in the 
law firm example, and gallons sold in the fuel wholesaler example). 
Some of the most important assumptions you make in a financial 
forecast are those related to the nonfinancial components of your 
business. You will be surprised what you learn as you hone in on the 
key nonfinancial drivers of performance.

The process of looking at the big picture and simplifying it to its 
essence is incredibly insightful. It moves you to search for the “levers” 
in your business that can really move the needle financially. You will 
discover a number of unexpected “aha” moments along the way.

In addition, as you get further along in creating your financial 
forecast and you begin making specific assumptions about financial 
performance, you have to constantly ask yourself whether you can 
really achieve the financial results you are forecasting. “Can we really 
add new customers at the rate I am projecting over the next twelve 
months? How much will we have to increase operating expenses in 
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order to expand our presence into the Southwest? How fast can a new 
salesperson start bringing on new sales in order to cover their salary 
and overhead costs?”

The process forces you to look hard for any weak links in your 
growth strategy. You have to evaluate the likelihood of being able to 
actually execute and deliver the results you are forecasting. You will 
discover some powerful insights about your business model as you 
become more intimately familiar with what really drives financial 
performance in your business and where the real levers of financial 
performance are hiding.

Strengthen your leadership muscles. Leadership is about taking a 
company on a journey and building a team that understands your 
vision and signs on to the work and commitment required to create 
success. The best leaders do a fantastic job of communicating their 
vision for the company and attracting the talent that can help turn 
their vision into reality. It requires that you persistently and consis-
tently talk about the vision you have for the company. Always helping 
people both inside the company and outside the company to more 
clearly identify with your goals and what success looks like to you.

Financial forecasting is the ideal tool to help you paint a picture of 
what your vision and goals look like financially. It helps you lead people 
in the direction you want the company to go financially. The forecasting 
process is about hooking your vision and strategy for your company up 
to the likely financial implications of achieving that strategy. It forces 
you to think about your company, and communicate your vision, in a 
different way. It exercises your “leadership muscles” because it helps you 
link your vision to a range of likely financial outcomes. It helps you put 
some “guardrails” around what you think should happen financially. It 
helps you communicate your vision in a more concrete way.

This is especially helpful if you are trying to raise capital or attract 
a lender. Financially minded professionals love a great vision…
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together with a well-thought-out path for how that vision translates 
into financial results (money).

Help you stop doing things that lose money. I learned an impor-
tant lesson early in my career: 

The fastest way to make more money in business is to stop 
doing things that lose money.

I’ve seen too many money-losing initiatives stay alive far too long 
because someone high up the leadership chain had a special connec-
tion to the project. It pains them to admit defeat and make serious 
changes or kill the money-draining activities all together. Their hope 
that improvement is just around the corner clouds their view of reality. 

So I talk to them about their optimism or expectations and turn that 
into a financial forecast. Now I’ve created an accountability tool to 
compare actual results to forecast results as each month goes by. Real-
ity begins to set in when they see in black and white that actual results 
and expected results are consistently miles apart from each other. I’ve 
found this to be a very effective way to help the leadership team make 
decisions that almost instantly improve profits and cash flow.

Prevent poor financial decisions. A forecast can be the ideal tool 
for heading off poor decisions in advance. Have you ever had an 
executive or someone in your company that had grand plans for a 
new venture or a new project and you were almost certain it was 
going to lose money? But you didn’t want to be the one person that 
was always being perceived as overly pessimistic or always shooting 
down new ideas? 
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My experience is that encouraging (and assisting) that person in 
creating a forecast helps to shine a light on the key assumptions behind 
their optimism. Sometimes it becomes obvious on the surface that the 
assumptions are way out of line with reality. Sometimes that’s all it 
takes to bring a dose of logic and realism to the discussion. Other 
times the assumptions are not so far out of line and the planning 
focuses on additional actions or strategies to help make the project a 
success. It brings the people involved in the venture into the process 
of creating meaningful assumptions. Then comparing actual results 
to the forecast helps ensure everyone has a good view of what’s work-
ing and what’s not working once a project is approved and imple-
mented. With a reliable financial forecast, you can provide actual 
results against the forecast every month. It is an incredibly effective 
way to create accountability around new projects or ventures. 

Turn financial statements into a decision-making tool.  Financial 
information becomes powerful when it’s simple and easy to digest, 
understand, and act on. You want your financial information to be 
viewed as a fantastic, can’t live without it, decision-making tool in 
your company. You want information about what has happened and 
what’s about to happen to be action-oriented. You want a crystal clear 
link in each manager’s mind between what they set out to achieve, 
what actually happened, and what’s about to happen. That way they 
can quickly and easily see what they need to do (or change) in order 
to get the results they are responsible to achieve going forward. 

It’s about turning numbers into insight and action.

Anticipate the financial implications of growing your  business.  
Depending on the industry and your company’s business model, rapid 
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growth is almost always a net user of cash in the early days of growth. 
Many executives are caught by surprise when they are successful in 
growing their company only to grow their way right into a cash crisis. 
They end up running to the bank and begging on bended knee for a 
line of credit or an increase on their existing line of credit. That hurts 
your credibility.

“Growth sucks cash – the first law of entrepreneurial gravity.
Yet many growth company leaders pay more attention to revenue 

and profit than they do to cash when it comes to structuring deals 
with suppliers, customers, employees (think bonus plans), or 
 investors/banks.”

—Verne Harnish, Scaling Up

Imagine you have an aggressive plan for expanding your business 
into a new territory or a new customer segment. You can feel the 
adrenaline kick in as you get your team fired up to implement the 
plan. If this works, you could easily double or triple revenues and cre-
ate a new level of momentum and success within your company. But 
you know it won’t be easy. In fact, your own management team is a 
bit skeptical. Even your trusted advisors outside the company have 
pointed out that your plan seems overly aggressive. They have said 
things like “Are you sure you can hit such aggressive growth targets? 
What happens if it doesn’t work? Maybe you should slow down a bit.”

Despite their concerns, you press on because you are confident 
you can make it happen. You get some early wins and now you are 
“cooking with gas.” Customers love you. They’re referring you to 
prospects so fast that you’re thinking about reducing your marketing 
budget. Revenues are growing even faster than your aggressive plans 
called for. Profitability is climbing faster as well.
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There’s just one problem. You’re running out of cash. The account-
ing department is dragging its feet on payments to vendors to make 
sure it can cover payroll. A financial tension is building within the 
company that doesn’t feel right. You’re asking yourself, “Why is cash 
so tight when our growth plan is firing on all cylinders?”

Here’s what happened:

	 •	 	Getting	that	new	office	up	and	running	used	cash	in	the	form	
of capital expenditures (which were recorded on the balance 
sheet as assets rather than expenses in the P&L).

	 •	 	Hiring	people	in	advance	of	winning	new	customers	used	cash	
in the early months of the plan.

	 •	 	The	 new	 customers	 you	 landed	 are	 accustomed	 to	 sixty-day	
payment terms, which is more than double what you extend to 
existing customers. Accounts receivable are growing fast.

	 •	 	Your	business	sells	products	and	it’s	very	important	to	deliver	
the product to your new customers immediately after they 
order. That means you have to have the inventory on hand in 
advance of getting the customer order. Your inventory levels 
have doubled over the last six months.

Most of your cash is still working its way through the “order to 
cash” cycle. A large portion of the growth you have achieved is tied 
up in the assets that are supporting that growth. Capital expenditures 
are up (to create the physical presence in the new territory/market). 
Accounts receivable is up (much of the increase in revenues has not 
yet been turned into cash). Inventory is up (more cash is tied up in 
the products you plan to sell to new customers). A big portion of 
your cash is sitting in those assets.

The irony is you are now looking weak to lenders and investors 
even though you accomplished what you set out to do in your aggres-
sive growth plan. You hit a homerun. But now you have to deal with 
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the big credibility hit you are taking because you are trying desper-
ately to find cash.

A reliable forecast would have painted a picture of this cash sce-
nario long before you began implementing your growth plan. You 
could have reviewed different avenues for handling the cash impli-
cations of achieving your growth plan. Maybe putting a bank line 
of credit in place in advance would have been a great way to handle 
the increased accounts receivable and inventory. Maybe sharehold-
ers would have been willing to fund the short-term impact on cash. 
Maybe you would have decided to execute your plan in smaller 
increments so you could fund the cash implications internally. The 
key is you could have been proactive rather than reactive. You could 
have taken the steps that were necessary and prudent long before 
you actually needed the cash. And your credibility and reputation 
with lenders and others would not have been tarnished in the  
process.

Tap into the power of a strategically focused CFO.  The challenge 
many CFOs and controllers face today is that they are too often seen 
as the “historian” in the company—a person focused exclusively on 
what happened in the past (and sometimes overly focused on control 
and compliance). Financial forecasting changes that by transforming 
your CFO into a value-adding rock star. 

One of the beauties of the forecasting process is it forces your CFO 
(or the person helping you in the forecasting process) to talk about 
and understand the vision and strategy of the company. They have 
to think through the likely financial implications of achieving that 
vision and strategy. They have to understand how the goals and ini-
tiatives being implemented day-to-day will impact financial results. 
As they bring that information together, they can begin helping you 
and your management team see not only what happened in the past, 
but what’s about to happen in the near future.
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As their understanding of the strategy grows, the conversations 
they have with you and your leadership team begins to change. 
They’re talking about the larger strategy and goals of the company 
more often. They become a more important part of the overall plan-
ning process. It helps them add value and make your company stron-
ger at the same time. 

Transform your accounting function into a strategic asset.  The 
accounting department in many companies today is viewed strictly as 
a cost center—an overhead drain that hurts profitability (oftentimes 
for good reason). Most accounting departments are not perceived as 
a source of strategic value inside the company. Part of the challenge is 
that much of the traditional work in accounting has to do with:

	 •	 Gathering	and	recording	transactions
	 •	 Setting	policies
	 •	 Defining	processes
	 •	 Enforcing	controls
	 •	 Safeguarding	assets
	 •	 Creating	financial	statements
	 •	 Preparing	and	filing	tax	returns

The larger problem is that accountants are taught that their primary 
mission is to gather and record transactions in order to create historical 
financial statements. The historical financial statements show actual 
results for a specific period and present the financial position at a spe-
cific point in time (both of which are in the past). No doubt that’s an 
important part of the role of CFO. But as a person leading a business, 
you are trying to make something happen. You have a plan for what 
you want the business to accomplish. You’re starting with expected 
financial results, not actual financial results. Historical financial 
information only becomes insightful when you can clearly see how 
actual results compare to expected results.
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Forecasting provides an opportunity for your accounting function 
to add value in a unique and memorable way that goes past the tra-
ditional role of accounting. You can move your accounting function 
away from the old perception of being a necessary evil or merely a 
cost center in the business. You can show that it’s a part of the team 
dedicated to winning in business and helping make your company 
stronger. As you do that you are also improving the professional lives 
of everyone in the accounting department. You are showing them 
their work can be done in a way that adds value and builds relation-
ships with people in other parts of the business.

Promote a deeper understanding of your financial statements. As 
you begin the forecasting process, you begin to think more deeply 
about what drives financial performance in your company. You begin 
to think about the impact each of those drivers has on revenues, 
expenses, and ultimately on the cash you have access to. You begin to 
better understand what causes your financial statements to change 
from month to month. Once the actual financial statements come out 
each month, you look to see if the financial results are in line with 
what you forecast them to be. When there are differences between 
actual and forecast results, you “peel the onion” to find out why. The 
financial statements begin to make better sense. Your management 
team better understands how their actions and initiatives impact the 
financial statements. Now everyone can begin using the financial 
statements to make better decisions throughout the business. 

Reduce the risk of error in your financial statements. Here is a 
benefit of forecasting that few entrepreneurs or CFOs realize or take 
advantage of. Having an expectation of what the financial statements 
should look like at the end of any month helps catch errors or unusual 
results in your monthly review of financial statements. A CFO should 
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have an expectation of what the financials should look like long 
before receiving the first draft to review after month-end. The first 
review of the financials should be a top-down review based on what 
you expect them to look like. 

I used to surprise my staff because they would bring me the 
financials they had been working so hard on, which included thou-
sands of transactions across twenty companies rolled up into a nice 
income statement, balance sheet, and cash flows, and I could hone 
in on a number that seemed out of whack in a matter of minutes. 
I had already put the thought into what was likely to happen finan-
cially when I created the forecast. So I had a reliable expectation 
of what the financial statements should look like without needing 
to drill down into every detail. I could “sniff out” problems in 
short order.

In addition, you will notice a very interesting thing starts to happen 
as you begin providing the forward looking view of financial perfor-
mance. The historical financials become even more important to you 
and your management team. You begin paying more attention to the 
financial statements. Once you have a good view of what to expect 
financially, you want to see how things actually turn out each month.

Everyone begins paying closer attention to the financial state-
ments which further reduces the likelihood of error or fraud in a 
significant way.

Reveal answers to your month-to-month financial questions. When 
you have basic questions about the business running around in your 
head, but you are unsure of what the answers are, you are either going 
to make some bad decisions or have a vague sense of confusion or 
uncertainty in the back of your mind. You don’t want that. You want 
clarity and confidence so questions can be considered in the open and 
reviewed in the context of their likely financial implications.
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Questions a Retailer Might Have

	 •	 Can	I	add	another	location?
	 •	 Can	I	hire	a	new	Sales	VP?
	 •	 Can	I	pay	our	debt	back	on	time?
	 •	 Will	I	have	enough	cash	to	get	through	the	slow	months?
	 •	 Can	I	buy	the	new	equipment	I	need?

Questions a Professional Services Firm Might Have

	 •	 Will	we	have	enough	cash	to	pay	year-end	bonuses?
	 •	 How	much	can	the	partners	take	out	this	year?
	 •	 Do	we	have	enough	cash	for	payroll	in	two	weeks?
	 •	 How	much	do	we	need	to	bill	to	hit	our	revenue	targets?

Questions a Public Company Might Have

	 •	 What	will	EPS	(earnings	per	share)	be	this	year?
	 •	 	What	will	the	balance	on	the	line	of	credit	be	at	the	end	of	the	

year?
	 •	 Is	there	any	risk	of	busting	a	debt	covenant?
	 •	 How	do	our	growth	targets	compare	to	our	peers?

These are the kinds of questions you need insight and answers to 
day-to-day. A reliable financial forecast helps provide the answers. A 
forecast also provides a wake-up call when it looks like the company 
may miss on important financial measures or expectations. 

Create a tsunami warning system for your business. If you are on 
a beautiful island enjoying a white sand beach and crystal blue water 
and there is an earthquake thousands of miles away in the ocean, you 
need a tsunami warning system to alert you that a huge wall of water 
may be headed your way.

Do you remember the terrible tsunami that struck Asia back in 
2004? It was a tragedy where as many as 280,000 people died.  
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A magnitude 9.1 earthquake occurred in the Indian Ocean, 100 miles 
off the western coast of Northern Sumatra. Within hours, the  massive 
waves generated by the earthquake created enormous devastation in 
many countries.

One of the discussions after that tragedy was the lack of a tsunami 
warning system in the Indian Ocean. A tsunami warning system can 
detect the wave, or predict the magnitude of the wave based on the 
information about the earthquake, and then provide warnings to all 
the places where the tsunami is expected to impact. But there was no 
warning system in place in 2004 and a tragedy ensued as a result.

There is an analogy here that can help you. Say you’re in a cabin just 
20 feet or so from the ocean. Suddenly a huge 50-foot wave crashes 
onto the beach. Water starts roaring through the doors and windows 
of the cabin. What will you start doing immediately and instinctively?

	 •	 Hold	on	for	dear	life.
	 •	 Try	to	keep	your	head	above	water.
	 •	 	Try	to	find	something	to	grab	onto	so	you	can	pull	yourself	to	

safety.
	 •	 	Try	to	avoid	being	hit	by	chunks	of	debris	racing	past	you	in	

the water.

That’s the basic picture of what you might be doing when a crisis 
hits you without warning. Now let’s look at a different scenario. 
You’re in a beautiful cabin just 20 feet or so from the ocean. Suddenly 
you receive a tsunami warning. It’s telling you an earthquake has 
happened, and a huge wave is headed your way and it could be there 
within hours.

What will you start doing right away?

	 •	 Get	your	children	rounded	up	real	fast.
	 •	 Get	anyone	else	in	the	house	rounded	up.
	 •	 Maybe	grab	a	few	precious	possessions	or	heirlooms.
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	 •	 Throw	some	clothes	or	food	in	a	bag.
	 •	 Get	the	family	in	the	car	and	start	driving	away	from	the	ocean.
	 •	 	Turn	on	the	radio	and	check	your	smartphone	to	learn	what’s	

going on and get traffic reports.

In both scenarios you are moving fast and everything you are 
doing is important. But what you are doing is very different. In one 
case you’re fighting just to stay alive. In the other, you’re protecting 
your loved ones, saving your keepsakes and valuables, and moving to 
a safer place. You’re avoiding the problem. What you’re doing and 
when you are doing it are very, very different because you received a 
warning that a problem was on its way. You knew what kind of prob-
lem it was, how big a problem it was, and when it was expected to 
happen. You had the information you needed to take action.

A reliable financial forecast is a tsunami warning system for 
your business.

A reliable forecast provides the “heads up” you need when a financial 
problem is brewing. It gives you time to figure out a solution or find 
ways to minimize the potential negative impact. It helps you see 
financial problems or challenges in advance—far enough in advance 
for you to develop and implement an action plan to solve the prob-
lems before they arrive on your doorstep.

The Pledge
Here’s a powerful way for you to get started. The Pledge is a cool 

concept in a book titled, well, The Pledge by Michael Masterson.

Just for fun, I’d like you to consider putting the spirit of the pledge 
to work in your business. How? By making a simple commitment to 
yourself and to me. Ready?
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Okay, Philip. I am with you. I am absolutely committed to driving 
my business to new levels of financial success. My business is very 
important to me and I plan to do everything in my power to ensure 
it survives and thrives financially. As I read your book, I promise 
to seriously consider making financial forecasting a key part of how 
I manage my business every month and how I drive growth, profit-
ability, and cash flow higher and higher over time.

Name     ______________________________________

Date       ______________________________________
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How to Plan, Create, and Present  
Your Forecast

Part twO



“Most senior execu-
tives (not all) either 
come out of finance 
or pick up the skills 
during their rise to 

the top, just because 
it’s tough to run a 

business unless you 
know what the  

financial folks are 
saying.”

—Karen Berman and Joe 
Knight with John Case,  
Financial Intelligence
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Chapter 3
10 Rules for Creating a Forecast 
You Can Trust

“The few things that work fantastically well should be identified, 
cultivated, nurtured, and multiplied.”

—Richard Koch, The 80/20 PrinciPle

The 10 rules I walk through in this chapter are incredibly impor-
tant as you get started in forecasting. They form the foundation 

you will need to make sure you get started on the right foot. Please 
spend a few extra minutes to read (and re-read) each one. Put some 
serious thought into each rule. I promise you that the extra time you 
spend with these rules, or principles, will pay dividends and ensure 
you create a forecasting process you can trust.

 1. It’s all about decision making, not precision

 2. Think top-down, not bottom-up

 3. Model a full set of financial statements

 4. First look back, then look forward

 5. Understand the high-level company strategy and expectations

 6. Simplify, simplify, simplify
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 7. Create a repeatable process

 8. Be conservative

 9. Condense the results to a 2-minute summary

 10. Start for your eyes only

Let’s look at each one.

Rule #1. It’s All About  
Decision Making, Not Precision

One thing that may be stopping you from creating a forecast is that 
little voice in your head saying, “But I don’t know exactly what  
the future holds—what if I’m wrong in my forecast?” That fear of 
being wrong is rooted in the mistaken idea that a forecast should be 
“accurate.”

Transaction processing and creating historical financial statements 
is about being right. (Here, precision is your friend.) On the other 
hand, forecasting is about improving the company’s ability to make 
wise decisions. (Here, precision is your enemy.)

Here is an example. Let’s say at the beginning of the year you told 
your bank and outside investors that your plan was to increase pre-
tax income to $1.1 million this year and reduce debt by $750,000. 
Results for the first half of the year had come in better than budget 
and you were feeling confident. Now it’s mid-year and you are updat-
ing your monthly forecast for the remainder of the year. 

From a decision-making perspective, the question is whether the 
company has a good shot at hitting the full year pre-tax income and 
debt reduction targets or not. If the company is likely to hit the tar-
gets, then your management team’s focus should be on continuing 
to execute the existing plan. If the targets are in jeopardy, then you 
and your team need to evaluate what’s not working and make changes 
now to get back on track to hit the financial targets.
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After you review the forecast it becomes clear that the last half of the 
year is likely to come in far below the first half. Figure 3-1 is a summary 
of the resulting forecast compared to last year and the plan for this year.

Is a forecast always right? No. Is pre-tax income likely to come in 
at precisely $800,000? No.

From a precision perspective, lots of questions will arise such as 
what will actual revenues and expenses turn out to be, which of your 
current prospects will turn into actual customers, will there be 
employee turnover that could disrupt the business, will a specific cus-
tomer pay their invoice by the due date, and a host of other detailed 
questions that you would need to know to arrive at a precise estimate 
of pre-tax income and cash available for debt reduction.

But what is very clear in the forecast is there is a substantial risk of 
missing the pre-tax income and debt reduction targets for the year. It is 
crystal clear based on the forecast that management attention is required 
in order to get the company back on track for the last half of the year.

Chasing precision will only serve to cloud the message and distract 
from the important work of getting the company back on track to 
meeting its financial goals.
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Rule #2. Think Top-Down, Not  
Bottom-Up

Although creating historical financial statements is a bottom-up pro-
cess of gathering and recording thousands of transactions and report-
ing the results in the form of accurate financial statements, creating 
a financial forecast is a top-down exercise. You are connecting the 
company’s vision and strategy to the likely financial implications of 
achieving that strategy. 

Forecasting uses big-picture drivers and assumptions to create a 
model of what the financial statements may look like based on exist-
ing trends and plans. You have to take yourself up to the 30,000-foot 
level and look down on the business financially as you forecast. It’s 
about painting a picture of what the financial results will likely be 
based on your knowledge and intuition rather than actual transac-
tions. Your forecast looks at the strategic view and direction of where 
the company is going—not the nitty-gritty bottom-up details.

Consider the many assumptions that go into creating a fully mod-
eled set of financial statements. In the income statement, you forecast 
revenues, cost of sales, operating expenses, and net income. On the 
balance sheet, you forecast monthly balances for cash, accounts receiv-
able, inventory, property and equipment, accounts payable, accrued 
liabilities, debt, and equity balances. A bottom-up approach to create 
those assumptions is overly complex and counterproductive.

“Debating ‘what is the right number’ is a waste of management  
time. Instead, the focus should be on ‘what is the range of possible 
outcomes.’”

—Steve Morlidge and Steve Player, Future Ready:  
How to Master Business Forecasting
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Thinking top-down will help you resist the temptation to drive 
your estimates and assumptions down to the lowest level.

Rule #3. Model a Full Set of Financial 
Statements

A reliable financial forecast is a living, breathing tool that is updated 
monthly. The basic format should track with your existing financial 
statements (income statement, balance sheet, and statement of cash 
flows in the same format you use for monthly financial reporting) 
for at least the next six to eighteen months. Figures 3-2 through 3-4 
show a full set of monthly financial statements as an example. We'll 
talk more about ABC Construction Company as a real world fore-
casting example in Chapter 5.

Rule #4. First Look Back,  
Then Look Forward

One of the biggest mistakes entrepreneurs (and CFOs) make in cre-
ating a forecast is to start with a clean slate. They pull up a blank 
spreadsheet and begin thinking about what the first month in the 
forecast will look like. The problem is you unhook your forecast from 
reality when you do that.

The first step should be to drop in actual results for the last six to 
eighteen months (or more). Have the revenues and expenses been 
coming in the way you expected them to? Can you see a trend develop-
ing? Are you surprised by any of the numbers now that you are looking 
at the last six to eighteen months of actual results next to each other?

Once you have a good view of what the financial results have been 
over the last six to eighteen months, you want to look at some of the 
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factors that can make the next six to eighteen months vary from the 
historical results. That could include things like seasonality, a change 
in service or product mix, whether you will be expanding geograph-
ically, etc. 

For example, if you owned a construction company, you would 
first review your most recent financial results to see trends in the 
number of existing projects, gross margins, working capital, and 
capital expenditures. Then you would consider what kinds of bids 
are outstanding. Are they targeted at construction projects similar to 
those in the past? Are they for smaller or larger projects? Are the gross 
margins consistent with current projects, or are they higher or lower? 
A construction company owner would want to think through the 
way the business is changing and the impact it’s likely to have on 
financial results and cash flow. They would talk to project managers 
and others about what they are seeing in the market. Does customer 
activity seem to be picking up or slowing down? Management and 
others inside the company are a wealth of information that will shed 
light on what’s changing and what’s about to happen as a result.

Here is another example. I use a forecasting tool called SurvivalWare 
which I will talk more about shortly. It is a powerful tool for financial 
analysis and forecasting that I have used for well over ten years now. 
The really cool thing in SurvivalWare is we push a button to see a graph 
and now we have our forecast amounts next to actuals in a bar chart. 
Figure 3-5 is a great example of a forecast that has an obvious problem.

There are actually two problems with this forecast. First, sales go 
up almost $4 million in the first month of the forecast. Second, the 
projection shows sales going up consistently each month. But that 
trend is not at all consistent with the recent past. The actual results 
show that there is seasonality to the business. And you can bet that 
the seasonality of the business will not just magically disappear.

So I used the forecast tool in SurvivalWare to include the seasonality 
in the actuals in the projected sales levels. Figure 3-6 shows the result.
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Figure 3-6

SALES: ACTUAL & FORECAST
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This is a much more reality-based view of the fact that sales bounce 
around a bit. I still have a sales increase in the forecast, but now it 
reflects the obvious seasonality of this business. You want to do this 
kind of review on each of the key line items in your forecast.

Rule #5. Understand the High-Level 
Company Strategy and Expectations

One of the benefits of forecasting is that it forces you to think 
about your company’s vision and strategy more deeply. For  
example, what are the three most critical goals or initiatives for the 
coming year? Is the company planning to grow slowly or aggres-
sively? Are there plans to move into new markets or attempt to 
attract new customer segments? Answering these types of strategic 
questions forces you to step back and think about the big picture. 
If you have a CFO it helps him or her “get out of the ledger” and 
talk to management about their division’s goals or their depart-
ment’s strategies. It requires you to talk to your board and trusted 
advisors to get their input and perspective.

One thing I always do when I help a company put a reliable finan-
cial forecasting process in place is to surface the expectations of the 
CEO, the board, and others. I love to get a view of what they expect 
to happen financially in the business. Then I share with them what 
the forecast results reveal about what financial performance is likely 
to be and compare it to their expectations. It would shock you how 
often the reality and the expectations differ.

Rule #6. Simplify, Simplify, Simplify

One of my favorite quotes, known as Meyer’s Law, says:

“It’s a simple matter to make things complex, but a complex matter 
to make things simple.” 
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You will be surprised how difficult this advice is to implement once you 
begin creating, and regularly updating, your financial forecast. The num-
ber of potential rabbit holes you can dive into while forecasting is huge.

With all the assumptions you have to make in creating your fore-
cast, it is very important to think about one of the more counter-
intuitive facts about forecasting:

The more detail you bring into the forecasting process, the 
more error you will create.

I learned this very early in my career when forecasting revenues.
I was the CFO of an international franchisor. We had three retail 

concepts and 350 locations across the United States and Canada. We 
needed a reliable forecast of our combined revenues and cash flow. 
One of the larger obstacles was that we lacked real-time access to 
franchisee sales at the location level. The sales information was sent to 
us monthly (ten days after month end—this was in the early 1990s).

We considered having each franchisee forecast their sales and sub-
mit it to us at corporate. But that was met with resistance. Plus, there 
was no way we would have anywhere near full compliance with that 
many franchisees involved. We tried forecasting each location our-
selves and summing it up for our overall forecast. But that process 
proved unreliable.

We tried having our regional managers provide their estimate by 
store because they were talking and meeting with franchisees fre-
quently. But that proved unreliable as well and it put a lot of addi-
tional work on the regional managers.

I found the solution by estimating one number – comparable store 
sales increase/decrease. There was no need to estimate 350 different 
numbers. We only needed to estimate one number.
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To get the forecast revenue number, I would review the comparable 
store sales change (expressed as a percentage up or down) for the last 
twelve months. Then I would talk to a couple regional managers to 
get some anecdotal feedback on whether they were hearing good 
things about sales or bad things. I would consider whether the reve-
nues for the same month of the prior year were up or down. With 
that limited amount of information, I could estimate the comparable 
store sales percentage and arrive at my revenue forecast for each 
month.

It turned out to be amazingly reliable. Not perfect, but incredibly 
reliable…and dramatically simpler than the bottom-up alternative.

“If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.”

—Albert Einstein

Here’s another example of the importance of simplification when 
you are forecasting.

An engineering company was beginning the financial forecasting 
process. The company began discussing how best to forecast revenues 
and gross profit. Most of its revenues were project related and based 
on a fixed price. Revenues bounced around from month to month, 
depending on how each project was progressing and when new proj-
ects began. It had 35 open projects, six about to start, and another 
five bids out. Individual projects ranged from $3,000 to $225,000, 
and each one was in a different phase of completion.

The company reasoned that the most accurate way to estimate rev-
enues was to do it at the project level. Otherwise it couldn’t support the 
forecast number. So, the company took the work in process (WIP) 
schedule and expanded it by adding columns for projected revenues 
and gross profit by month for each project over the next eighteen 
months. Then it added projects the company expected to start in the 
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near future and ones it had bid on and expected to win. From there, the 
company created the projected revenue and gross profit for each month.

It was an impressive spreadsheet and tied nicely to the monthly rev-
enue forecast. When the CEO or the board asked, “How did you arrive 
at the November revenue forecast?” they could pull up the detailed 
project schedule and say “Here’s the revenue forecast by project.”

But think about how many estimates were in that schedule: the 
timing and amount of possible change orders for each project, the 
timing and amount of changes to expected gross profit for each proj-
ect, the timing and amount of cost and completion estimates for each 
project, the timing of new upcoming projects, the revenue and gross 
profit estimates for each new project, the timing of billings and 
monthly revenue, etc. The schedule covered 46 projects; the number 
of estimates for a single month of revenues was at least 108. 

The challenge wasn’t to answer the question: “What are the 108 
different estimates we can use to arrive at a forecast of revenues for 
one month?” It was to figure out what two numbers can be multi-
plied to get the revenue forecast for the month. Here’s the answer: 

Number of open projects x Average monthly revenue per  
project = Revenues

A quick look at the company’s historical results showed a surpris-
ingly consistent overall average monthly revenue per project over the 
past 24 months, especially considering the wide variety of projects 
open at any given time. And the number of open projects during each 
of those months did not vary widely. The two-driver forecasting 
approach proved that it was more reliable…and dramatically simpler.

The key to success in forecasting is to be always thinking about 
how to simplify, simplify, simplify…and simplify some more. Sim-
plify the key drivers, critical assumptions, and how you interpret and 
present the results of the forecast.
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Rule #7. Create a Repeatable Process

Because your forecast will be updated with actual results and the 
forecast adjusted every month based on current information, repeat-
ability is very important to the forecasting process.

The software tool you choose will impact the success of your  
forecasting process. The tool must include the underlying logic for 
forecasting (modeling) a full set of financial statements and perform 
a number of additional functions. At a minimum, it should:

	 •	 	Provide	the	ability	to	forecast	with	financial	and	nonfinancial	data
	 •	 Import	historical	(actual)	financial	results
	 •	 	Present	 both	 historical	 and	 forecast	 results	 in	 reports,	 report	

packages, and exports
	 •	 Be	easy	to	update	and	maintain	
	 •	 Make	monthly	financial	reporting	simple	and	fast
	 •	 	Display	graphical	views	of	data	and	trends	(this	is	a	powerful	

feature for communicating insight)

Forecasting tools generally fall into two categories: homegrown 
spreadsheets and forecasting software. Creating a forecast in a  spreadsheet 
can work well in a company with spreadsheet “power users,” analysts on 
staff to maintain the financial model, or an organization that prefers “roll 
your own” solutions to acquiring software from outside vendors. Spread-
sheets can be fully customized and are relatively inexpensive to get 
started. 

“…Increasing the level of detail often leads to increased forecast 
error.… Indeed, more often than not, more detail means higher 
errors, not higher accuracy.”

—Steve Morlidge and Steve Player, Future Ready:  
How to Master Business Forecasting
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However, spreadsheets are not ideal for a company in which a 
complex legal entity consolidation is required to present consoli-
dated actual and forecast results, or one that is moving its system to 
a cloud-based solution with anytime, anywhere access to financial 
data. Spreadsheets can become clunky and difficult to maintain, 
involve a lot of manual input, and are prone to human error. 

Forecasting software is specialized, dynamic, and built for mass 
amounts of data as well as the ability to import data and perform 
complex reporting. However, it can be a costly solution that requires 
professional assistance and extra time to set up and maintain.

We’ll talk more about forecasting tools in Chapter 6.

Rule #8. Be Conservative

Because we know a forecast will not be perfectly accurate, the chal-
lenge is keeping it in the “ballpark” as a wildly inaccurate forecast will 
hurt your credibility. You do that by being conservative in your key 
assumptions. 

It’s like meeting someone for lunch. You agree to meet a good 
friend at a restaurant at noon. You set noon as the time to meet so 
you will both be there at about the same time. But despite the precise 
time you set, you know that both of you will not show up at exactly 
noon. The only question is whether you will be there a little before 
noon or a little after noon. Will you be early or will you be late? 

It’s the same for your forecast. Your estimates will not be perfectly 
accurate. You want to err on the side of being conservative. That way 
the surprises are pleasant rather than unpleasant.

Let’s say you are working on the profitability component of your 
forecast. Last year the company generated $5.5 million of net income. 
This year, the economy is great and the company is growing nicely. 
If results continue the way they have been going, profits could hit the 
$8.0 million mark. Being conservative in your forecast of profitabil-
ity means that you assume there could be some slips or slowdowns 
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before year end. So your forecast might guide the profit estimate 
down to the $7.0 million to $7.5 million range. That way you pro-
vide some room for error or surprise. It recognizes that not every “at 
bat” results in a home run.

Rule #9. Condense the Results  
to a 2-Minute Summary

Creating a reliable forecast and effectively communicating it to your 
audience starts with making the forecast results simple and easy to 
understand. Here is a helpful exercise that works especially well when 
implementing a forecast process for the first time.

Imagine you will sit down with the CEO or board tomorrow 
morning. In that meeting, you will have two minutes to convey the 
essence of the forecast (key insights, implications, and assumptions) 
to him or her. That person will then step into another meeting with 
the company’s key shareholders and lenders to share his or her insight 
about where the company is going financially. Your mission: Ensure 
they can share the insights from the forecast with confidence and 
clarity.

This exercise will force you to distill the insights and implications 
of the forecast down to what matters most so that you can clearly 
identify and communicate the most important high-level drivers and 
assumptions.

Here’s an example:
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In this example, there is one key insight because the expansion 
into Texas is a significant event. It will take about one minute to 
communicate that summary. The remainder of the meeting with the 
CEO will be spent answering his or her questions about the key 
assumptions and the conclusion. The number of questions the CEO 
has will be determined by the degree to which your conclusions or 
insights come as a surprise.

Rule #10. Start for Your Eyes Only

As you make progress in creating your forecast, it’s natural to want 
to begin sharing it immediately. However, keep it “for your eyes 
only”—at least to start. 

That means don’t sell your leadership team on the value of having 
a forecast, don’t talk to them about the assumptions or specifics as 
you create the forecast, and don’t send the results of the forecast to 
them—yet.

Instead, spend a few months “beta testing” your forecast to learn 
from and experiment with the process before rolling it out to the 
management team or the board. Create assumptions at the highest 
level possible to prove to yourself that you don’t need to forecast at the 
detail level. Create the forecast for the next three months, then com-
pare the actual results each month. What worked out well? Are you 
surprised at the difference between your forecast and the actual results?

An important step in mitigating risk when creating a forecast is to 
give it a serious reality check, what I like to call a “smell test.” You’ve 
created assumptions about profitability, the timing of collecting 
accounts receivable, inventory and payables, capital expenditures, 
borrowing or payments on debt, distributions to owners, and a num-
ber of other important drivers of financial results. 

Once you have a completed draft of the forecast, step back and 
look at the resulting financial statements. Are they consistent with 
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your general expectations? Are they in line with actual results and the 
plan? Do they make sense given your intuition and knowledge of the 
business?

One thing you learn real fast when forecasting a full set of financial 
statements is that the real bottom line is cash. Because every forecast 
assumption you make ultimately impacts the cash balance, you want 
to pay very close attention to the forecast cash balances to ensure 
nothing looks unusual. The smell test is a quick way to check that 
nothing unexpected has made its way into your numbers. 

After running the forecast process for three months, you will 
become more confident and knowledgeable about the benefits of 
forecasting and how best to create and present the results. You will 
learn firsthand where the landmines are to avoid. You will develop a 
better sense of the kinds of monthly and strategic decisions that the 
forecast can help you answer and influence.
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Chapter 4
The Recipe for Financial 
Forecasting

“Money is a terrible master but an excellent servant.”

—P.T. Barnum

Most people whip out a spreadsheet and start plugging numbers 
into a forecast only to realize there is more to the forecasting 

process than meets the eye. That’s why I have organized the forecast-
ing process into three phases—plan, create, and present. 

The plan phase is about putting the foundation in place so you 
can build a forecast that adds value for the company. The create 
phase is about the actual work of developing assumptions and put-
ting numbers in the forecast. The present phase is about how you 
turn the forecast into insight for your leadership team and others 
interested in, or invested in, the financial success of your company.

Plan

In this phase, you’ll plan and design the ultimate end product and 
build a foundation that will support your forecasting goals.
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Figure 4-1

THE RECIPE FOR FINANCIAL FORECASTING
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Here are the steps in the plan phase:

	 •	 Set	the	objectives.
	 •	 Decide	on	the	historical	and	future	periods	to	present.
	 •	 Identify	the	key	drivers	(financial	and	nonfinancial).

Set the Objectives

Step one is to write down the primary goals and objectives of the 
forecast you’re about to create. This is the “begin with the end in 
mind” step. It helps you define what success will look like once your 
forecast is complete.

In my consulting work (whether internal or external), I always 
begin by having a discussion with my client about what they’re trying 
to achieve. I write down the one to three big picture objectives we 
want to accomplish and get the client’s buy-in that I’ve captured the 
essence of what we need to accomplish. There’s something magical 
about narrowing the objectives to just one to three and actually writ-
ing them down and talking about them upfront.

For example, one company summarized its objectives as follows:

 1. Implement a reliable financial forecasting/projections process.

 2.  Ensure the forecast can be easily updated and published monthly.
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The company was growing and wanted to become a more metrics-
driven organization. The forecast would help the CEO plan and man-
age the key drivers/metrics of financial performance at the overall 
company level. Then she planned to drive that same kind of focus down 
to the more operational levels of the different divisions of the company. 

She was increasing the number of locations and taking on more 
debt to help finance the growth. She knew the company needed to 
become more focused on the key drivers of financial performance to 
ensure the growth was profitable and to help her manage the risk asso-
ciated with taking on more debt. The forecast was a central part of how 
she would more closely manage both financial performance and risk 
on a monthly basis. The forecast would also help her plan and manage 
their different legal entities at the overall company/consolidated level. 

The “easily updated and published monthly” part of the second 
objective was critical. The CEO had previously been through a fore-
casting exercise, but the result was too difficult to maintain and, 
therefore, provided limited benefits for only a couple months.

In another example, I was brought in to help a company that had 
grown nicely to over $75 million in annual revenues. The majority 
shareholder had built the business over time but never really put in 
place an experienced accountant as the controller or CFO. Then a 
combination of a tough economy, and intense competition, put a big 
squeeze on cash flow. The squeeze required the company to borrow 
everything it had available on their existing bank line and they vio-
lated a number of critical debt covenants.

The credit line was large (for both the company and the bank). 
And the owner had personally guaranteed the credit line as well. If 
the bank pulled the credit line, the company would fail and the 
owner would have to file personal bankruptcy because the debt 
would overwhelm his personal net worth. It was a big problem.

The bank was very nervous and was taking a somewhat activist 
role as a result. The bank was asking lots of questions about financial 
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results and not getting timely answers. They wanted timely financial 
statements and reliable answers about what results would look like 
in the coming months so they could evaluate the company (and its 
credit risk—banks hate losing money). 

Here is how we defined the primary objectives:

 1. Establish confidence and credibility with the bank.

 2. Produce timely and accurate financial statements.

 3. Provide a monthly financial forecast for the next twelve months.

The written objectives helped keep everyone focused on what we 
were there to accomplish.

Decide on the Historical and Future Periods to Present

Consider how many months of historical financial statements to 
include in your forecast. When possible, two to three years of his-
torical monthly results is ideal because they provide insight into the 
drivers of results, trends over time, month-to-month variations in 
results, etc. The numbers will help you assess where the company has 
been according to the actual results.

Forecast periods should be monthly for the upcoming twelve to 
eighteen months. Although there are times when you may want to 
forecast farther into the future (e.g., when presenting a long-term 
plan, raising capital, or attracting a lender), twelve to eighteen 
months is sufficient for month-to-month decision making.

It is important to maintain the twelve to eighteen month forecast 
horizon as each month goes by. For example, let’s say you begin the 
process with eighteen months in your forecast. Once the first month 
goes by, you now have seventeen months in the forecast. The forecast 
horizon shrinks each month unless you regularly add months to the 
end of the forecast horizon. This process of maintaining the number 
of periods in the forecast is what makes the forecast a “rolling  forecast.” 
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A rolling forecast means that when a month is over you add a month 
to the end of the forecast period. That way you always have a defined 
period in your forecast.

I am a big fan of the rolling forecast because it helps you get out 
of the mindset of thinking only in terms of the calendar or fiscal 
year. It helps you think in terms of a more practical planning 
horizon rather than the traditional compliance driven reporting 
periods.

Having said that, it is not always necessary to adhere to the strict 
definition of a rolling forecast. I generally let three months or so go 
by before I add to the end of the forecast period. I allow the forecast 
period to “flex” a little bit from month-to-month unless there are 
meaningful changes going on in the business that will clearly impact 
the future periods. I allow some flexibility in defining and updating 
the forecast horizon. It really depends on what’s going on in the busi-
ness, the nature of the planning cycle, and the types of decisions the 
forecast informs. 

When it comes to how frequently to update the numbers in the 
forecast period, I encourage you to look at the forecast period as 
consisting of the “near term” and the “longer term.” The near term 
is the next three to nine months or so. The longer term would be the 
next twelve to eighteen months.

The near term is where you want to answer the question “What’s 
about to happen?” You want your leadership team and other users of 
the forecast to have a clear view of what financial results are likely to 
be in the near future. As a result, pay very close attention to the next 
three to nine months in the forecast and update those numbers 
monthly.

The longer term is more about answering the question “What 
could happen?” This is more of a “What happens if ” kind of  question. 
What happens if we expand our operation in the northeast? What 
happens if a major competitor opens a new store near our flagship 
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location? These numbers would generally be updated only when 
there is an event or something has happened in the business that 
makes it necessary to change the forecast. Or there is some planning 
or discussions going on in the business and you want to forecast a 
range of options or possibilities. Otherwise, I generally update these 
numbers in the forecast once a quarter or so.

Identify the Key Drivers (Financial and Nonfinancial)

Identify the key drivers that impact your results (and, therefore, your 
financial statements). Because the forecast doesn’t consist of actual 
transactions, consider the larger influences that will drive expected 
results in the financial statements.

A retailer might consider: 

	 •	 number	of	customers/transactions,	

	 •	 customer	traffic	trends,

	 •	 competitive	threats,

	 •	 average	ticket,	

	 •	 gross	profit	margin,	

	 •	 current	operating	expense	structure,	

	 •	 company	growth	plans,

	 •	 lease	expiration	dates,

	 •	 the	impact	of	seasonality	on	inventory	levels,

	 •	 existing	debt	service	requirements,	and

	 •	 capital	expenditure	plans.

Next, consider what drives those balances at the highest level pos-
sible. Figure 4-2 lists the financial statement categories and sugges-
tions for forecasting those balances that this same retailer might 
consider.
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You will be using these key drivers when you develop your forecast 
assumptions.

Create

In this phase of the forecasting process, you will insert historical 
financial and nonfinancial information into your forecasting tool. 
Then, use information about trends and metrics in those results, 
together with information from management and others, and begin 
creating the assumptions that will drive the forecast results.
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Here are the steps:

	 •	 Gather	financial	and	nonfinancial	data
	 •	 Discuss	where	the	business	is	going
	 •	 Create	the	forecast

Gather Financial and Nonfinancial Data

Most accounting systems have a feature for exporting financial state-
ments that show each month in the range side-by-side so that infor-
mation can be easily imported or pasted into your forecasting software 
or spreadsheet. I generally export an income statement and balance 
sheet for the historical periods and rely on the forecasting tool to 
create the statement of cash flows.

Also, gather and incorporate the nonfinancial data. For exam-
ple, a retailer may have identified the number of customers or 
transactions and average ticket to be key drivers, because the num-
ber of customers/transactions multiplied by the average ticket = 
sales. You would go to your POS system and gather (or export) the 
number of customers/transactions for the period identified in the 
Plan phase. 

A construction company might gather the number of open proj-
ects and average revenue per project. There is generally a handful or 
so of nonfinancial data to gather. Keep in mind that you want to be 
sure you create a repeatable process here because this will need to be 
exported each month going forward.

Discuss Where the Business Is Going

One of the benefits of the financial forecasting process is that it 
forces you to think deeply about your company’s vision and strat-
egy. For example, what are the three most critical goals or initiatives 
for the coming year? Is the company planning to grow slowly or 
aggressively? Are there plans to bid on projects similar to the ones 
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in the past, or is the company moving into new markets or new 
customer segments? 

Answering these types of strategic questions helps you think 
beyond the day to day work inside the business and encourages 
conversations with management about their goals, strategies, and 
expectations. 

Create the Forecast

Now it is time to enter the assumptions that will create the forecast 
results. You will draw on a unique blend of historical results and 
trends, your understanding of the company’s vision and strategy, and 
your intuition about what is most likely to happen financially.

In the forecasting process, we are going to use some “hacks,” or short-
cuts, to estimate what we believe the end results of cash flow and finan-
cial results will be. Here are my suggestions on the approach to 
forecasting each of these components of a full set of financial statements.

Revenues. Think for a minute at a very summary level about this 
question: What two numbers could you multiply together to arrive 
at revenues? 

	 •	 	For	a	retailer	it	might	be	number	of	customers	×	average	ticket	
= revenues. 

	 •	 	For	a	law	firm	it	might	be	hours	incurred	by	attorneys	×	average	
billing rate = revenues. 

	 •	 	For	a	wholesaler	of	fuel	it	might	be	gallons	of	fuel	sold	×	average	
selling price per gallon = revenues. 

You want to do this exercise at the highest (most summary) level 
possible. Notice how the key drivers almost always include nonfinan-
cial data (like number of customers in the retail example, hours 
worked in the law firm example, and gallons sold in the fuel whole-
saler example).
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Gross Margin. In most cases, it is best to use a single gross margin 
estimate to drive gross profit (and, therefore, cost of goods sold).

Operating and Nonoperating Expenses. I generally prefer to enter 
operating expenses by line item based on existing trends, budget, 
expectation, etc. 

Days Sales Outstanding (DSO). DSO is the number of days of 
average sales sitting in accounts receivable (A/R). It is a good shortcut 
for forecasting A/R on the balance sheet each month. Accounts 
receivable at the end of a month is a function of the balance at the 
end of the prior month plus revenues minus collections. Rather than 
estimating the amount to be collected, using DSO multiplied by 
average daily revenues is a reliable way to estimate the ending bal-
ance. Then the forecast model can calculate how much was assumed 
to be collected during the month for the statement of cash flows. 

Days Inventory Outstanding (DIO). DIO is the number of days 
of cost of goods sold sitting in inventory. It is a good shortcut for 
forecasting the inventory on the balance sheet each month. Inven-
tory at the end of a month is a function of the balance at the end of 
the prior month plus purchases minus cost of goods sold. Rather 
than estimating the amount of inventory purchased during the 
month, multiply DIO by average daily cost of goods sold to estimate 
the ending inventory balance. Then the forecast model can calculate 
how much was assumed to be purchased during the month. 

Capital Expenditures. This amount is used to estimate capital 
expenditures for each month, which are a function of management 
plans and expectations for capital expenditures.

Days Payable Outstanding (DPO). DPO is the number of days 
of expenses sitting in accounts payable (A/P). It is a good shortcut 
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for forecasting A/P on the balance sheet each month. The model can 
then adjust cash according to the change in payables for the month. 

Principal Payments on Debt. This is used to estimate principal 
payments on debt based on existing debt service requirements as well 
as any additional long-term plans for borrowing or paying debt down 
faster than the existing schedule. You need to look at your debt struc-
ture and whether you have long-term debt where you are making 
regular monthly payments and if you have, or also have, short-term 
debt like a bank line of credit or similar debt.

Other Asset and Liability Accounts. One of the main items to con-
sider here is income taxes. This will depend on the kind of entity your 
business is in. If you are in an S corp or LLC or other pass-through 
type entity then one of the main items here is distributions to owners. 
These are very big assumptions so pay close attention to them.

Owner Distributions. Use a dollar amount to estimate owner dis-
tributions.

Now the Fun Part!

Now it’s time to sit down and crank through all the assumptions 
necessary to create a forecast of the income statement, balance sheet, 
and cash flows for the coming months. 

This is a very interative process. You will drop in some revenue 
estimates and then realize that the revenues for the year look way too 
big…or way too low. Same with your operating expenses. You will 
look back at the prior month’s gross margins and see they have been 
bouncing around from month to month. So you will go a little 
deeper to see what’s causing those changes. You will try to figure out 
if they will continue. Then once you begin making assumptions 
about balance sheet accounts, you may see that the balances each 
month don’t make sense relative to historical balances. You will find 
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yourself thinking about every component of the financial statements 
as you work through this process.

The key is to use the time you spend making assumptions and 
looking at the results of the forecast financial statements to deepen 
your understanding of what drives financial results in your business. 
Remember, this is a top-down, rather than a bottom-up, exercise. So 
try not to allow yourself to drive your forecast assumptions down to 
the lowest level possible. Stay up at the 30,000-foot level.

“The key assumptions, those that have the greatest effect on  
forecasted cash flow, highlight where management competency is 
required and become the KPIs.”

—Robert H. Hacker, Billion Dollar Company

Once you’ve drafted your forecast, take some time to review your 
work. Here are some questions to consider:

	 •	 	Given	my	knowledge	of	the	business	and	existing	trends,	does	
the forecast make sense?

	 •	 	Does	it	show	the	company	as	a	net	generator	of	cash	or	a	net	
user of cash?

	 •	 	When	discussing	the	forecast	results	with	the	CEO,	will	he	or	she	
be surprised by the overall plan for the company’s financial future?

	 •	 	When	discussing	the	critical	assumptions	and	key	drivers	used	
to create the forecast with the CEO, will he or she agree that 
the assumptions and drivers seem reasonable?

In my consulting work, I review the highlights of the forecast with 
my client to get feedback on whether the big picture view of the 
forecast creates any surprises or concerns. We walk through the crit-
ical assumptions and the key drivers of performance. We look at the 
existing trends and talk about specific strategies being employed in 
the business that might alter those trends. 
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The last step in this phase is to make the necessary changes to the 
forecast based on the feedback you have received. Armed with input 
from management and others you can go back and make any changes 
necessary to create the “final” version of the forecast. There’s almost 
always going to be some tweaking to do. Maybe margins are likely to 
go up two months from now because the company is rolling out a 
brand new, high margin product. Or there is a large capital expendi-
ture being planned six months from now that you were not aware of.

Present

Presenting the forecast is more art than science. It’s about how you 
turn the forecast into insight for your leadership team; how you pres-
ent the key insights will ultimately determine the success of your 
forecast process. 

Here are the steps:

	 •	 Create	a	2-minute	summary
	 •	 Show	historical	and	forecast	results	side-by-side
	 •	 	Make	the	forecast	part	of	your	Monthly	Financial	Rhythm

Create a 2-Minute Summary

Creating a reliable forecast and effectively communicating it to your 
audience starts with making the forecast results simple and easy to 
understand. I have found that getting laser focused on simplifying 
the results of the forecast pays big dividends. You want to present the 
assumptions and results at the highest level possible to start. Then be 
prepared to drill down and provide the next layer of information 
after the high level view is fully presented and understood.

Figure 4-3 is an example of a 2-minute summary. There is one 
key insight because the expansion into Texas is a significant event. 
It will take about one minute to communicate that summary. The 
remainder of the  meeting with the CEO or the board will be spent 
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answering questions about the key assumptions and the conclusion. 
The number of questions will be determined by the degree to which 
your conclusions or insights come as a surprise.

Show Historical and Forecast Results Side-by-Side

There’s something almost magical about presenting financial results 
and financial statements where each month is shown side-by-side.  
It makes the trends and direction in the business jump off the page 
at you. And I always like to show actual months for the year next to 
the forecast months as a way to give the reader a view into actual and 
projected performance for the year.

After the 2-minute summary, this is one of the first views of the 
detailed forecast results I provide. It helps clarify the forecast results 
because you can see the forecast periods together with actual results. 
It highlights what has been happening in the recent past, educates 
the reader about the financial statements in general, and helps 
everyone get comfortable with the assumptions used to create the 
forecast.

Make the Forecast Part of Your Monthly Financial Rhythm

Life, business, and money all move in a rhythm or cycle. So does 
financial management and forecasting. The forecast is a key part of 
your monthly financial rhythm. You don’t want all the benefits of 
having a forecast to be a one-time thing and then get put on a shelf 
somewhere or forgotten. Include it in your monthly financial 
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 reporting package. That way you make it a part of how you plan and 
manage the financial side of the business each month.

Adjust

Goals

ForecastInsight

Target

Monitor

Figure 4-4

THE MONTHLY FINANCIAL RHYTHM

I refer to this natural financial rhythm in business as the TARGET, 
MONITOR, ADJUST cycle. It’s about setting financial goals and 
TARGETS, MONITORING forecast and actual financial results, 
and making ADJUSTMENTS in strategy and execution inside the 
company when results differ from the target or expectation.

Business (and money) moves in a rhythm, a cycle. So does 
financial management.

It’s a monthly rhythm designed to improve decision making and 
provide financial feedback inside your company. A fast feedback loop 
makes it possible to quickly identify strategies that need to change 
because financial results are not in line with expectations.
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Target – The targets are the key financial and nonfinancial 
goals that drive from your vision and strategy. A company in 
restructuring mode would have different targets than a com-
pany trying to scale and grow. The targets can change as well 
depending on short-term financial goals. For example, one 
quarter you might have specific goals related to collecting 
receivables faster. Another quarter might include a focus on 
reducing certain expense categories. There will generally be 
three to five targets at any time. But the mix of targets/metrics 
will vary during the year.

Monitor – Monitoring is about creating financial forecasts 
(expected financial results) and actual results (historical 
 financials). Forecasts are a fully modeled set of financial state-
ments over at least the next six to eighteen months. Actuals are 
financial statements and the key drivers of financial perfor-
mance. The combination of the forecast and actuals results is 
 converted into insight (not just numbers or financial 
 statements).

Adjust – You and your team then use insightful financial infor-
mation to determine whether the specific action plans and 
strategies being executed throughout the company are working 
as expected. Your management team is on board because they 
understand the financial goals and the related metrics being 
tracked. You have helped them learn how to use the monthly 
financial information to compare the actions they are taking in 
the field to the implications in the financial statements. Now 
they have a tight link between their plans and the actual finan-
cial results. Adjustments to strategies and tactics in the field can 
be made quickly when the financial information suggests some-
thing is not working the way you intended.
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The cycle continues every month by making any necessary changes 
to the financial goals and targets and the resulting forecast/ expectations. 
It’s a monthly financial rhythm designed to help you focus on what 
matters most. It’s the key to turning financial information into 
insight.

“The more often we forecast, the quicker we will be able to act to 
correct any problems with our process.”

—Steve Morlidge and Steve Player, Future Ready:  
How to Master Business Forecasting

Each month your forecast should be updated as follows:

	 •	 Load	actual	results	when	the	month	is	over.
	 •	 Compare	actuals	to	the	forecast.
	 •	 Make	any	necessary	changes	to	the	forecast	months.
	 •	 Add	any	necessary	periods	to	the	end	of	the	forecast.
	 •	 	Work	closely	with	the	leadership	team	to	identify	action	items	

that can drive improvements in profitability and cash flow.

That’s the recipe for creating a reliable financial forecast. Now let’s 
walk through the plan, create, present process in a step-by-step fash-
ion with a real world example in the next chapter. You will see how 
the process unfolds and look at the before and after results.
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Chapter 5
A Real World Example–ABC 
Construction Company

“Just because an opportunity doesn’t pique my imagination or  
look too exciting at first, I’ve learned not to discount it.”

—George Foreman, knockouT enTrePreneur

Now I would like to bring the process of creating a reliable finan-
cial forecast together for you in an example. This example is a 

sort of mini-case study to help you see how the principles you have 
learned so far are applied. I will walk through the plan, create, present 
process in a step-by-step fashion so you see the inside view of how 
the process unfolds. 

The example follows a general contractor in the construction indus-
try who is creating a financial forecast for the first time. ABC Con-
struction’s CEO/owner plans to recruit a number of respected and 
experienced entrepreneurs, executives, and savvy members of the 
financial community to join his Board of Directors. He wants to take 
his company to the next level and believes that having people who 
have “been there and done that” will be critical to his success in grow-
ing the company. A reliable financial forecast is one of the tools the 
CEO and Board of Directors will use to plan and monitor the pace 
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and progress of ABC’s growth strategies. The CEO wants to put  
the forecasting process in place before he begins recruiting board 
members.

Current annual revenues are about $25 million and the company 
wants to double that number over the next three years. My role was 
to work closely with the CFO to plan and implement the forecasting 
process. Once we got the process up and running, the CFO would 
maintain the forecast each month going forward.

Building the Forecast

Like a construction project, the three distinct phases of building a 
forecast are Plan, Create, and Present.

Because the CFO was a spreadsheet “power user,” we decided to cre-
ate the financial model in Excel. It was designed so it could be updated 
monthly and would track the existing financial statement format.

Plan

Set the Objectives

The objectives were heavily influenced by the CEO’s desire to create 
a tool to support a robust financial planning and monitoring process 
for the board. He wanted the forecast to become a part of their 
monthly financial rhythm and he wanted to avoid creating a labor-
intensive process. The objectives were documented as:

 1.  Implement a reliable financial forecasting/projection process to 
provide a clear view of likely financial results in order to evalu-
ate various growth plans and strategies.

 2.  Make the process a “top-down” rather than a “bottom-up” exer-
cise. That way we will require very little input or effort from 
others in the company.
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 3.  Incorporate the forecast into the monthly financial reporting 
process for the Board.

These three objectives would guide the implementation and 
would be referred back to at the end of the project to ensure we 
accomplished the original intent of the forecast. (This is a very 
important benefit of stating your goals in writing at the very begin-
ning of the process. It helps you get clear on the overall objectives 
and gives you something to look back on after the forecasting process 
is up and running to ensure you achieved the original goals.)

Decide on the Historical and Future Periods to Present

The most recent financial statements are from June 30 of the current 
year. Eighteen months of actual financial data and eighteen months 
of forecast data were included in the financial model to provide a 
solid view of recent monthly financial performance and extend the 
forecast through the end of the next calendar year.

Figures 5-2 through 5-7 show the monthly income statements, 
balance sheets, and statements of cash flows for the prior year and for 
the six months ended June 30 of the current year.

Figure 5-1

THE RECIPE FOR FINANCIAL FORECASTING

Plan Create Present

Set the objectives

Decide on the 
historical & future 
periods to present

Identify the key 
drivers (financial 
and nonfinancial)

Gather financial & 
nonfinancial data

Discuss where the 
business is going

Create the forecast

Create a 2-minute
summary

Show historical & 
forecast results side
by side

Make the forecast a
part of your monthly
financial rhythm

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓
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Because cash is the real bottom line in business, and I am a big fan 
of simplification when it comes to understanding cash flow, I also 
created a summary view of cash flow for the same periods as shown 
in Figures 5-8 and 5-9.

One of the first things you will notice as you look at the financial 
statements is there are lots of numbers. Even a financial person could 
easily get bogged down in looking through eighteen months of finan-
cial statements. The secret at this stage in the process is to keep your 
review simple and focused on the big picture. Here is how I do it.

Before I look at any historical financial statements, I have an initial 
discussion with my client about the business and get their big picture 
view of recent financial performance. That way I get a good sense of 
what management believes is happening financially before I review their 
financial statements. This is a great way to get an initial read on whether 
management is on top of what’s going on financially. It also helps me 
avoid the tendency to drill down with questions about their financials 
when I am having that initial big picture discussion about the business.
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Once I have the monthly financial statements, the first question I 
want to answer is: “What’s going on with the cash?” This is my start-
ing point for understanding a company’s financial statements. I do 
this by looking at the three largest changes (or drivers) in cash for the 
most recent periods. Figures 5-8 and 5-9 are summary views of ABC’s 
cash flow that make it easy to see quickly the three largest drivers of 
cash. Last year, the three largest drivers were pre-tax income of 
$1.5 million, distributions to owners of $1.3 million, and a reduc-
tion in accounts payable of $0.4 million.

That little bit of information tells me the company was profitable 
last year and they distributed almost 90% of their pre-tax profits to 
the owners. Very little cash was used to reinvest in the company or 
pay down debt. That is not necessarily a good or a bad thing. It just 
provides a quick look at the 30,000-foot view of the drivers of cash. 
A quick look at the six months of the current year showed pretty 
much the same picture.

The next step is to look at the income statements to see how the $1.5 
million pre-tax profit last year compares to revenues and gross profit. 
Pre-tax profit is about 6% of the $24 million in sales last year. In many 
companies, a 6% pre-tax profit margin would be cause for concern. But 
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this isn’t necessarily a problem in a company like ABC where gross profit 
margins are very thin. Pre-tax profit is just over 40% of gross profit.

I also like to look at monthly revenues and pre-tax profits to see 
how much they vary from month to month. In this case, there are 
some small swings but nothing big enough to raise red flags or dig 
into more at this point. And the results for the current year appear 
to be in line with last year.

Now I take a quick look at the balance sheets. I look at the size of the 
balance sheet and some of the larger balances that make it up. At 
December of last year, total assets were $4.5 million and equity was $1.0 
million. Those numbers help put a little more context around the $1.5 
million of pre-tax profit. Pre-tax profit last year was over 30% of total 
assets and 150% of equity. Those are healthy percentages (at least on 
the surface). Then I take a quick look at the accounts receivable, inven-
tory, accounts payable, and debt balances to get a sense for the larger 
amounts on the balance sheet. None of those balances raise concerns.

Take a few minutes now to walk through the simplified, big picture 
review process I just outlined as you look at Figures 5-2 through 5-9.

Figure 5-10 shows the work in progress (WIP) schedule at June 
30 of the current year. In a construction company, especially one 
using the percentage completion method of accounting, this is a 
critically important schedule.

Identify the Key Drivers (Financial and Nonfinancial)

Figures 5-11 and 5-12 show the format for the assumptions sheet 
where most of the forecast assumptions will be entered. The assump-
tions sheet brings the relevant information and metrics together in 
one place. It will be used to review actual results for each driver or 
metric and to enter assumptions for the forecast periods. The shaded 
rows are the primary drivers that will be used to forecast. Operating 
expenses are not shown here because those estimates will be entered 
directly into the income statement.
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Create

Gather Financial and Nonfinancial Data

ABC’s accounting system made it easy to export eighteen months of 
income statements and balance sheets, with each month shown side-
by-side. The statement of cash flows was created in the Excel  financial 
model to generate that statement for both the historical and forecast 
periods. The number of open projects per month came from ABC’s 
project management system and prior month WIP schedules, which 
were manually entered for each of the eighteen months of actual data.
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Discuss Where the Business Is Going
ABC’s CFO was very involved in the business, had a good handle on 
the market, and knew what kinds of projects were in progress. Most 
of our discussions about the future were with the CEO. We talked 
about the general trend in gross margins for new projects and his 
existing plans for bidding on projects outside of their specialty area 
(with much larger customers than ABC had worked with in the past).

Create the Forecast

The first thing we did before making any forecast assumptions was 
to sit down and review the historical financial statements and the key 
drivers. This is where we want to review what has been driving results 
in the recent past, look for trends and key insights, and be on the 
lookout for any surprises that need to be considered in the forecast.

Then we combined (1) our insights from our review of key drivers 
over the last eighteen months, (2) information we gathered from our 
discussion with the CEO, and (3) our knowledge and intuition 
about the business, and sat down to begin the work of making fore-
cast assumptions in the forecast model. Because this was a new pro-
cess for ABC, the first few iterations of the forecast focused on the 
next six months. Once we were comfortable with the results and 
insights, we then forecast the following year by month.

Let’s look at each of the key drivers in the forecast assumptions sheet 
and how we went about entering assumptions for the next six months.

Change in Number of Projects. The key assumption was that ABC 
would add one to two net new projects each month. We used an esti-
mate of two for July and one for each of the months of August through 
December. For ABC, the fourth quarter is traditionally slow; in the prior 
year, the number of open projects was flat for the fourth quarter. But in 
the upcoming fourth quarter, ABC expected to win some bids from 
larger customers for projects outside of the company’s usual focus.
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Change in Average Revenue Per Project from the Same Month 
Prior Year. The average monthly revenue per project fluctuated in 
the actuals. The trend was toward increasing average revenue. For the 
next six months, we estimated a 3% increase in average revenue per 
project for each month.

Gross Margin. Overall gross margins did not vary widely in the 
actuals. The estimate was 15% for July through September and 14% 
for October through December. The lower gross margin for the 
fourth quarter factored in the new projects outside of its normal 
project type that ABC expected to win.

Operating and Nonoperating Expenses. Operating expenses were 
not included in the assumptions sheet because those estimates were 
entered directly into the income statement section of the forecast 
model. The estimates were based on a combination of actual results, 
budget, and current expectations.

Days Sales Outstanding. A company’s DSO (the number of days 
of average sales sitting in accounts receivable) will fluctuate based on 
the number and size of open projects and whether a specific customer 
is slow to pay its invoices. Over the past eighteen months, ABC’s 
DSO ranged from the high 30s to the low 50s. An estimate of 43 was 
used for the months of July through September, and was increased 
for the months of October through December. The higher DSO 
estimate in the fourth quarter is related to ABC’s expectation that  
the new, larger company projects will pay slower than its typical 
customers. (This assumption has a big impact on the forecast  
results.)

Days Inventory Outstanding. DIO is the number of days of cost 
of goods sold sitting in inventory. ABC did not carry much inventory 
and was working on several initiatives to reduce inventory further. 
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The estimate of days of inventory on hand for each of the next six 
months was 3.0.

Capital Expenditures. A dollar amount was used to estimate capi-
tal expenditures for each month based on the company’s plans for 
upgrading certain equipment and their existing growth and reinvest-
ment plans.

Days Payable Outstanding. ABC’s DPO (the number of days of 
expenses sitting in accounts payable) did not vary much from month 
to month and was expected to continue at recent levels. The estimate 
for the next six months was 25.0.

Principal Payments on Debt. ABC was paying a flat amount each 
month to reduce principal on debt, and those amounts were used as 
the estimates. The management team had discussed plans to pay debt 
down more aggressively but these plans were not included in the 
assumptions. (More to come on that assumption in the Present phase.)

Owner Distributions. It was assumed that owner distributions 
would stop in August. (This assumption will also be discussed in the 
Present phase.)

Billings in Excess Liability as a Percent of Trailing Two Months of 
Revenues. Because we are not rolling up numbers from a work in prog-
ress schedule, a top-down approach is needed to estimate the balance in 
the percentage completion related balance sheet accounts; using a per-
cent of trailing revenues is a reliable approach. This percentage had 
bounced around from month to month. Based on recent actuals and 
expectations, 18% was estimated for each of the next six months.

Relationship of Costs and Estimated Earnings Asset to the Related 
Liability. Over the last eighteen months, the relationship of costs 
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and estimated earnings to the related liability account (expressed as 
a percentage) varied from a low of 22% to a high of 40%; over the 
past six months, the trend was in the mid 30s. We decided to use 
32% as the estimate for the next six months.

Figures 5-13 and 5-14 show the key assumptions for each of the 
next six months of the current year and for each month of the next 
year.

Figures 5-15 through 5-20 show the forecast for the monthly 
income statements, balance sheets, and statements of cash flows for 
the next six months (including actual results for the first six months 
of the current year) and for the next year. Remember, the forecasting  
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process is highly iterative. There were lots of back and forth and 
tweaks and changes along the way.

Present

Create a 2-Minute Summary

Now we have eighteen months of forecast results and eighteen 
months of actual results for the income statement, balance sheet, and 
cash flows. That’s a lot of financial information. It would be over-
whelming to most people. If we just plopped all that detail on the 
CEO or the board they would probably shut down and put it aside. 
Or they would get lost in the detail and miss the key insights.

We avoid that problem by providing them with a 2-minute sum-
mary of the forecast. We distill the insights and implications of the 
forecast down to what matters most. In a 2-minute summary we 
identify and communicate the most important implications and 
high-level drivers and assumptions. We make the forecast results 
simple and easy to understand and serve it up on a silver platter.

Figure 5-21 is a summary of the key insights and the primary 
 drivers/assumptions in the forecast created for the CEO.

In addition to the 2-minute summary, we provided the following:

We have adjusted the distributions to owners from $100,000 per 
month down to zero beginning in August. We restart the owner 
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distributions in the forecast in March and assume a larger 
distribution in December of next year.

We assume that the previous plan to begin aggressively paying 
down debt is put on hold until July of next year. The assumption 
is we will pay debt down to zero by December of next year.

The negative assumptions about owner distributions and debt are 
driven by the temporary cash shortfall created by the new 
customers. The new customers are large and we have not done 
business with them in the past. Our experience with large 
customers has been that they take longer to pay than our 
traditional customers. And the problem is usually more 
pronounced in the early months of a project. As a result, we have 
increased the DSO assumption and assumed that we will be paid 
slower than normal between October and April.

To prepare for the follow-up questions from the CEO, a summary 
of cash flow was created to highlight the monthly impact on cash. 
Figures 5-22 and 5-23 are the Summary Cash Flows for the next six 
months and for the next year. It shows that the primary driver of 
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negative net cash flow this year is the increase in accounts receivable 
associated with the assumption that DSO will go up near the end of 
the year as ABC brings on new, larger customers. This temporary 
slowdown in cash created the need to reduce the usual level of owner 
distributions and only pay the normal debt service requirements.

Figures 5-24 and 5-25 show a graph of DSO (Days Sales Out-
standing) for the next six months and for the next year. The move up 
to, and above, the 50-day level in the fourth quarter of the current 
year is the key driver of the negative cash flow in the forecast (and 
the corresponding weaker cash balances).

Once the CEO had a view of what was likely to happen after 
contracting with the new (and much larger) customers, the discus-
sion shifted to ways to mitigate the potential negative impact on cash 
and how to handle a cash shortage if the actuals came in worse than 
the forecast. That discussion focused on three steps:

Figure 5-24
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 1.  Do everything we can to influence the speed of payment so 
invoices are paid in accordance with the contract terms. The 
primary insight here was that they would focus on “expediting” 
rather than “collecting” accounts receivable with the new cus-
tomers. Management and accounting would meet with new 
customers long before the first invoice was issued in order to 
learn exactly how the customer’s approval and payment process 
worked. The goal was to adhere to the new, larger customers’ 
established accounts payable process and provide them every-
thing they needed and in the format they required. That way 
ABC was doing its part to help ensure invoices would move 
through the accounts payable process without delay.

 2.  Meet with the bank in the coming weeks to walk the lenders 
through the forecast and make them aware that ABC may need 
to draw on the bank line between November and February. If 

Figure 5-25
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ABC did draw on the line, they expected to have it paid back 
in full by April.

 3.  Closely monitor financial results (especially accounts receivable 
and cash) in the coming months and meet regularly to review 
the steps being taken to mitigate the negative impact of a higher 
DSO.

This is a great example of how the forecasting process can create 
insight and action. Management and accounting have now created a 
proactive plan that will dramatically increase the likelihood of success-
fully onboarding these new customers/projects. This is because the 
forecast put a spotlight on the potential impact on cash once the new 
projects begin. Without the forecast, there would have been little 
thought put into these topics until the very last minute. At that point 
it would create an emergency and management would scramble to get 
the cash they need from the bank. Credibility would suffer and the 
company as a whole would have been in a weaker position as a result.

Show Historical and Forecast Results Side-by-Side

The financial model was set up to easily present the monthly forecast 
next to the monthly actual results. It could be shown on a calendar 
year basis and a trailing (and forward-looking) basis. This is an 
impactful way to make trends and direction obvious to the reader. 
One of the added benefits of this approach is that management 
becomes more knowledgeable about the financial statements and 
therefore more likely to pay closer attention to the numbers and 
trends each month.

Make the Forecast Part of Your Monthly Financial Rhythm

This final step in the process is what creates lasting value in the com-
pany. An updated forecast was included in the monthly reporting 
package every month going forward. The process was created so the 
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last actual month was loaded and the forecast months updated with 
new information. The cover memo that was included in the monthly 
reporting package included a paragraph on key changes in the fore-
cast. And, specific comments were included each month about how 
the company was doing on the two key focus areas with respect to 
cash: the impact of a higher DSO on owner distributions and ABC’s 
ability to pay down debt faster. Shortly after receiving the monthly 
reporting package, the CEO and the board could quickly see what 
mattered most.

The 10 Rules for Creating a Forecast  
You Can Trust

Because the company was implementing a forecast process for the 
first time, we paid very close attention to the 10 rules for creating a 
forecast you can trust.

Here’s how we wove the 10 rules into our implementation.

 1.  It’s all about decision making, not precision. Our written 
objectives made it clear that the purpose of the forecast was to 
support a robust financial planning and monthly monitoring 
process for the board. The forecast would help provide a clear 
view of likely financial results in order to evaluate various 
growth plans and strategies. The forecast was all about strategic 
decision making. And we avoided the “precision trap” by speak-
ing in the 2-minute summary in terms of a range of results 
rather than a single number. The summary included a sentence 
that said taxable income was expected to be in the range of $1.5 
to $1.7 million in the current year and $2.2 to $2.5 million for 
next year. We consistently spoke in terms of the strategic impact 
of the forecast results and where the company was headed 
financially.
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 2.  Think top-down, not bottom-up. One of the hardest things for 
an entrepreneur or CFO to do when creating a financial forecast 
is to avoid the tendency to gather assumptions at the lowest level 
and roll them up. It would have been very natural for the CFO 
to go to each of the company’s project managers and ask them 
for very specific forecasts of how each job would progress toward 
completion and create a job-by-job accumulation of estimates 
and roll them up into the forecast. We avoided that by imple-
menting a process where only two people were involved in mak-
ing the forecast assumptions. We created our assumptions at the 
highest possible level based on our bigger picture discussions 
with management and our intuition and knowledge of the 
 business.

 3.  Model a full set of financial statements. The forecast included 
a full set of financial statements (income statement, balance 
sheet, and statement of cash flows) in the same format ABC 
used for their monthly financial reporting. That way we could 
easily present the forecast results side-by-side with actual results 
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so trends and direction jumped off the page for the CEO and 
the board. We also included a summary view of the statement 
of cash flows to help make it much easier for everyone to under-
stand the key drivers of cash flow each month.

 4.  First look back, then look forward. Our starting point, before 
considering any forecast assumptions, was to load the full set of 
financial statements for each of the last eighteen months. We 
calculated and reviewed each key financial driver over that eigh-
teen month period in the same format as the forecast assump-
tions sheet that we would use for the forecast. That way we had 
a very clear view of what was driving results in the recent past.

 5.  Understand the high-level company strategy and expecta-
tions. Because the CFO was very involved in the business and 
was intimately familiar with the construction projects and their 
status, the work was more straightforward than in many com-
panies. Most of our discussions were with the CEO about the 
future and his plans for growing and expanding the business. 
Some of the key forecast assumptions (and key insights about 
future financial results) came from the implications related to 
bidding on projects outside of their specialty area (with much 
larger customers than ABC had worked with in the past).

 6.  Simplify, simplify, simplify. One of the larger challenges in 
forecasting is to avoid complexity (and detail) - especially for a 
CFO. A CFO spends so much time creating and reviewing 
historical financial statements that it can be difficult to switch 
gears. Historical financial statements are created by gathering 
and recording detailed transactions and rolling them up into 
financial statements. The forecast is just the opposite because 
we are creating financial statements based on a dozen or so 
high-level drivers. In forecasting a full set of financial state-
ments, the more detail you bring into the forecasting process, 
the more error you will create. We had frequent discussions 
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along the way to help us avoid the pitfall of diving down too far 
into the weeds.

 7.  Create a repeatable process. In our written objectives, we 
stated that we would incorporate the forecast into the monthly 
financial reporting process for the board. That meant we would 
need to be able to drop historical financial statements in the 
financial model each month and update the forecast months as 
well. And we would need to accomplish it without creating a 
lot of manual labor or creating a process that took too much 
time to complete each month. We built the financial model 
from the very beginning with repeatability in mind.

 8.  Be conservative. There is a natural tendency for a CEO who will 
be presenting a forecast to the board to be a bit too rosy in the 
forecast assumptions. It is human nature for CEOs and entrepre-
neurs to present grand plans and assume the plans will come 
together without a hitch. This happens to CFOs sometimes as 
well. Part of my role in the process was to coach and guide the 
CFO and the CEO on the appropriate use of conservativism in 
the assumptions (rather than being more aggressive) so the forecast 
represented what was most likely to happen (even if everything did 
not go as planned). Our assumption about DSO going higher in 
the fourth quarter related to ABC’s expectation that the new, 
larger company projects will pay slower than its typical customers, 
was a result of a purposeful attempt to be conservative about how 
these larger customers might pay slower than existing customers.

 9.  Condense the results to a 2-minute summary. In our 2- minute 
summary we quickly hit the most important and impactful con-
clusions. We provided a range for profitability and pointed out 
that existing plans for owner distributions and paying down 
debt would be negatively impacted by the growth plans. Then 
we explained why that was likely to happen. All in a very short, 
here’s what’s likely to happen, 2-minute summary. And we were 
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prepared to support that summary by answering questions that 
the CEO and the board had.

 10.  Start for your eyes only. Because we were implementing the 
forecast for the first time at ABC, we made the first few attempts 
(drafts) “for our eyes only.” In this case, the CFO and I “test 
drove” the forecast for a short while as we worked out the kinks 
and proved to ourselves that we had created a reliable financial 
forecasting process. Only after we confirmed that we had the 
process working properly did we begin sharing the forecast 
results with the CEO and the board.

Note: I have combined several experiences with business owners 
into this example. It is based on the last in a series of three articles I 
wrote for the Construction Financial Management Association 
(CFMA) Building Profits magazine. (Copyright © 2016 by the Con-
struction Financial Management Association (CFMA). All rights 
reserved. This article first appeared in the January/February 2016 
issue of CFMA Building Profits and is reprinted with permission.) A 
link to each of the three articles (and the full spreadsheet version of 
the financial model for ABC) is in the free resources section of the 
Financial Rhythm website that supports this book at www.ILove-
Forecasting.com.

www.iloveforecasting.com
www.iloveforecasting.com
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How to Overcome the Obstacles  
to Forecasting

Part three



“If you want to teach 
people a new way of 
thinking, don’t bother 
trying to teach them. 
Instead, give them a 
tool, the use of which 
will lead to new ways 
of thinking.”
—R. Buckminster Fuller, 

Designer, inventor,  
futurist
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Chapter 6
Choosing Your Software  
Tool–Spreadsheets  
vs. Forecasting Software

“If all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.”

—Abraham Maslow

Forecasting tools generally fall into two categories: homegrown 
spreadsheets (usually in Excel) and forecasting software. Of 

course, spreadsheets are a common tool for all things financial. Cre-
ating a forecast in Excel can work well in a company with spreadsheet 
“power users,” analysts on staff to create and maintain the financial 
model, or an organization that prefers “roll your own” solutions to 
acquiring software from outside vendors. Spreadsheets can be fully 
customized and are relatively inexpensive to get started.

However, spreadsheets are not ideal for a company that prefers a 
more robust and lasting solution or one in which a complex legal 
entity consolidation is required to present consolidated actual and 
forecast results. Spreadsheets can become clunky and difficult to 
maintain over time, involve a lot of manual input, and are prone to 
human error unless significant time is spent managing and expanding 
the financial model. In addition, the underlying logic for modeling a 
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full set of financial statements is complex and must be developed and 
working properly before you can begin the actual forecasting work.

Forecasting software is specialized, dynamic, and built for large 
amounts of data as well as the ability to import data and perform 
complex reporting. However, it can be a costly solution that requires 
professional assistance and extra time to set up and maintain. Figure 
6-1 shows the benefits and downsides of each.
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Whichever way you go, the software you build or choose for fore-
casting should:

	 •	 	Include	the	underlying	logic	for	forecasting	(or	modeling)	a	full	
set of financial statements.

	 •	 	Provide	the	ability	to	forecast	with	financial	and	nonfinancial	
data.

	 •	 Import	historical	(actual)	financial	results.
	 •	 	Present	 both	 historical	 and	 forecast	 results	 in	 reports,	 report	

packages, and exports.
	 •	 	Display	graphical	views	of	data	and	trends	(this	is	a	powerful	

feature for communicating insight).
	 •	 Be	easy	to	update	and	maintain	each	month.
	 •	 Make	your	monthly	financial	reporting	process	simple	and	fast.

Forecasting Software

I’m one of those financial guys who believes that spreadsheets are 
essential to business . . . but they are also a bit overused. It’s the old 
saying that when all you have is a hammer, everything starts to look 
like a nail. Most of the time I spend in spreadsheets is focused on try-
ing to simplify something. And building and maintaining a financial 
model over time is the opposite of simplification (at least for me 
because I'm not a spreadsheet power user). 

There are many planning and forecasting applications on the mar-
ket. Many of the high-end enterprise resource planning (ERP) and 
corporate performance management (CPM) systems include robust 
forecasting capabilities. These are generally expensive and used by 
large companies with large budgets. (By large company I’m referring 
to greater than $500 million in revenues.)There are also tools that 
can work well in large companies as well as medium to smaller busi-
nesses. Those include:
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	 •	 SurvivalWare
	 •	 PlanGuru
	 •	 Hyperion
	 •	 Adaptive	Insights
	 •	 Prophix
	 •	 Host	Analytics
	 •	 Budget	Maestro
	 •	 bi360
	 •	 Tagetik
	 •	 .	.	.	and	many	more

My personal experience with these tools is almost exclusively with 
SurvivalWare because I have been using it for the last twelve years. (As 
a result, I have had limited need to explore or evaluate other forecast-
ing tools.) So, my specific comments and insights about forecasting 
tools will be based on my experience and knowledge of SurvivalWare. 
I’ll also share some information about PlanGuru based on input from 
a super-bright CPA who owns and manages an accounting firm that 
caters to the accounting needs of U.S. based law firms. But all the 
forecasting tools are worth researching before you make your decision 
about which tool is best for your needs and for your company.

SurvivalWare – My Forecasting Tool of Choice

SurvivalWare is a powerful financial analysis and forecasting tool. I 
have used it for small and large companies, single entity and multi-
entity companies, and multi-location franchise and non-franchise 
businesses across a wide variety of industries. I value the underlying 
financial model that is built for forecasting as well as its strong finan-
cial analysis, graphing, and reporting capabilities.

Rusty Luhring is the founder of Luhring SurvivalWare, Inc. and 
the genius behind the SurvivalWare application. Rusty spent twenty 
years creating sophisticated, customized financial models for large 
organizations including Marriott, Texaco, Federal Express, and 
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many others. Back in 2000, he decided to bring the sophisticated 
financial modeling technology used for large corporations to small 
and medium-sized companies. He recognized that smaller compa-
nies needed access to an affordable way to create forecasts and projec-
tions. He created SurvivalWare to put a powerful planning and 
analysis tool into the hands of companies who needed it even more 
so than large companies.

SurvivalWare is a windows-based program that is heavily graphical 
and comes with a simplified user interface. It is delivered with two off 
the shelf corporate planning models pre-built. You can also engage 
SurvivalWare consultants to create customized planning models and 
analysis systems that can be run by non-technical business owners and 
financial staff or advisors using the SurvivalWare platform.

Multi-Location, Multi-Entity Company. One client of Survival-
Ware had multiple legal entities and was using spreadsheets as their 
consolidation and financial reporting tool. The owner wanted to put 
more focus on the key drivers of performance and she wanted a fore-
cast so she could begin planning and working on driving profitability 
higher. She created a profitability forecast for each entity and then 
had it rolled up in order to see the consolidated view of results in 
addition to the entity level view. The project took her a long time to 
complete in her homegrown spreadsheet.

Then she realized that it was impossible to maintain each month. 
It turned out to be a one-time exercise because it could not be turned 
into a repeatable process each month. Not only that, but the spread-
sheet version only included the income statement. There was no fore-
cast for the balance sheet and cash flow. The complexity of forecasting 
a full set of financial statements was way beyond the capability of her 
homegrown spreadsheet approach.

With the help of SurvivalWare, and customizing it to the specific 
needs of her business model, she was able to implement a powerful 
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tool that simplified the monthly forecasting and management pro-
cess for her multi-location and multi-entity business. It put the focus 
on the key drivers of performance and helped turn the monthly 
financial information into a fantastic decision-making tool for her 
and her investors.

Unique Capabilities for Franchise Companies. Another very 
unique capability of SurvivalWare is how it can be used by a franchise 
company. In years past, I was a CFO of an international franchisor 
where I came to understand a fascinating problem that exists in the 
franchise world. Everyone in franchising knows that the success of a 
franchise company ultimately comes down to financial performance 
at the location/franchisee level. Yet, the vast majority of franchisors 
don’t have location-level profitability and cash flow numbers. They 
have no effective way of providing financial rankings, comparisons 
and benchmarks to their franchisees across the key performance mea-
sures that determine profitability and cash flow at the location level. 
Most franchisees have no fact-based, consistent way to compare their 
monthly financial results to best practices or overall averages so they 
can focus on the areas most in need of improvement.

Any business with hundreds of company-owned locations would 
have complete financial data on those stores to manage and compare. 
But virtually no franchise company has that same level of financial infor-
mation. There are franchise systems with hundreds of franchisees run-
ning very similar businesses yet they don’t have frequent, comparative, 
action oriented financial data so each franchisee knows exactly where 
they stand on the critical drivers of financial success at the location level. 
As a result, most franchisees are starving for easy-to-understand com-
parisons and benchmarks on key performance measures. It was true in 
the 1990s . . . and it’s still true in many franchise companies today.

SurvivalWare solved that problem for a number of popular, 
respected franchise companies with hundreds of locations across the 
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U.S. Many of the features that make SurvivalWare a strong financial 
analysis and forecasting tool were ideally suited to the challenges of 
a multi-location franchise system. It provided the unique ability to:

	 •	 	Allow	the	electronic	import	of	a	full	set	of	financial	statements	
from every franchisee automatically, regardless of the accounting 
system the franchisee used and regardless of their chart of accounts.

	 •	 	Allow	the	electronic	import	of	nonfinancial	data	from	point-of-
sale systems and other data sources in order to calculate the key 
drivers and metrics of financial performance.

	 •	 	Automatically	 convert	 each	 franchisee’s	 financial	 statements	
into a common format. The system uses an internal “map” from 
the franchisee’s chart of accounts to the franchisors common 
chart of accounts. This allows them to import a full set of finan-
cial and nonfinancial data every month.

	 •	 	Provide	the	ability	to	review	and	distribute	a	full	set	of	financial	
and operating rankings, benchmarks, and best practices based 
on the key performance measures that drive profitability and 
cash flow at the location level.

	 •	 	Give	 franchisees	 a	graphical	dashboard	view	 into	 those	 same	
key performance measures for the last 24 to 36 months to help 
them understand and manage their cash flow in a way impos-
sible from their accounting system.

	 •	 	Make	it	possible	for	the	franchisee	and/or	the	franchisor	to	cre-
ate a reliable financial forecast down to the cash flow level.

Now the franchisor could finally bring the key performance mea-
sures and detailed financial results from across the system to their 
franchisees in an easy-to-understand, clear, and consistent format. 
The software made it possible for the franchisor to sort, filter, ana-
lyze, and present the key drivers of financial results across their entire 
system. Franchisees could quickly and easily see the dollar value of 
improving any of the key metrics and quantify how much money 
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they could put to their bottom line by improving in that specific 
performance category.

Paul Carlson, CPA, Uses PlanGuru

Paul Carlson is a CPA who owns and operates a unique accounting 
firm that caters to the accounting needs of U.S. based law firms. Paul 
uses PlanGuru to provide a reliable financial forecast for clients as 
part of his fractional Controller and CFO services. This service is 
designed for growing businesses that reach a point where they require 
the guidance of a Controller or CFO, but are not large enough to 
support a full-time position. His part-time Controller and CFO ser-
vice provides the needed guidance for clients without the price tag of 
a full-time employee. Paul’s firm goes above and beyond providing 
financial statements and tax returns for clients by helping law firms 
proactively manage and improve the financial side of their business. 
He uses financial forecasts to help his law firm clients:

	 •	 Avoid	cash	surprises.
	 •	 	Provide	a	financial	road	map	the	partners	can	use	to	guide	and	

manage the firm.
	 •	 	Establish	goals	and	measure	financial	and	nonfinancial	progress	

toward those goals.
	 •	 	Provide	the	managing	partners	a	way	to	document	their	partner	

distribution expectations.
	 •	 	More	 clearly	 understand	 the	 difference	 between	 profits	 and	

cash flow.
	 •	 	Closely	link	business	decisions	to	the	financial	and	cash	flow	

implications of those decisions.
Paul has been using PlanGuru for five years. It is a database driven 

financial modeling tool that helps reduce formulas and assumption 
errors and provides the ability to forecast a full set of financial statements 
(including cash flow). Paul uses the “supporting schedules” feature so he 
can forecast payroll costs down to the employee level to make it easier 
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for clients to understand the numbers. (He has found this very helpful 
in working with his law firm clients.) PlanGuru provides what Paul 
describes as “clean control” of the key forecast assumptions. He also likes 
the ratio analysis reports and the ability to provide a scorecard that sum-
marizes the key financial indicators for his client and helps provide the 
monthly feedback they need to continue to grow and improve  
their business.

You can learn more about Paul Carlson and his accounting firm 
at lawfirmvelocity.com and pcarlsoncpa.com.

The Case for Spreadsheets

I mentioned earlier that one reason I don’t use spreadsheets more 
often is that I am not a spreadsheet power user. For some reason that 
skill has alluded me over the years. But there are lots of spreadsheet 
power users out there who can turn a spreadsheet into an incredibly 
powerful tool for financial forecasting and analysis.

Meet James H. Johnson, CPA, of the accounting firm Trainer, 
Wright, & Paterno CPAs in Huntington, West Virginia. James is a 
power user extraordinaire who can work magic with a spreadsheet. 
He works in the firm’s consulting practice (TWP Consulting), where 
he specializes in helping manufacturing and construction companies 
turn numbers and data into insight and financial improvement. 
Much of his work revolves around helping CEOs understand the 
forward-looking view of financial performance while also doing a 
much deeper dive into operational performance metrics and day- 
to-day improvement opportunities. This is where his advanced sys-
tems knowledge shines when building and maintaining complex 
spreadsheets.

James uses ODBC and other database connectivity tools to con-
nect directly to a company’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
system from within his spreadsheet models. In a construction com-
pany, he would use these tools to bring in work in process details like 

http://lawfirmvelocity.com
http://pcarlsoncpa.com
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committed costs, final agreed upon price, and other data points rel-
evant to decision making. In a manufacturing company, he might 
auto-populate detailed manufacturing and SKU level data to help 
management make very specific operational and manufacturing 
decisions. He merges his knowledge of accounting and technology 
to build spreadsheets that can be used every month to help a com-
pany fine-tune their decision making at both the strategic planning 
level as well as the day-to-day operational level.

You can learn more about James and the firm at www.twpcpa.com.

Getting Started

Chances are you are going to want (or need) someone to help you 
get your forecasting process up and running. Talk to your CFO, your 
controller, your CPA, or another outside resource experienced in 
using forecasts as a monthly tool for decision making. They will 
likely have a tool of choice that they regularly use for forecasts. They 
may have even created sophisticated financial models in spreadsheets 
designed to “plug and play” for their clients. Either way, the benefit 
for you is that you won’t have to make the decision yourself about 
which tool is best. Just make sure you talk with them about the ben-
efits and downsides of the tool they prefer (or suggest).

If you have a hard time lining up the resources to help you, send 
me an email at pcampbell@financialrhythm.com or pcampbellcfo@
gmail.com and I will happily point you in the right direction.

http://www.twpcpa.com
mailto:pcampbellcfo@gmail.com
mailto:pcampbell@financialrhythm.com
mailto:pcampbellcfo@gmail.com
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“Anything worth doing well is worth doing poorly at first.”

—Brian Tracy

A “yes, but” happens when you say, “Yes Philip, that’s a great idea. 
I really should have a clear view through the financial wind-

shield of my business. I agree I need to create a reliable financial 
forecast, but . . . what about . . . and what about . . .?”

Basically, you agree with what needs to be done (create a financial 
forecasting process in your business), but something is preventing you 
from actually doing it. You have a worry or concern that is keeping 
you from taking action right now. A “yes, but” is a natural result of 
thinking through the implications of trying something new. So let’s 
dive into those obstacles and see if we can remove them as roadblocks.

Yes, but . . .: My board is not asking for a forecast each month. 
They seem to be happy with what we already provide in the way of 
financial statements. Why should I introduce a forecast into the mix 
if they are not asking for it?

Chapter 7
The Most Common Forecasting 
“Yes, buts . . .”
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Answer: I love this question because the same thing went through 
my head years ago as a young CFO. I have been the CFO in several 
companies where, at least in the early days, the CEO and the board 
were not asking me for a forecast. I even tried convincing them of 
the value of having a forecast, but without much luck. I implemented 
the forecast process anyway. Then I evaluated how the forecast helped 
me. It helped me become even more knowledgeable about our busi-
ness model. I discovered some pitfalls in our growth strategy and 
proactively worked to shed light on the issue and improve the strat-
egy. The forecast also helped me when I reviewed the financial state-
ments each month because I could compare actual results to my 
expectation. It helped me spot errors in the financials in a matter of 
minutes without even diving down into the transaction level details.

After a short while, the CEO and the board began to see that my 
knowledge of the business and where the company was going finan-
cially was growing every month. They were surprised that I could 
“predict” certain things well before they happened. It was an eye-
opening experience for me. It sealed in my mind the value of a reli-
able financial forecast. It even helped me make more money as a 
CFO and increase my ownership position in the company (that one 
really got my attention). And they became believers in the value of 
the view through the financial windshield of the business.

A reliable financial forecast is one of the most powerful tools 
you can use to grow your business successfully.

Start the process for your eyes only. Then work on selling the 
board on its value only after you have seen the value firsthand.

Yes, but . . .: My business is unpredictable. How can I know 
exactly what’s about to happen financially? What if my forecast is 
wrong?
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Answer: Remember, the question isn’t whether your financial 
forecast is wrong. It’s whether your forecast is reliable. You have an 
expectation of what you are trying to achieve in your business. You 
have a plan you are working every month to drive financial results. 
There is no question the forecast will be wrong (from a precision 
perspective). The critical question is whether it helps you make bet-
ter, more informed financial and strategic decisions as you execute 
your plan.

Precision is the enemy when it comes to creating  
a reliable financial forecast.

As a longtime CPA and CFO, I understand the almost hardwired 
concern about being right when it comes to providing financial infor-
mation. The single biggest step you can take to overcome the fear of 
being wrong is to create your first forecast . . . but don’t share it with 
anyone yet. That’s rule #10 for creating a financial forecast you can 
trust. This rule helps you get your forecast process started (which is 
half the battle in starting anything new). And you eliminate any crit-
icism if it isn’t perfect because no one will even see it at first.

This is a common sense, logical method that I have used with great 
success over the years. It overcomes our natural tendency toward 
inertia when starting something new and it eliminates the fear of 
being wrong. The beauty of getting started on your first “for your 
eyes only” forecast is you get to taste the benefits without worrying 
at all about what others might think or if your numbers might be 
“wrong.” You are giving yourself permission to learn and experiment 
at this beginning stage. Even without sharing the forecast results 
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initially, you still get to experience the benefits of the financial fore-
casting process. The benefits enable you to:

	 •	 	Become	intimately	familiar	with	the	strategy	and	direction	of	
your company.

	 •	 Identify	the	key	drivers	of	financial	performance.
	 •	 Reduce	the	risk	of	error	in	the	historical	financial	statements.
	 •	 	Compare	actuals	to	forecast	each	month	to	learn	which	parts	of	

your forecasting process are working well and which need some 
work or fine tuning.

	 •	 Create	insights	about	past	and	future	financial	performance.
	 •	 Think	through	ways	to	simplify	the	forecast	process.
	 •	 	Consider	the	best	way	to	present	the	forecast	when	the	time	is	

right so that it is simple and easy to understand.

After running the forecast process for three months, you will 
become much more confident and knowledgeable about the num-
bers and the forecast approach. You will know firsthand where the 
landmines are that you need to avoid. You will have a better sense of 
the kinds of strategic and monthly decisions that the forecast can 
influence and help improve.

“Everything we have been taught conditions us to believe that right 
answers are good and wrong answers are bad, yet when faced with 
developing a forecast, the odds are stacked against us. Getting over 
the fear of being wrong is the first step toward developing a best 
practice forecasting process.”

—David Axson, Best Practices in Planning and  
Performance Management: From Data to Decisions

Remember to use a range of likely financial outcomes when pro-
viding estimates of profitability and certain balance sheet amounts. 
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It helps you put some “guardrails” around what you think should 
happen financially while leaving yourself some room for error or 
surprise once the actual results come in.

Yes, but…: I am launching a new business so I don’t have any 
historical results to look back at. How do I forecast when I don’t have 
any historical data?

Answer: When you are starting a business, creating a new division 
within your company, or otherwise launching something new, you 
can’t “First look back, then look forward” as forecasting rule #4 says. 
There are no historical financial results to look back on. But you do 
have at least some glimmer of an expectation for your new venture. 
And a forecast is basically an expectation of what you believe is about 
to happen financially. So you want to explore those expectations and 
do your forecasting based on a range of possibilities and your current 
thinking on how things might unfold from a financial perspective. 

Here are three tips that will help you as you begin the work of 
turning your expectations (and a range of possible outcomes) into a 
reliable financial forecast.

First, remember that one of the benefits of forecasting is that it 
helps you to better understand your business model. You already 
have a good sense for what kind of business or venture you are 
launching. Now you want to “put some numbers to it.” The process 
of creating different versions of a forecast will help you learn what 
the key financial and nonfinancial drivers of performance are. It will 
force you to think deeply about what makes your new venture tick. 
It will help you find the “levers” that can move the needle and help 
it to be successful.

As you move further along in making specific assumptions about 
financial performance, the process will force you to ask some tough 
questions. “Can we really add new customers at the rate I am project-
ing over the next twelve months? How much will we have to increase 
operating expenses to achieve the plan? How fast can a salesperson 
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bring on new customers in order to cover their salary and overhead 
costs?” The process forces you to look hard for any weak links in  
your strategy. You will discover some powerful insights about your 
business model as you become more intimately familiar with what 
will really drive financial performance and make the new venture a 
success.

Second, another benefit I talked about in Chapter 2 was that a 
forecast is the ideal tool for exercising your leadership muscles. You 
will need other people to help you make the new business or venture 
successful. A forecast will help you paint a picture for your manage-
ment team and others of what your vision and goals for this new 
venture look like financially. What does it look like if it goes well? 
What does it look like if it does not go well? What are the metrics 
that matter most? You want to create a range of possibilities so you 
know what success or failure could look like. It helps you put some 
“guardrails” around what you think should happen financially. It 
helps you communicate your vision in a more concrete way than just 
talking about it without having the financial picture to go with it.

Third, remember that the forecasting process will help you antic-
ipate the financial implications of growth. Growth, especially rapid 
growth, is almost always a net user of cash in the early days. Many 
executives are caught by surprise when they are successful in a new 
business or venture only to grow their way right into a cash crisis. 
They end up running to the bank and begging on bended knee for 
a line of credit or an increase on their existing line of credit. That 
hurts your credibility. The forecasting process will help you to more 
fully understand the financial and cash flow implications of achiev-
ing your growth plans.

Yes, but…: If my primary objective is to forecast cash flow, would 
it be easier to use a receipts and disbursements approach rather than 
modeling a full set of accrual basis financial statements? 
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Answer: Forecasting cash flow using a cash in and cash out 
approach can be dangerous because it is so easy to create an unreliable 
cash flow forecast. Having said that, there are certain circumstances 
where I would use that approach…but I would not do it in place of 
modeling a full set of financial statements. I would do it in addition 
to modeling a full set of financial statements.

If you are in the middle of a cash crisis, then creating and main-
taining a weekly cash flow forecast can be helpful. If you are strug-
gling to pay lenders, vendors are raising hell and demanding answers 
about when they will be paid, or if you are experiencing similar “the 
house is on fire” kinds of cash problems, a weekly cash flow forecast 
should be added to your toolkit in addition to your monthly fore-
casting.

But be very careful because a cash in and cash out kind of weekly 
forecast doesn’t have the benefits of being done “inside the four walls” 
of the financial statements. It is super easy to create estimates that are 
hard to double check and hard to monitor (and easy to mess up). 
One tip for the wise with weekly cash flow forecasts—make sure you 
use a format where you drop actual cash flow results into the sched-
ule as soon as the week is over. That is the single most important step 
you can take to help ensure the cash flow forecast is based on reality 
and avoid creating a big bust in your forecast.

Yes, but. . .: I don’t really understand financial statements, at least 
not intimately. Can I create a reliable forecast with only a limited 
understanding of financial statements?

Answer: One of the many benefits of starting the forecasting pro-
cess is you will very quickly learn how financial statements work, either 
by getting the process started yourself or by having someone help you 
or run the process for you. If you don’t feel comfortable with financial 
statements, I suggest you use that as a sign that beginning the forecast 
process is even more important for you. Reach out to some people who 
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can help you get started. Your understanding of the business will 
 skyrocket as a result.

“I found accounting nearly impossible to learn because of the bub-
bling moat of boredom that surrounds the entire field.

But a basic understanding of accounting is necessary to be a fully 
effective adult in a modern society, even if you never do any actual 
accounting on your own.

. . . Accounting is part of the vocabulary of business, and if you don’t 
understand it on a concept level, the world will be a confusing place.

. . . You can pay others to do your accounting and cash-flow pro-
jections, but that only works if you can check their work in a mean-
ingful way. The smarter play is to learn enough about accounting and 
spreadsheets that you understand the basics.”

—Scott Adams (the creator of “Dilbert”),  
Author, How to Fail at Almost Everything and Still Win Big

Yes, but. . .: My financial statements are a mess. I don’t know 
exactly what’s wrong. I just know I can’t rely on them. Will that cre-
ate a problem in the forecasting process?

Answer: The short answer is Yep, that will create a problem! It’s 
the old garbage in, garbage out saying. The beginning point for cre-
ating a reliable financial forecast is accurate and reliable financial 
statements. I believe in fast, accurate, and insightful financial state-
ments and financial information. In my view, business is hard enough, 
making money is hard enough, without tying one hand behind your 
back and praying everything turns out okay. Step one in this case is 
to sit down with the person(s) responsible for the accuracy and time-
liness of your financial statements and talk about the importance of 
reliable financial statements and find out what’s wrong. Then make 
it very clear that you expect the problem to be fixed and that you will 
do what it takes to support them in getting the work done. Don’t 
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allow your accounting function to produce financial statements that 
are slow and sloppy.

Yes, but . . .: I have tried forecasting before but couldn’t get reliable 
estimates and projections from the people in charge of sales.

Answer: This is a common mistake when beginning the forecasting 
process. The natural tendency is to go deep into the organization and 
ask people to make estimates and projections so you can accumulate 
their projections and roll them up into your forecast. But remember, 
the process I teach in this book is to go at the forecast as a top-down, 
not a bottom-up process. Although creating historical financial state-
ments is a bottom-up process of gathering and recording transactions 
and reporting the results in the form of accurate financial statements, 
creating a financial forecast is a top-down exercise.

You must take yourself up to the 30,000-foot level and look down 
on the business financially as you forecast. It’s about painting a pic-
ture of what the financial results will likely be based on your knowl-
edge and intuition rather than rolling up a series of detailed estimates 
or projections.

For example, as I shared earlier, when forecasting revenues, you 
should ask yourself this question: What two numbers could I multi-
ply together to arrive at revenues?

	 •	 	For	a	retailer,	it	might	be	number	of	customers	×	average	ticket	=	 
revenues.

	 •	 	For	a	law	firm,	it	might	be	hours	incurred	by	attorneys	×	average	
billing rate = revenues.

	 •	 	For	a	wholesaler	of	fuel,	it	might	be	gallons	of	fuel	sold	×	average	 
selling price per gallon = revenues.

Your forecast looks at the strategic view and direction of where the 
company is going – not the nitty-gritty bottom-up details.

Yes, but. . .: I don’t have time to create and maintain a monthly 
forecast. And I don’t feel like I have the staff that can do it either.
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Answer: In my book, Never Run Out of Cash: The 10 Cash Flow 
Rules You Can’t Afford to Ignore, I talked about the principle that 
when something important needs to be done in your business, you 
must either do the work yourself. . . or have someone do it for you. 
Flying blind is a bad option. Driving along on the highway of busi-
ness without a clear view through your financial windshield is unwise. 
The better option is to either begin learning what it takes to create a 
reliable financial forecast or to reach out to people who can do all, or 
some, of the work for you. Talk to your CFO, your controller, your 
outside CPA, or other consultants. Ask other entrepreneurs for input 
on resources and professionals that can help you get started.

If you have a hard time lining up the resources to help you, send 
me an email at pcampbell@financialrhythm.com or pcampbellcfo@
gmail.com and I will happily point you in the right direction.

“For anything to change, someone has to start acting differently.”

—Chip Heath and Dan Heath, Switch:  
How to Change Things When Change Is Hard

Your Next Step

As I end this chapter on how to overcome the obstacles to forecast-
ing, I’d like to share a cool story and some insightful tips from a 
fantastic book. The book is Future Ready: How to Master Business 
Forecasting. It is written by two of the leading experts in performance 
management, Steve Morlidge and Steve Player.

They tell a great story on pages 10 and 11 about a meeting of the 
Beyond Budgeting Round Table in New York (Steve Player is the 
North American Program Director for the Beyond Budgeting Round 
Table). One of the top financial analysts on Wall Street was going to 
speak to the group about what he looks for from a company regarding 
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a view into where their business is headed. Here is the short version 
from the book:

“If you are in charge of a business and can’t tell me what is 
going to happen at the end of the quarter then I suspect that 
you don’t know what you are doing. On the other hand, if 
you can tell me exactly what is going to happen in a year’s 
time then you are either a fool or a liar.

…It is a common misconception among managers that ‘Wall 
Street’ demands that businesses accurately predict the future. 
This view simply does not stand up to scrutiny.

…What I, as an experienced analyst, want from you is a 
projection with some ranges around it, a good idea of what is 
driving the uncertainty and a convincing plan of how you are 
going to mitigate the risk or exploit the opportunity. I can then 
do something you can’t do; I can go and ask your competitors 
the same question and based on that I will make the judgment 
about whether you are a good investment or not.”

They go on to say:

“So, according to this knowledgeable source, the market 
doesn’t demand that you predict the future. It does expect 
that you have a good grasp of what might happen and are well 
prepared to deal with it. Isn’t that just good, common sense?”

Think about that for a minute in your own business. 

	 •	 	Do	you	understand	your	business	enough	to	create	a	forecast	of	
what is likely to happen in the coming months? 

	 •	 	Can	you	 identify	 the	areas	of	uncertainty	 that	your	manage-
ment team will have to deal with to hit your targets?

	 •	 	Do	you	have	a	plan	for	mitigating	the	risks	that	could	derail	
your plans?
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	 •	 	How	are	you	going	to	exploit	opportunities	to	improve	your	
profitability and cash flow?

And one final quote that is very important about forecasts:

“We argue that we do not need accuracy from a forecast 
process—we need reliability. By reliability, we mean forecasts 
that are accurate enough for our purpose: decision-making.”

Go for It

That’s a great reminder that forecasts are all about helping you make 
better business decisions. What better time than right now to put the 
power of a reliable financial forecast to work in your business. It will 
change the way you grow and manage your business forever.

Go for it!
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“The whole aim of starting a business is to develop a consistent, 
predictable source of cash flow in excess of cost and expenses  

and then to hold on to the money.”

—Brian Tracy

My ultimate goal in this book is to help you improve your prof-
itability and cash flow. I would get such a kick out of knowing 

that I helped you in some small way to grow an exciting company 
that takes good care of you financially (not the other way around). I 
would absolutely love to see you create a net worth in the millions 
and turn your hard work and persistence into true and lasting finan-
cial success.

Of course, financial forecasting isn’t going to magically drive your 
revenues higher or your expenses lower overnight. Financial  forecasting 

Chapter 8
The Secret to Driving Growth, 
Profitability, and Cash Flow Higher
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is a tool…and a thought process. Improving profitability and cash flow 
takes action. But your forecast will:

	 •	 	Point	you	 to	 the	key	drivers	 that	matter	most	 (so	you	know	
where to focus).

	 •	 	Shine	a	 light	on	the	opportunities	for	 increasing	your	profits	
and cash flow (so you can take action).

	 •	 	Help	 you	 make	 better,	 smarter	 financial	 decisions	 (so	 your	
actions create results).

To help you get those benefits as quickly and easily as possible, 
I designed the approach to financial forecasting I teach in this 
book with two key principles in mind. The first is that the hardest 
part of doing something new is getting started. That’s why I cre-
ated a process to help you get started quickly. You don’t need 
expensive tools to get started. Learn the 10 rules, and then follow 
the recipe. Get started “for your eyes only” to prove to yourself that 
the forecasting process adds value. It is a fast and risk free way to 
get started.

Second, the forecasting process is designed as a big picture, top-
down exercise to help you stay out of the weeds when creating your 
forecast. Once you create a clear view through the financial wind-
shield at the overall level, then the specific drivers of performance that 
need your attention will jump out at you. As you paint the broader 
picture of financial performance, then you can drill down on the 
more detailed drivers of financial success that you need to act on.

Let me show you an example of how a financial forecast leads to 
specific actions that can help you improve profits and cash flow. 

Shining the Light on Opportunity

A multi-unit retail chain was wrestling with a sales decline and debat-
ing ideas on how to fix it. They agreed that creating a financial 
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 forecast was step one so they could answer the question “What’s 
about to happen?”

Comparable store sales are an important metric in retailing, and 
they had been falling recently. They were worried about it, so they 
asked the store managers and regional managers “What’s going on?” 
The response from the field was, “Help, we need more customers. The 
corporate office needs to provide us with additional marketing to drive 
new customers in to the stores or this problem is going to get worse.”

The management team at corporate knew they had a problem. 
They knew they had to do something about it. But the marketing 
budget was tight and they were uncomfortable just spending more 
money on marketing and blowing the budget.

Management agreed with me that the two numbers we could 
 multiply together to get the monthly sales forecast was number of 
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customer transactions times average ticket. So we gathered the actual 
results for the last six months for those two numbers and noticed 
some interesting trends. Figure 8-1 is a graph of customer transac-
tions. Figure 8-2 is a graph of the average ticket.

At first glance, it appeared that the input from the field that they 
“need more customers” was accurate. The average ticket was down a 
bit but the number of customer transactions was way down. Absent 
information to the contrary, the forecast for the next three to six 
months was going to be a continuation of the decline in customer 
transactions and average ticket. That didn’t sit well with the presi-
dent. It showed a sales decline that was ripping a big hole in profit-
ability. (One of the things I love about the forecasting process is it 
will get the attention of the owner or managers real fast when the 
forecast results aren’t pretty!)
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So we decided to drill down to the next level to see if we could 
learn more about what was driving the declining customer count. 
We asked the question again but in a little different way: “What two 
numbers can we multiply, or add, together to get customer transac-
tions?” We agreed that the two numbers were (1) new customers plus 
(2) repeat customers = total customers. When a customer made a 
purchase, they were either a new customer or an existing customer 
(a repeat customer). So we went back to the point of sale system and 
gathered the recent history for new and repeat customer counts.

Figure 8-3 is a graph of new customers. Figure 8-4 is a graph of 
repeat customers.

The number of new customers making a purchase looked good 
and hadn’t fallen off. But look at the number of repeat customers. It 
was going down in a significant way. The core problem wasn’t lack of 
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new customers. It was the fact that existing customers were not com-
ing back to make purchases the way they had in the past. To make 
matters worse, repeat customers spent more than new customers on 
average, so they had a “double whammy” negative impact on sales.

This created an “aha” moment for management because now the 
action needed to address the problem was not what they thought at 
first—more advertising and marketing dollars to get new customers. 
The problem was totally different. The focus quickly shifted to find-
ing out why existing customers were not coming back. The question 
was “Why are our existing customers abandoning us?” It could be 
many different issues causing existing customer visits to go down. 
But launching a marketing blitz to get new customers was definitely 
not the way to address it. In fact, driving a bunch of new customers 
into the store while the percentage of repeat purchases is dropping 
and can’t be explained could be a very costly mistake.
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Management created a series of initiatives designed to get feed-
back from existing customers, improve the in-store customer experi-
ence, create incentives and “bounce back” offers to stimulate repeat 
visits, train staff on providing a higher level of customer service, and 
renew the focus throughout the company on the importance of 
delighting customers. The forecasting process helped shine the light 
on the key drivers of results. And the follow-up work to drill down 
just a bit deeper helped management make a proper diagnosis of the 
problem. They were dangerously close to making a big financial mis-
take if they had just gone with their gut response to solving the 
problem of declining sales.

The example we walked through in Chapter 5 was very similar. 
The forecasting process led management to take proactive action to 
improve their customer and project onboarding process, change how 
they invoiced customers as projects progressed, and move their 
approach to accounts receivable from a collections mindset to an 
expediting mindset.

And it all started with creating a reliable financial forecast.

The Forecast Leads to Action

I love these examples because they highlight the power and purpose 
of forecasting. The forecasting process encourages you to identify 
and understand the key drivers of results at the highest level as you 
get started. As you think through and update the forecast, you begin 
to see the key drivers that need your attention. Then you drill down 
a layer or two on those key drivers to find out what actions you can 
take to improve profitability and cash flow. The forecasting tool and 
process shines the light on opportunities in a way that no other tool 
can. You will be surprised what it reveals for you once you get started.

Remember, your success in business will ultimately be deter-
mined by the degree to which you create, and hang on to, CASH.  
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Always working on ways to improve your profitability and cash flow 
is what creating cash is all about. You want your business to generate 
excess cash. At the end of the day that’s what makes your business 
worth lots of money. And it’s excess cash that will provide the distri-
butions you need to grow your personal net worth by investing in 
income generating assets outside of your business. 

Growing a business that is worth a lot of money plus creating a 
strong and growing personal net worth is your goal.

Riding along on the highway of business without a clear view through 
your financial windshield is foolish. You would never do that in your 
car, especially if your family was riding along with you. Why would 
you do it in your business when your financial future, and the financial 
future of your family, is riding on the success of your company?

Driving growth, profitability, and cash flow higher and higher is 
part of your mission. It has nothing to do with greed. It’s all about 
making sure that you survive and thrive in business. A reliable finan-
cial forecast is a powerful tool to help you make that happen. And 
there’s no better time than right now to get started!

“A forecast should be our best estimate on the future, the expected 
outcome whether we like what we see or not. The purpose of a fore-
cast is to get issues on the radar screen early enough to be able to take 
necessary actions. It is not necessarily about being right, but about 
being ready.”

Bjarte Bogsnes, Implementing Beyond Budgeting:  
Unlocking the Performance Potential (Second Edition)
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What’s about to happen in your business over the next few months?
What could happen in your business over the next six to eighteen 

months?
You owe it to yourself, and to everyone else who is depending on 

your financial success, to put a tool and a process in place so you 
always have the answers.

Good luck growing a fantastic, financially successful company. I’m 
rooting for you!
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“Don’t focus so hard 
on not paying taxes. 

Focus instead on 
increasing your  

profits.”
Greg Crabtree,  

Simple Numbers, Straight 
Talk, Big Profits!
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I have included two bonus chapters for you. It’s my way of provid-
ing you a little freebie . . . a book within a book.
The first bonus chapter is a three-part plan for breathing financial 

life back into your business. It will give you a sensible plan, a road-
map, you can follow that will guide you on your path to building a 
business that takes care of you financially . . . not the other way 
around. This roadmap will guide you along the full financial life 
cycle of your business.

The second bonus chapter will help you evaluate your accounting 
and finance function, what some people consider a necessary evil, 
and turn it into an asset the financial community respects and 
admires and that forms the foundation for helping you grow and 
succeed financially. Too many entrepreneurs have a weak accounting 
and financial function in their business. It handcuffs their ability to 
grow and attract capital and talent. It hurts their credibility with 
bankers, lenders, investors, partners, and all those in the financial 
community you need to grow your business successfully.

Bonus Chapters
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I’ll show you how to turn the accounting and financial function 
within your business into an important strategic asset. An asset  
that will help you win in business. An asset that will help you create 
confidence and credibility with all the people interested in, and 
invested in, the financial success of your company.
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“The function of a business is to create money, not consume it, and the 
longer you postpone this the harder it gets to fix.”

—Gary Sutton, The six-monTh fix

In this bonus chapter, I’ll show you a three-part plan for breathing 
financial life back into your business. It will give you a sensible 

plan, a roadmap, you can follow that will guide you on your path to 
building a strong, wealth generating business.

I like to look at the path to creating a company that is financially 
strong as a three-part, 10-step process that you see in Figure B1-1.

This plan is designed to guide you through the full financial life 
cycle of your business, and it has three parts.

	 •	 Part	1	is	about	confronting	the	financial	reality	of	your	business.
	 •	 	Part	2	is	about	how	you	create	a	financial	safety	net	within	your	

business.
	 •	 	Part	3	is	how	to	go	about	the	process	of	growing	and	enjoying	

financial success in your business.

Bonus Chapter 1
A Three-Part Plan to Breathe 
Financial Life Back into  
Your Business
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It’s a simple system you can implement in baby steps. It’s a system 
that will help you move toward financial health, wealth, and free-
dom. (Yes, freedom. One of the reasons to improve your profitability 
and cash flow is to give you the freedom to run your business in a 
way that fits with your lifestyle and your goals in life.)

It will provide you with the clarity of knowing what your next 
steps are. That way you can shift your focus to specific action plans 
and away from the fuzziness that too often creates struggle and con-
fusion in business.

Figure B1-1

BUILDING A FINANCIALLY STRONG BUSINESS

Keys you can apply today to promote solid financial growth! 

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 8

STEP 9

STEP 10

Build your cash balance to 1 month
of operating expenses

Put aside enough cash to pay your
income taxes

Diagnose your profitability and cash
flow weaknesses (then fix them)

Create a reliable financial forecast
for the next 6 to 18 months

Pay your bank line down to zero 
(even if it�s temporary)

Reduce your personal guarantees
(begin the process)

Build your cash balance to 3 months
of operating expenses

Use existing cash flow for capital
expenditures and growth capital

Pay down your remaining debt on an
accelerated schedule

Reward the owners of the business
with cash
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Part 1: Confront Your Financial Reality

This part of the three-part plan is about assessing, then improving, 
the financial health of your business. Confronting the reality of your 
financial situation is a vital first step.

It’s similar to the approach you would take if you were not feeling 
well physically. If you didn’t feel well for an extended period of time, 
you would eventually decide to go see the doctor. You would want 
to find out what’s wrong and find out what you need to do to start 
feeling better. The doctor would ask a number of questions about 
your symptoms. He or she would take your blood pressure and pos-
sibly take blood (ouch). The doctor is making an assessment of what 
kind of problem you have and how serious it might be. A treatment 
plan cannot be made until the problem is properly diagnosed.

The process is similar when it comes to improving the financial 
health of your business. We first look at the symptoms. Then we 
work on the diagnosis and treatment plan.

“Have you ever worked for an unprofitable business? If you have, you 
probably learned that it’s not much fun. Perhaps people who work at 
unprofitable businesses should consider putting signs in their offices 
that say, ‘It ain’t fun if it ain’t profitable.’

If you have worked for both profitable and unprofitable busi-
nesses, we think you would agree it’s more fun when the enterprise 
is actually making money. We have never heard anybody complain 
about excessive frugality in successful businesses; but we sure have 
heard about ‘the need to tighten up’ in an unprofitable one.”

—Lawrence L. Steinmetz, PhD., and William T. Brooks,  
How to Sell at Margins Higher Than Your Competitors

I break the process down into four steps. These four steps are a 
unique combination of small steps (baby steps) that will help you 
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quickly assess your financial health. You will be surprised how fast 
you begin to hone in on the solution once you clear away the fog that 
is clouding your vision.

Here are the four steps.

Step 1: Build your cash balance to one month of expenses

If you have less than one month of operating expenses in the bank, you 
are probably experiencing unnecessary stress, angering your vendors, 
irritating your employees, ignoring the financial reality of your busi-
ness, and generally making your life harder than it needs to be. Main-
taining a very small bank balance in business turns otherwise simple 
decisions and processes into complicated and time-consuming hassles.

To implement step 1, you first need to determine the number that 
approximates one month of operating expenses. I exclude cost of 
goods sold (unless you have employee expenses or other operating 
type expenses in cost of goods sold). With that number defined, you 
can determine whether you already have one month of operating 
expenses in the bank. If you do, then check step 1 as complete. 

If you are short of the one-month target, then put a dollar amount 
on how much cash you need to “find.” Let’s say your monthly oper-
ating expenses are in the $1,000,000 range and your bank balance 
has been hovering around $750,000. So your goal in this example is 
to add $250,000 to your cash balance.

Now you have to ask yourself two thought-provoking questions 
(in this order):

 1. How fast can I come up with an extra $250,000?

 2. Where is the $250,000 going to come from?

I love these two questions because they generate fascinating reac-
tions and thoughts in your mind. The first question forces you to 
consider just how long it might take you to achieve your goal. One 
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month? Two months? Twelve months? The second question puts 
your focus on where you’re going to generate the cash from. Some-
times the goal looks easy and the answer is obvious. Other times it 
creates dread and fear.

Either way, there’s no need to solve the problem just yet. Just 
spend a little time thinking about how you are going to build your 
cash balance. Then on to step 2.

[NOTE: If you have a bank line of credit, and use your cash to 
pay down the line daily, it’s OK to move directly to step 2. You will 
dig deeper into how you are using the line (and your availability 
under the line) in steps 3, 4, and 5.]

Step 2: Put aside enough cash to pay your income taxes

Taxes should be set aside during the year, not at the end of the year. 
The government yields way too big a stick to make a mistake when 
it comes to paying your income taxes. This is one of those “unforced 
errors” that plagues smaller businesses more so than larger ones. 
Income tax payments should never be a surprise.

To implement step 2, you need to:

	 •	 Estimate	your	income	tax	expense	for	the	year.
	 •	 	Look	at	how	much	cash	you	have	already	put	aside	for	income	

taxes.
	 •	 	Determine	the	amount	of	cash,	if	any,	that	still	needs	to	be	put	

aside.

Let’s say it’s November and your tax year ends in December. You 
estimate that your taxable income for the year will be $1,000,000.

Using 40% as an estimate of the tax rate, your tax expense is esti-
mated at $400,000. What you have put aside already (in this case 
through estimated tax payments) is $325,000.

That means you have $75,000 of cash that needs to be set aside so 
you have a total of $400,000 put away for income taxes.
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Step 3: Diagnose your profitability and cash flow weaknesses 
(then fix them)

Financial struggle in business has its roots in profitability challenges 
and/or the way in which you monitor and manage your cash flow. 
The secret to keeping this step simple is to think strategically and 
high level about your financial performance before you begin diving 
into the details. Why? Because there is probably more work involved 
in this step than any other step in the process.

It is very easy to get lost in the weeds as you work to diagnose (then 
fix) your profitability and cash weaknesses. For example, when you 
begin assessing your profitability, you will have lots of questions run 
through your mind. Questions like:

	 •	 Could	I	be	more	profitable?
	 •	 By	how	much?
	 •	 Says	who?
	 •	 Based	on	what?
	 •	 Do	I	have	a	revenue	problem?
	 •	 Do	I	have	an	expense	problem?
	 •	 Should	I	raise	my	prices?

The way you combat the problem of getting lost in the weeds is to 
begin by looking at the big picture first. Let’s go up and get the 30,000-
foot view of how your business is performing financially. That 
approach will help you create some interesting insights that will guide 
you on the path to a clearer view of your current financial reality.

The work in this step is broken up into three components.
Understand and articulate the three largest drivers of cash for 

the last six months (in a 2-minute conversation). The first thing 
you do is “follow the money.” You do that by answering one question:  
“What happened to the cash?” Specifically, you want to answer that 
question for the last six-month period. I like to answer this question 
using the Cash Flow Focus Report. It is a super-fast way to highlight 
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the three largest drivers of cash, provide a one-line description for 
each driver (for each of the large changes in cash), and decide whether 
each change is good or bad. You can learn more about the Cash Flow 
Focus Report at www.ILoveForecasting.com.

Create the 5-Minute Profitability Assessment (to determine 
what your profitability should be). The purpose of this analysis is 
to quickly determine if your business is as profitable as it should be.

For example, in one company the owner was frustrated because 
cash was always tight despite the fact that they had made big strides 
in becoming profitable over the last two years. After completing the 
analysis, it turns out that profits were only 4% of sales in a business 
where the norm is closer to 10%. At $4,000,000 in revenues, that 
meant	 their	 Profitability	 Gap	 was	 $240,000	 (10%	 –	 4%	 ×	
$4,000,000). Now that they had put a number on the profit improve-
ment target (the opportunity), the mission became “closing the prof-
itability gap.”

The goal of this 5-minute assessment is to come up with an estimate 
of what your annual profit should be (or could be). Your estimate doesn’t 
have to be right. It just needs to be a number you can write down. You 
will have plenty of time later to explore your estimate in more detail to 
determine if it should become your new profitability target.

Here’s the exercise. Take 5 minutes to come up with an estimate 
of how much money you should make each year in your business. 
Here are the steps:

	 •	 	Look	at	your	pre-tax	income	(your	profit	before	income	taxes)	
for the last twelve months. Divide that number by your  
revenues (total sales). Jot that percentage down. Let’s say that 
revenues are $10,000,000 and pre-tax profit is $500,000. So 
the percentage is 5%.

	 •	 	Look	at	your	gross	margin	(gross	profit	dollars	divided	by	rev-
enues). Use that percentage to lookup your pre-tax profit target 
range in Figure B1-2. Let’s say gross profit is $4,200,000. So 
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the gross margin is 42%. The pre-tax profit range in the table 
would be 15% to 20% of revenues.

	 •	 	Choose	a	pre-tax	profit	percentage	in	the	range	and	multiply	
that times revenues. Write that number down. In my example, 
I’ll choose 15% (to be conservative). That number times 
$10,000,000 in revenues is a pre-tax profit target of $1,500,000.

In my example the profit target is $1,500,000 and the actual profit 
is $500,000. The Profitability Gap is the difference, or $1,000,000. 
Remember, it’s just an estimate . . . for now. You will have time to 
more fully analyze that number later.

“When it comes to pretax profit, here’s what I’ve found to be true for 
the vast majority of businesses:

•	 	5	percent	or	less	of	pretax	profit	means	your	business	is	on	
life support.

•	 10	percent	of	pretax	profit	means	you	have	a	good	business.
•	 	15	percent	or	more	of	pretax	profit	means	you	have	a	great	

business.”

—Greg Crabtree, Simple Numbers, Straight Talk, Big Profits!

Discover where cash is being “trapped” in the business. The 
primary focus here is on inventory, accounts receivable, and accounts 
payable. These “working capital” related accounts oftentimes hide 
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opportunities and problems (and cash) because most entrepreneurs 
pay little attention to them month-to-month.

I like to measure the days of inventory outstanding (DIO) when 
evaluating inventory levels, days of sales outstanding (DSO) when 
evaluating accounts receivable balances, and days of payables (DPO) 
when evaluating accounts payable. I evaluate the trend to see if it 
looks like there might be some cash hiding in there (or problems 
hiding in accounts payable).

You would be surprised how paying closer attention to these accounts, 
and the metrics that drive the balances, can highlight sloppiness that 
can be fixed quickly. And “fixing” the problem produces instant cash!

Step 4: Create a reliable financial forecast for the next six to 
eighteen months

By reliable, I mean the forecast is a tool for strategic decision mak-
ing. It is a tool for making better business decisions. By forecast, I’m 
referring to a fully modeled set of financial statements including the 
income statement, balance sheet, and statement of cash flows in the 
same format you use for monthly financial reporting.

One of the most powerful tools in business  
is a reliable financial forecast.

A reliable financial forecast is meant to help you:

	 •	 	Define	where	your	business	is	going	financially	(and	where	you	
want it to go).

	 •	 	Shine	a	light	on	the	dangers	and	opportunities	that	lie	ahead	of	
you on your journey.

	 •	 	Create	a	roadmap	to	get	you	there	safely	and	on	time.
	 •	 Monitor	your	pace	and	progress	on	your	journey	to	success.
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It’s a tool for hooking your vision and strategy for the business up 
to the likely financial implications of achieving your plan. It’s your 
view through the financial windshield of your business.

When you know where you are going and you have a plan to get 
you there safely and on time, you will feel a sense of courage, confi-
dence, and peace of mind. This is why financial forecasting is such a 
powerful tool in business. In essence, it forces you to think strategi-
cally about your business and where you want your business to go. It 
encourages you to paint a picture of what business and financial 
success look like in a way that is revealing and enlightening.

You will be pleasantly surprised by the confidence and courage you 
feel once you have a reliable financial forecast at work in your business.

Part 2: Create a Financial Safety Net

Wikipedia says a safety net is “a net to protect people from injury 
after falling from heights by limiting the distance they fall, and 
deflecting to dissipate the impact energy.” A safety net helps the 
circus performer on the high wire avoid death (and protects the audi-
ence from watching them splat on the ground) if they make a mistake 
during a performance.

The safety net also frees the performer up to take more chances. 
They can learn more difficult and advanced “moves” knowing they 
are protected from the inevitable falls that come with learning and 
experimenting. That way they can put on an amazing performance 
for their audience.

In business, a financial safety net is created by having some 
money (cash in the bank) and less debt.

And it provides you the same two benefits: it protects you when 
financial surprises hit (avoiding the splat on the ground) and it allows 
you to take measured risks (learning and experimenting) to grow 
your company.
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A financial surprise could be a sudden reduction in sales, a large 
customer that pays late, or an unexpected expense that blows a hole 
in your budget. Without a safety net, you have to scramble to avoid 
disaster or embarrassment with vendors or employees. With a safety 
net, you simply deal with the surprise and move on. No drama. No 
losing sleep.

Taking a measured risk could be hiring that new sales manager you 
think can double sales. The risk is the new sales manager might not 
land any new sales. You might lose money because you are paying 
them a base salary to get started. It could be a total flop. Without a 
safety net, you might have to reduce other expenses to make up for 
the shortfall. Or you might have to borrow money just to get by. 
With a safety net, you know in advance that if the worst case happens 
you can live with it. You can write the check and move on. No drama. 
No losing sleep.

Step 5: Pay your bank line down to zero (even if temporary)

A revolving line of credit is meant to, well, revolve. You borrow on the 
line in order to meet seasonal demands or address other short-term 
cash needs. Then the bank line should be paid back down to zero.

A good example of a revolving line of credit is a company that 
carries inventory and whose sales are highly seasonal. Ahead of the 
busy selling season it has to increase inventory levels. The bank line 
can be drawn on to fund the inventory purchases. As the seasonal 
selling comes to a close, and the increase in inventory has been sold 
and converted to cash, the company can pay down the line. It had a 
temporary need to borrow money and the bank line gave the com-
pany the flexibility to meet its cash needs.

The problem is that many businesses borrow on their bank line 
for other than temporary cash needs. Sometimes it’s used for capital 
expenditures. Sometimes to fund losses. Sometimes to fund owner 
distributions. The availability of cash from the line can easily lead to 
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decisions that have serious consequences later. The discipline of forc-
ing yourself to pay off your bank line at least once a year (or more) 
will help ensure you are using the bank line the way it was intended.

Step 6: Reduce your personal guarantees (begin the process)

In the early days of building a business it can be difficult to avoid 
personal guarantees. But as you grow and become more successful, you 
have more leverage, and more reason, to purposefully begin reducing 
your personal guarantees. Most businesses are run inside a legal entity 
like a corporation or limited liability company (LLC) in order to pro-
vide some liability protection for its owners. Legal entities have assets 
and liabilities separate and apart from those who own the entities.

A personal guarantee is you agreeing to take personal responsibil-
ity as an owner for a specific debt or obligation of the business. So if 
the company files bankruptcy, or fails to pay the obligation, you are 
personally responsible to make the payment.

Most entrepreneurs and business owners rarely consider how 
much they have personally guaranteed. And they are shocked at the 
total dollar amount they are personally responsible for. One reason 
the number is so surprising, and so big, is because the guarantees 
have occurred over a number of years as the business has grown. You 
finance some new equipment and the loan requires you to sign a 
personal guarantee. You sign a new lease or renew an agreement with 
an important supplier and a personal guarantee is part of the deal. 
Over time, as your business grows, the number and amount of obli-
gations you’ve guaranteed goes up.

But as you grow your business and become more successful, it’s 
wise to think more strategically and thoughtfully about how you 
handle personal guarantees. You do that in two ways. First, quantify 
the amount of your existing guarantees.

Figure B1-3 is a format to help you list and quantify your existing 
personal guarantees.
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Second, slowly begin reducing the number of guarantees. One of 
the best places to start is to refuse to sign any new vendor or supplier 
guarantees. Most vendors put the guarantee on their credit form but 
that doesn’t mean you have to sign it. They will almost always set up 
credit with the business as the only responsible party.

Step 7: Build your cash balance to three months of operating 
expenses

Building your bank balance to three months of operating expenses 
creates a cash cushion against surprises. And it provides “dry powder” 
so you can quickly jump on unique business opportunities that 
might come your way. Not to mention the fact that there’s nothing 
like a healthy cash balance to help you sleep well at night.

Part 3: Grow and Enjoy Financial Success

Growing a successful business is much harder than most people real-
ize. Only a small number of people have the unique talents and drive 
to build and manage a company through the many ups and downs 
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inherent in business. Even fewer people can grow while at the  
same time making the company worth more and more money along 
the way.

Ultimately, your financial goal in business is  
to create wealth and freedom.

I like to define wealth as having a strong net worth (assets greater 
than your liabilities – both in the business and personally). For one 
person, that might be a $1,000,000 net worth. To another person 
that might be a $25,000,000 net worth. Or put another way, hav-
ing a strong net worth is about “having money.” Money helps make 
a lot of things in life just a little bit easier. It gives you options. It 
makes it easier to help other people by sharing a portion of the 
financial resources you have accumulated.

Of course, money isn’t necessarily the only prize in business. There 
is the pride of accomplishing something very challenging. There is 
the knowledge that you helped your customers and team members 
along the way. There is the freedom and peace of mind that comes 
from taking a risk and winning.

These last three steps in the process help you set the stage for a 
future that is even bigger and brighter than your past.

Step 8: Use existing cash flow for capital expenditures and 
growth capital

Capital expenditures generally take two forms. The first I refer to as 
“maintenance capital expenditures.” These are expenditures, or 
investments, that maintain your existing fixed asset base. Generally 
speaking, they help prevent decline. The second is “growth-related 
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capital expenditures.” These are meant to add new income- producing 
assets. They are designed to add to your ability to serve more custom-
ers, drive revenues higher, and increase profitability and cash flow. 
You are wise to fund both with internally generated cash as you grow 
and become stronger financially.

Step 9: Pay down your remaining debt on an accelerated schedule

Debt can be an important tool in helping you build your business. 
But with financial success comes the ability to pay your debt down 
on an accelerated schedule. Use a portion of your existing cash flow 
and allocate it to a more aggressive payment plan. It will feel weird 
at first. But you will come to love the feeling of strength and accom-
plishment watching your debt levels shrink.

Step 10: Reward the owners of the business with cash

The ultimate financial reward for a business owner is receiving 
healthy distributions of the company’s excess cash. It’s your reward 
as an investor. It’s your reward for building a successful company. It’s 
cash you can invest in other assets or ventures as part of building a 
sizable net worth for you and your family. It’s a fantastic way to enjoy 
the fruits of financial success.

Start Slow

When you have a step-by-step plan to follow you’ll find that manag-
ing your business gets easier. Start slow. No need to speed through 
the three-part plan. I designed it so you can implement it in small 
steps. One foot in front of the other.

Start by implementing step 1. You will begin to see progress much 
faster than you might imagine. Then you can begin thinking through 
each of the other steps in the process.
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“The fact is, accounting and finance, like all those other business 
disciplines, really are as much art as they are science. You might call this 

the CFO’s or the controller’s hidden secret, except that it isn’t really a 
secret, it’s a widely acknowledged truth that everyone in finance knows.”

—Karen Berman and Joe Knight with John Case,  
financial inTelligence

What if you could turn the accounting and financial function 
within your business into an important strategic asset? An 

asset that could help you win in business? An asset that could help 
you create confidence and credibility with all the people interested 
in, and invested in, the financial success of your company?

A poor accounting and financial function will drag you down. It 
handcuffs your ability to grow and attract capital and talent. It hurts 
your credibility with your banker, lenders, investors, partners, and 
all those in the financial community you need to grow your business 
successfully. It will suck the life out of you. What a waste of smarts 

Bonus Chapter 2
How to Turn Your Accounting 
Department into a Strategic Asset
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and talent to work so hard to create a successful company only to 
allow your accounting function to underperform and drag you down.

In this bonus chapter, I’m going to help you evaluate your account-
ing and finance function, what some consider a necessary evil, and 
turn it into an asset the financial community respects and admires 
and that forms the foundation for helping you grow and succeed 
financially. This isn’t about winning awards in accounting. This is 
100% focused on making your business stronger.

Smart Financial Management

Smart management in business starts with taking a more strategic 
approach to how you manage the financial side of your business. You 
have a unique opportunity to build confidence, trust, and credibility with 
everyone who has a stake in the financial success of the company.  
Smart financial management is made up of three components:

	 •	 Confidence
	 •	 Insight
	 •	 Accuracy	and	speed

These three components of smart financial management are your 
guide to turning your accounting function into a strategic asset. You 
can transform their role into one of helping you create trust and 
respect and away from the old view of accounting as just gatekeepers 
and a cost center.

Confidence

The foundation for success in managing the financial side of the 
business is captured in this one word–confidence. Confidence in 
your own mind that your company has a solid financial foundation 
in place to grow. Confidence in the minds of the bankers, lenders, 
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investors, and shareholders who will provide the capital you need to 
improve and expand your business. Confidence that you and your 
management team have fast, accurate, and focused financial infor-
mation to make smart business decisions.

Insight

The information you receive about the financial side of your business 
needs to be insightful. Too many entrepreneurs (even CFOs) fall short 
here because they see their role as just requiring (or preparing) finan-
cial statements . . . or a tax return . . . or creating an analysis schedule.

Providing insight goes way past that. It’s about providing infor-
mation that helps management make better decisions. It’s about pro-
viding information to lenders and investors to help them better 
understand the key drivers of your financial performance. Financial 
information that is insightful is an important part of creating confi-
dence and trust in their eyes.

Accuracy and Speed

The third component of smart financial management has to do 
with the accuracy and speed with which you receive (and provide) 
financial information. Providing slow and inaccurate information 
will kill your credibility. No one will trust your numbers if you do 
that. Nothing kills your credibility more than providing financial 
information that is inaccurate or tends to bounce around and 
change.

When you provide accurate information, and you provide it 
quickly after the end of the month, and you do that consistently 
month to month, you set yourself out as a company that has its act 
together. Lenders and investors love that and it will help you forge a 
strong relationship with them that will last a long, long time. . . and 
pay big dividends.
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Financial Team Assessment

Now I’ll weave the three characteristics of smart financial manage-
ment into an assessment form so you can quickly see where you stand 
in each area. It’s a tool to help you better visualize what your financial 
function should look like while also providing a hard look at where 
you are today. By financial function, or financial team, I am referring 
to your accounting department and the related departments respon-
sible for the financial side of your business. Basically, the area your 
CFO manages.

The Financial Team Assessment in Figure B2-1 is a super-fast way 
for you to zero in on where you are weak or strong. You can quickly 
see where you stand in the three areas that matter most. The three 
components of the assessment tie in directly to the three keys to 
smart financial management we just looked at. Your score in each of 
those three areas provides an instant picture about the health and 
well-being of your accounting and finance function.

Here’s How the Assessment Works

Each section has a number of statements in it. Read each statement 
and then answer, on a scale of 1 to 10, the extent to which that state-
ment is true in your company. Write your answer in the blank to the 
left of each statement. A 10 means “absolutely, 100% true.” A 1 
means “not true at all, not even close.”

For example, the first statement in the Confidence Factor section 
says “Your accounting and finance function is strong and will sup-
port your growth plans into the future.” So how true is that state-
ment in your company? If your accounting and finance function 
operates as a well-oiled machine, you would answer with a 9 or a 10. 
If it’s pretty strong, but there are some areas where you would like to 
see it get better, the answer might be an 8. If it has some things under 
control but you know you have to make it stronger in order to help 
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you grow the company into the future, you might answer with a 6 
or a 7. If the function is in shambles you might answer anywhere 
from a 1 to a 5.

The key is to go with your gut reaction to each statement. No need 
to think too much about your answer or be overly precise. You just 
want to get a quick sense of where you stand on each statement. Then 
each of the three sections has a space for you to add up your answers, 
divide by the number of questions you answered, and the result is 
your score on that factor. The score should have one decimal place. 
It’s a very simple process, yet very revealing.

Let’s talk about each factor in a little more detail.

Confidence Factor

This score is what it’s all about. This is how you know if your 
accounting and finance function is strong and helping you win 
friends and influence people (the people who provide access to cash) 
or if it is weak and dragging you down. It helps you determine 
whether this part of your business is an exciting contributor to your 
success, or just a cost center that fails to add any real value.

There are only four statements to respond to.

 1.  Your accounting and finance function is strong and will 
support your growth plans into the future

   Go with your gut reaction to answer this question. What was 
your first thought when you read that statement? One part of 
your reaction hinged on the word “strong.” The other part of 
your reaction was to the words “will support your growth plans 
into the future.” The faster you want to grow, and the larger 
you want to become, the stronger your foundation has to be. . . 
and the better your financial information and reporting has to 
be. And growth requires cash from both internal and external 
sources. Growing successfully means you have a good view of 
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what lies ahead financially and that you can line up cash before 
you need it. A weak accounting and finance function provides 
poor visibility and does little to help you create trust and respect 
in the financial community.

 2.  Your bank/lenders have confidence in your numbers and 
the financials they receive

   Anyone you have borrowed money from fits here. Do they have 
confidence in the financial statements you provide? Do they 
trust your numbers? The more sophisticated the lenders, the 
more likely they are to analyze the financials you provide and 
use them as an important tool in evaluating your company (and 
you) as an ongoing credit. Most companies do a poor job in this 
area. A 10 here means lenders frequently praise you for the 
quality and speed with which you provide them good, solid 
financials they can trust. Complaints and lots of questions 
about the numbers puts you in the 1–5 range.

 3.  Your investors/shareholders have confidence in your  
numbers and the financials they receive

   This is the same question as 2 but focused on your investors/
shareholders and owners. The larger your company, the more 
likely you have owners in addition to yourself (and a Board of 
Directors). And they have a unique view of the company that 
is very important to think through and understand. They are 
usually not involved in the day-to-day functioning of the com-
pany. But they have a great deal of responsibility and a vested 
interest in the financial success of the company. So they need 
to get information in a way that helps them play that role and 
helps them understand the financials from the 30,000-foot 
view. They must understand the basic drivers of financial suc-
cess without needing to dive into the details of the day-to-day 
operations. The more confidence they have in the financial 
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information they receive from you, the more support and back-
ing they will provide you and your company.

 4.  Your management team has confidence in the numbers and 
the financials they receive

   This is the same question as 2 and 3, but focused on your man-
agement team. Management needs financial reporting that 
helps them instantly see the link between the actions they are 
taking and the financial results those actions created (or are 
likely to create). They need to know quickly what they should 
be doing more of (because it is creating the desired financial 
result) and what they need to do different (because it is not 
creating the desired financial result). That’s how the accounting 
and finance function can add tremendous value in your ongo-
ing effort to improve profitability and increase cash flow.

What’s the Norm?

My experience with clients is that most Confidence Factor Scores 
will be in 7.5 to 8.5 range. Generally, the financial statements are in 
pretty good shape and the parties receiving them are generally okay 
with them. The area bringing the score down is usually that the 
owner or entrepreneur knows in his gut that the function is a weak 
link in the organization.

They have plans for growing the company much bigger than it is 
and they are beginning to realize that having a strong and respected 
financial function will help them make that happen. And they also 
realize that the function will be an anchor around their neck if they 
neglect it. They looked at that function purely as a cost center in the 
past and allowed it to lag behind the rest of the organization.

Now they are beginning to see that growing the company and 
improving in a substantial way requires a solid foundation built on 
strong accounting. They have come to realize that it is smart  
management to think of that function more strategically than they 
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have in the past. They have decided to turn what some consider a 
necessary evil into a strength that makes the journey ahead much 
more likely to be a financially successful and rewarding one.

The other area that brings the score down is a lender that is 
unhappy on some level. In one company, the lender was somewhat 
irritated by the slow reporting the company provided each month 
but they were not kicking and screaming. The bigger problem was 
management could not provide insight into why the numbers were 
what they were. Working capital had been changing meaningfully 
during the year and the bank could never get an insightful answer as 
to why. So they were losing confidence not so much in the financial 
statements, but in management’s lack of understanding of the 
changes happening in the numbers. And it is difficult to have a Con-
fidence Factor score in the 9 to 10 range when you have a banker or 
a lender whose confidence in you is waning.

Generally speaking, the goal is to be between a 9 and a 10. A score 
between 7 and 9 means there is work to do. A score less than 7 means 
you have a big problem on your hands and you need to get about 
fixing it fast.

Insight Factor

The Insight Factor score is focused on the quality and insightfulness 
of your existing financial reporting process. It is a subtle but very 
important quality that helps instill confidence in the minds of lend-
ers, investors, your board, and anyone else you share financial infor-
mation with. This is where thinking strategically pays big dividends. 
Why just plop a package of financial information on these very 
important people when you can provide the information in a way 
that is thoughtful and helps instill confidence in their minds. That 
confidence becomes an asset that will help you achieve your growth 
objectives. It also enhances your credibility and helps you stand out 
as a company that has its act together.
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What’s missing in your current financial reporting process, and it 
creates an exciting opportunity for you, is it lacks insight. It misses a 
golden opportunity to use the monthly reporting package as a killer 
tool to instill confidence and credibility in the minds of the people 
receiving it.

Here’s how that gets started in most companies. The bank or 
another lender wants financial statements. So you say, “Okay, they 
want financial statements – let’s give them the financials.” Sounds 
logical. The mindset starts with basically giving them what they 
asked for.

The opportunity though is in looking at their request from a more 
strategic perspective. You want to jump on their request for financial 
information by saying, “Excellent, we have an opportunity now to 
foster a unique relationship here. What a perfect time to plant the 
seeds of credibility and trust with these guys.” When you do that 
your mind shifts into how to provide insightful information that 
helps you stand head and shoulders above their other customers.

So you provide summary information on the key drivers of finan-
cial performance in addition to just the financial statements. You 
provide comparisons to plan and prior year. You provide informa-
tion in a side-by-side format so trends and direction jump off the 
page at them. You provide a forecast so they have a view of where 
you are going financially. You serve up valuable information for 
them on a silver platter. That’s how you drive confidence and trust 
with lenders and investors.

And one thing you should know about lenders. Most lenders take 
the basic financial statements you provide and load them into some 
sort of financial analysis tool in order to make them more insightful. 
That requires work and time. When you provide a more insightful 
package to them they get even better information without having to 
do the extra work. That gets their attention. You stand out as a smarter 
company than the other customers they deal with every day.
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Here are the six statements in this section of the assessment.

 1.  You provide a monthly reporting package to lenders and 
owners

   This statement is similar to the strategy in selling where some-
times you have to “Go for the no.” In selling, especially in big-
ticket items with a long selling cycle, some people believe you 
have to ask some questions and if you get a “no” then the pros-
pect is not qualified and you don’t end up wasting tons of sell-
ing time with them. (Not everyone believes in that advice but 
I have seen it work very effectively in certain businesses.)

   If you don’t currently provide a monthly financial reporting 
package of some sort to lenders and owners then you can answer 
this with a zero (meaning NO). Then the other statements in 
this section get a zero as well and your Insight Factor score is, 
you guessed it, zero.

   If you provide a financial reporting package each month that 
you consider to be very useful, then your answer would be a 10. 
If you provide a package but it is not monthly or you know it 
needs to be better and more useful and relevant for the user, 
then just use your gut to provide your rating.

The next five statements relate to what is included in your monthly 
reporting package. They are all preceded by the words “The package 
contains.” I have included that part of the statement so it is easier to 
see what each statement is referring to in your existing reporting 
package.

 2.  The package contains: A short memo that answers the  
question “What happened and what’s about to happen?”

   A one- or two-page memo is a powerful way to simplify and 
summarize your financial results for the month. Do you provide  
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one in your monthly reporting package? Picture in your mind 
each person that will be receiving this package. Imagine they 
receive the package and before they look at it they are asking 
themselves this question “I wonder how the month turned out? 
And I wonder where their results are headed?” The job of your 
monthly reporting package is to very quickly answer those ques-
tions for them. If they get to the answers quickly, then the pack-
age has done its job. If they have to dig and ask a bunch of 
follow-up questions, then it has failed to do its job. A one- or 
two-page memo is a fantastic tool.

 3.  The package contains: Actual results for the 5 to 7 key  
drivers of financial performance

   The typical financial reporting package just provides the basic 
financial statements (although many tend to leave out the cash 
flow statement, which is a big mistake). You provide real insight 
for the user, though, when you help them see and understand 
the handful of key drivers of financial performance. It promotes 
a deeper understanding of your business. It makes them smarter 
about how your business generates results. It helps them to 
more easily understand the parts of the business that have the 
most impact on your financial performance.

 4.  The package contains: Current month and year-to-date 
results vs. plan and prior year

   It is important to look at results for the year compared to both 
plan and the same period of the prior year. That raises a big ques-
tion: Do you make it easy for the user to see how revenues, mar-
gins, expenses, and profitability compare to the plan and how they 
compare to last year? The comparisons don’t have to be on the 
same page, but there needs to be a presentation in the package that 
gives the user a chance to see how actual results compare to the 
plan and how results compare to the same period in the prior year.
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 5.  The package contains: Insight into “What happened to the 
cash and what’s about to happen to the cash?”

   Ultimately your success in business is going to be determined by 
the degree to which you create and hang on to cash. Everything 
ultimately comes down to cash and cash flow. Cash is what pays 
the bills. Cash is what pays down the debt. Cash is what’s required 
in order to invest and grow your company. Cash is ultimately 
what is going to help you and your family retire in style and 
comfort. But understanding and managing cash flow is not a 
straightforward process. Especially when you are trying to help 
investors and lenders understand what’s going on with your 
company’s cash flow. You have to take information from the 
financial statements, distill it down, and present it in a way that 
the financial statements, by themselves, do a poor job of. You 
want the reader of your financial reporting package to instantly 
understand what happened to the cash. And you want to do it 
in a way that highlights the key drivers of cash flow. People tend 
to think only in terms of profitability. But profitability and cash 
flow are not the same. You need visibility in terms of what hap-
pened to the cash, and what’s about to happen to the cash.

 6.  The package contains: Side-by-side view of actual and fore-
cast monthly results down to the cash flow level

   Something magical happens when a person sees monthly finan-
cial results side-by-side. Seeing actual results side-by-side, 
together with forecast results, provides amazing clarity. It 
instantly provides insight into trends and whether the numbers 
make sense or not. Very few companies provide this kind of 
unique and transparent view into their financial results. And 
I’m not just talking about the income statement here. I also 
mean the balance sheet is presented with each month 
 side-by-side. And the same thing for cash flow. This may be the 
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fastest way to create respect with the financial community 
(absent just sending them a big check for no reason)! Virtually 
no one is doing this for them, which makes it even easier, and 
makes it more powerful and impactful, when you serve it up for 
them on a silver platter.

What’s the Norm?

My experience with clients is that most Insight Factor scores will be 
in the 5 to 6 range. Remember, the goal here is to be at a 9 to 10. 
That’s a big gap. The reason the gap is not even wider is that most 
companies growing through the $20 million to $50 million revenue 
range have already started providing some form of financial informa-
tion to the outside world – usually for the bank or lender or other 
investors they brought in along the way. So the fact that you are 
providing a financial package of some sort helps keep the score from 
going too much below 5.

The issue comes in because most companies miss the opportunity to 
turn the monthly reporting process into something more strategic. You 
want to use the monthly reporting process to enhance your credibility, 
influence, and trust with that audience. Make it super simple for them 
to understand the key drivers of your results. Provide comparisons of 
actual vs. plan so they can quickly see what’s working and not working. 
Highlight the key drivers of cash for the month so they can see how you 
are managing all the different drivers of cash flow.

Provide them a view through the financial windshield of your 
business so they know not only what happened in the past but what’s 
about to happen in the future. Take the opportunity to serve it up 
to them on a silver platter. That’s how you drive confidence and trust 
with lenders and investors.

Accuracy and Speed Factor

This score could also be called the Trust Factor score. It is a  
great predictor of how well the users of your financials trust the 
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 information you provide. Trust is a huge part of your goal of creating 
confidence and credibility with those who are invested in one form 
or another in your financial success.

Consider this thought for a minute. Let’s say someone asked you 
to invest some money in an idea they had. You like the person and 
you really want to help them. But you had this nagging voice in your 
head saying “I’m not really sure I trust what he is telling me. There’s 
some inconsistencies here that I’m not sure I’m comfortable with.”

If your brain is sending you signals that question whether you 
can really trust the information you are getting, it is going to make 
you unsure and uncomfortable all over. And that is not a recipe for 
saying “Yes.”

Same way in your company.

You dramatically increase your odds of success when you 
purposefully and strategically plant seeds of trust with 

everyone interested in, and invested in, your financial success.

This is especially true for those people who are partners with you 
in providing the cash and the financial backing to help you and your 
company grow and succeed.

Here are the six statements in this section of the assessment.

 1. The numbers in the monthly financial statements are accurate

   This sounds like a no-brainer. But it’s not. There are a lot of 
businesses, especially those closely held, where this is a real prob-
lem. This speaks to the quality of the accounting processes and 
controls used to gather, record, and report transactions in your 
accounting system. That process has to be solid and very tightly 
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managed. Bad numbers will kill your credibility with lenders and 
investors. And bad numbers will cause your management team 
to make bad decisions. Kind of like giving your doctor inaccu-
rate information about an ailment you have and wondering why 
the diagnosis (and treatment) come back wrong. Or driving 
along, following the directions on your GPS, only to find out 
the wrong address had been entered in the GPS. The directions 
you are following are taking you to a place you don’t want to go.

 2.  Financial statements are prepared in accordance with  
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)

   This point goes past whether your numbers are accurate. The 
question here is whether your financial statements are prepared 
in accordance with GAAP. This is one of the larger mistakes 
companies make when providing financial statements outside 
the company. Owners tend to provide monthly or quarterly 
financial statements to lenders and investors and let their CPA 
firm “adjust” the financials when they come in to do their 
annual review or audit. That’s a big mistake. It undermines 
your credibility. The financial community concludes you are 
not professional enough to provide GAAP financials each 
month. Remember, they are experienced financial people. They 
know what they want. And they expect you to be sharp enough 
to provide them GAAP financials.

 3.  In the annual review or audit of your financial statements, 
the CPA firm makes very few adjustments

   When your CPA firm does their year-end work and they have 
to make lots of adjustments to your financial statements, what 
they are doing is fixing your mistakes. This is either because 
transactions were recorded improperly or because transactions 
were not recorded at all. Basically, when points #1 and #2 are 
a problem, the CPA firm has to do the work for you so they 
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have good financial statements to work with. And that means 
the financial statements you have been using to manage the 
business all year, and providing to lenders and investors all year, 
have been wrong. Your goal is to provide accurate and complete 
financial statements every month. That means there should be 
no need for the CPA firm to come in and “adjust” your financial 
statements. Why? Because you did them right the first time. 
And you won’t have to experience the embarrassment of having 
to tell everyone that the financial statements you provided them 
were wrong (and explain to them what the CPA firm had to fix 
for you).

 4.  Each account on the balance sheet is well supported and 
documented

   Are the various amounts on your balance sheet well supported? 
Do you know what makes up those balances? The reason you 
want a super clean balance sheet is because that is where nasty 
financial surprises tend to hide. You seldom walk into a really 
nice home only to find a dirty, messy, disorganized interior 
once you walk in. Here’s a little secret that few owners truly 
understand. Financial statements prepared in accordance with 
GAAP are full of estimates. And the balance sheet is where 
many of those estimates reside (and accumulate). It requires the 
time and attention of someone who understands financial state-
ments to ensure those estimates don’t accumulate (and eventu-
ally rot and die). The accounts on the balance sheet need to be 
monitored, evaluated, and documented every month to make 
sure they are as accurate as possible.

 5.  Management reviews the monthly financial statements to 
ensure accuracy before they are published

   It’s important for management to do a detailed review of the 
financial statements every month. You want to understand 
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what’s in there. You want to be in tune with how the results 
compare to plan and how they compare to what you were 
expecting for the month. You want to ask questions. Why is this 
number so high? I was expecting that number to be different. 
You don’t want to fly at the 30,000-foot level and just assume 
that everything is okay. It’s going to help you later when one of 
your lenders or investors has a question and they ask you  
about it. You should be able to answer most questions they have 
very quickly because you know what’s going on relative to  
the plan and relative to what you expected the financial results 
to be.

 6.  Financial statements are provided to lenders and investors 
on or before the 10th calendar day each month

   An important part of creating trust and credibility with the users 
of your financial statements is to provide your reporting package 
promptly and predictably every month. I don’t get too hung up 
on whether it’s the 10th calendar day or the 15th calendar day. 
We’re not trying to create any awards for the fastest financial 
closing process (neither of those dates would accomplish that). 
The key is to choose the date and provide the statements on or 
before that date religiously every month. That way lenders and 
investors/owners always know when to expect your financial 
reporting package. It demonstrates discipline and predictability 
in the way you run the financial side of the business. It helps 
build confidence and trust. It helps you stand out in their minds 
as different (and better) than many of the companies they deal 
with. And that is an important part of your goal here.

What’s the Norm?

My experience with clients is that most Accuracy and Speed Factor 
scores will be in the 5 to 8 range. What generally drives their score 
down is an overreliance on the outside CPA firm to make year-end 
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adjustments to the financial statements. When you do that, you are 
publishing monthly financial statements that are incomplete and 
inaccurate. Sometimes it’s leaving depreciation and amortization 
entries for the CPA firm. Or saving decisions on which expenditures 
must be capitalized to the end of the year. Or applying debt service 
payments to principal, and then having the CPA firm record the 
allocation between interest and principal. And a range of other exam-
ples where you leave the “accounting details” to the CPA firm after 
the year is over. This is a common practice in smaller companies and 
one you need to fix as you mature as a company and attempt to cre-
ate credibility and trust with lenders and investors.

Another area that drives scores down is not paying close attention 
to the balance sheet. Most of the focus from management is generally 
on the income statement. So the balance sheet does not get much 
attention – sometimes even from the accountants. It’s a huge blind 
spot for many companies because managing cash flow, and managing 
profitability, requires that you know exactly what’s going on in each 
of the balance line items. Ignoring inventory, receivables, capital 
expenditures, payables, and a host of other balance sheet accounts is 
the ticket to nasty surprises and poor cash flow.
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Thoughts About Forecasting,  
Business, and Money

I love business books. I have amassed a library of over 600 of them 
(and I add to it every month – Amazon loves me)! I read books 

with a pen so I can underline and star information that strikes a 
chord with me. I write notes in them so that I can go back later and 
scan the parts I need to think more about or reflect on.

Here are some quotes about forecasting, business, and money that 
I enjoyed from a small sampling of those books. I hope they spark an 
idea in your mind or just get you thinking more deeply about busi-
ness. These are also great books to buy and read as well. Enjoy!

My favorite book on financial forecasting is Future Ready: How to 
Master Business Forecasting. It is written by two of the leading experts 
in performance management, Steve Morlidge and Steve Player. They 
create a compelling and deep dive into the why and how of forecast-
ing on many different levels (and with many different types of fore-
casts). It is a fantastic book that you will enjoy reading.

I am the proud owner of an autographed copy of the book from 
Steve Player!
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From Future Ready by  
Steve Morlidge and Steve Player

“This book helps business people improve their ability to forecast the 
future. By improving your organization’s ability to anticipate, you 
will be better prepared. As a result, you will deliver more reliable 
performance, and be in better shape to exploit opportunities and 
avoid potential catastrophes.”

“…The purpose of forecasting is to help ‘steer the ship’. By provid-
ing information about the likely future position, we can decide either 
to do nothing different, or we can change our plans, and so, ‘change 
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the future’. You can only do this by doing something different, and 
doing something different usually involves some combination of:

	 •	 Stopping	an	existing	activity.
	 •	 Starting	a	new	(unplanned)	activity.
	 •	 Speeding	up	a	planned	activity.
	 •	 Delaying	a	planned	activity.
	 •	 Changing	a	planned	activity.”

“Decision-making is driven by performance—without it, man-
agement is no more than guesswork—and it comes in two ways, 
there’s information about the past (actuals) and then there’s informa-
tion about the future (forecasts).”

“The decision to cross the road involves a forecast—we ask our-
selves ‘Will that car arrive before I have reached the other side?’  This 
forecast is constantly updated with new information, which we use 
to adjust our actions; we may speed up, slow down or turn back.  In 
fact, almost every act requires a forecast of some sort; a source of 
‘information about the future’.”

“When making decisions, we cannot rely solely on information 
about what has happened, we need information about what we 
believe might happen as well; information that we create through the 
process of forecasting.”

“We might think that we want to ‘know the future’, but in reality 
we only want to know the future in order to be able to do something 
about it. In other words, we want to change the future to make it 
more acceptable to us.”

“The purpose of forecasting is…to help create the future rather 
than to predict it.”
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“There’s only one thing we know for sure about a forecast. It is 
likely to be wrong.”

“While it might not be possible to forecast uncertainty, the process 
of forecasting helps enormously because in the act of considering pos-
sibilities, we enhance our awareness.”

From Implementing Beyond Budgeting: 
Unlocking the Performance Potential 

(2nd Edition) By Bjarte Bogsnes

“A target is what we want to happen; a forecast is what we think will 
happen, whether we like what we see or not. Forcing a target and a 
forecast into being one number in one process is almost guaranteed 
to result in either a bad target or a bad forecast or both…”

“A forecast is not a promise, not something to deliver on.  People 
using that expression have not understood the difference between a 
forecast and a target.  Again, a forecast is what we think will happen, 
an expectation; a target is what we want to happen, an aspiration.”

“Some would call ‘on course to hit a rock’ a bad forecast.  Assum-
ing it is true, it is a good forecast, even though it contains bad news.”

“Forecasting should primarily be something you do for yourself to 
help you manage your own business.”

“A forecast should also be actionable. If the information cannot be 
used to trigger any action, why do we forecast?”

“I would much rather have good forecasts with bad news than a 
bad forecast with good news.”
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“It is quite natural to have gaps between ambitious targets and 
realistic forecasts.”

From Superforecasting by  
Philip E. Tetlock and  

Dan Gardner

“We are all forecasters. When we think about changing jobs, getting 
married, buying a home, making an investment, launching a prod-
uct, or retiring, we decide based on how we expect the future will 
unfold. These expectations are forecasts.”

“…We never truly know what will happen next. Hence forecast-
ing is all about estimating the likelihood of something happening.”

“How predictable something is depends on what we are trying to 
predict, how far into the future, and under what circumstances.”

“Weather forecasts are typically quite reliable, under most condi-
tions, looking a few days ahead, but they become increasingly less 
accurate three, four, and five days out.”

From Best Practices in  
Planning and Performance  

Management by David A. J. Axson

“When asked to construct a forecast, the fact that most are wrong is 
perhaps the hardest concept for most people to come to terms with.”

“The real value of a forecast is not the accuracy of the answer, but 
the insights into how current decisions and future events interact to 
shape performance.”
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“Positioning the forecast process as a decision support tool that 
seeks to provide insight into future opportunities and threats reduces 
the pressure to develop absolutely precise estimates. As a general rule, 
the level of detail in a forecast should decrease the farther out you 
look. In the last few years, best practice organizations...are forecasting 
more frequently and reducing the amount of detail in each forecast.”

“Providing time for management to plan how it will react under 
different sets of circumstances is one of the biggest benefits of the 
whole forecast process.”

“The forecast is not simply an extrapolation of the financial plan. 
The financial forecast is derived directly from the forecast of key 
business drivers.”

From Billion Dollar Company  
by Robert H. Hacker

“. . . Now, if we were to ask what are the two or three most impor-
tant questions that a business plan or financial model should answer, 
somewhere in the top three would probably be ‘how much money 
do you need and for what?’”

“I have come to realize that managing the business by focusing on 
the growth drivers is a sound and understandable management approach 
and would help entrepreneurs to focus on what is important.”

From The Six-Month Fix  
by Gary Sutton

“The function of a business is to create money, not consume it, 
and the longer you postpone this the harder it gets to fix.”
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“Bankers cannot make more than a few percentage points on 
the money loaned, but they can lose it all. That’s why they’re 
jumpy. They make more money by avoiding losses than by getting 
new clients. Help them relax by getting them familiar with your 
business.”

“Receivables are viewed as nothing more than test market expenses 
until they are paid. There is no sale assumed, no customer satisfac-
tion believed, and no commission paid until the money arrives.”

“Converting Controllers to CFOs is…tough. The skills are the 
same but the personality is different, and even the Mayo Clinic isn’t 
performing personality transplants just yet. Controllers set budgets, 
squeeze dollars, and control. CFOs sell forecasts. One sells the out-
side world. The other squeezes internally.”

From The Way to Wealth  
by Brian Tracy

“All business relationships are built on trust. Since all of business 
involves money—from bankers, suppliers, vendors, shareholders, 
and investors—and the opinions of customers and clients, the most 
important single ingredients for success in business are trust and 
credibility.”

“Your ultimate goal in business is to reach the point where you have 
enough money so that you never have to worry about money again.”

“This means you have to be measuring your success by the 
amount of money you are able to take out of the business and put 
somewhere smart and safe, ideally in appreciating or income- 
generating assets.”
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From How to Sell at Margins Higher Than 
Your Competitors by Lawrence L. 

Steinmetz, PhD., and William T. Brooks

“Products and services are sold—and prices stick—because a busi-
ness gives its customers quality, service, and on-time delivery. And 
these companies that know how to create a brand and promote and 
sell those three things—quality, service, and on-time delivery—will 
have prospects wanting to do business with them. But all those things 
cost money. If you are going to give your customers what they need 
and want, you’ve got to charge a premium price.”

“Have you ever worked for an unprofitable business? If you have, 
you probably learned that it’s not much fun. Perhaps people who 
work at unprofitable businesses should consider putting signs in their 
offices that say, ‘It ain’t fun if it ain’t profitable.’ If you have worked 
for both profitable and unprofitable businesses, we think you would 
agree it’s more fun when the enterprise is actually making money. We 
have never heard anybody complain about excessive frugality in suc-
cessful businesses; but we sure have heard about ‘the need to tighten 
up’ in an unprofitable one.”

“Just remember, if you want to stay viable and make some money, 
you’d better be prepared to be a little bit aggressive on price. This 
means you really do have to raise your price on a regular basis.”

From Your Money & Your Brain  
by Jason Zweig

“Making money feels good, all right; it just doesn’t feel as good as 
expecting to make money. In a cruel irony that has enormous impli-
cations for financial behavior, your investing brain comes equipped 
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with a biological mechanism that is more aroused when you antici-
pate a profit than when you actually get one.”

From The 80/20 Principle 
by Richard Koch

“Accounting systems are the enemy of fair rewards, because they 
are absolutely brilliant at obscuring where the money is really being 
made. This is why, human frailty apart, the imbalance between per-
formance and reward is greater in large and complex firms than in 
small businesses.”

“My view is that money is not difficult to obtain, and, once you 
have even a little of it to spare, it is not difficult to multiply.”

From E-Myth Mastery 
by Michael E. Gerber

“After almost 30 years, passionately pursuing the quixotic subject 
of business, I have come to the steadfast conclusion that there is 
nothing in the creation and operation of a company that so seem-
ingly conspires to confuse, intimidate, overwhelm, complicate, ratio-
nalize, and metastasize the plain ignorance of the average business 
guy, or woman, than money.”

“What I’ve discovered is that most owners and managers ignore 
the money until it’s too late to ignore it, and then become frantic to 
fix what needed to be fixed all along, but wasn’t. And as soon as they 
fix it, if they’re lucky enough to get a second chance, they go right 
back to sleep again.”
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From Loving What Is by Byron Katie

“When I argue with reality, I lose—but only 100% of the time.”

“Arguing with reality is like trying to teach a cat to bark—hopeless.”

“If I think you’re my problem, I’m insane.”

“I’m a lover of what is, not because I’m a spiritual person, but 
because it hurts when I argue with reality.”

“Thoughts aren’t personal. They just appear, like raindrops. 
Would you argue with a raindrop?”

“When we stop opposing reality, action becomes simple, fluid, 
kind, and fearless.”

“We’re often quite sure about what other people need to do, how 
they should live, whom they should be with. We have 20/20 vision 
about other people, but not about ourselves.”

“Once you see the truth, the thought lets go of you, not the other 
way around.”

“Reality rules, whether we’re aware of it or not.”

From Simple Numbers, Straight Talk, Big 
Profits! by Greg Crabtree

“One of the skill sets that we’ve built into our firm is the ability to 
forecast and quantify every situation. We believe that you have to 
play out multiple scenarios—actually plan out those cash flows—
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and create reasonable expectations for the investor. Will it take eigh-
teen months for the investors to get their money back? Or will it take 
five years?”

“This is probably contrary to what many others think, but I believe 
that once you get to a million dollars of revenue, you’d better be 
profitable and paying yourself a market-based wage.”

“It is not sufficient to just forecast net income; you also need to 
forecast cash flows and capital requirements.”

“You can’t build wealth until you get out of debt. And make no 
mistake getting out of debt really does help you build wealth.”

“Do not confuse debt with capital. Capital is the cash you leave in 
the business to fund your receivables and inventory for normal busi-
ness conditions, and debt is financing for special cases.”

“Cash is the most powerful opportunity magnet ever created.”

“If the business makes a profit beyond your salary, the business 
should make a tax distribution to cover the taxes it caused you to pay.”

The Destination Wedding Specialist

The next few quotes are not from a book. They are from a talented 
business owner who has navigated a changing industry and created 
a thriving, growing business. Lauré Poffenberger owns a niche travel 
agency that specializes in Destination Weddings and luxury travel. 
Destination Weddings are a growing trend because couples can 
marry in a beautiful setting while also providing a fun, relaxing, and 
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memorable experience for their family and friends. Lauré is the Des-
tination Wedding Guru (and my wife)!

Here are just a few of her words of wisdom about business and 
money (and travel).

“You can’t smell urine on the internet.”

“People travel one or two notches above how they live.”

“You don’t want to be on vacation...and wish you were home.”

“I know you believe you understand what you think I said but I’m 
not sure you realize that what I said is not what I meant.”

“Life is still life—even in paradise.”

“Self-employed can equal unemployed if you are not focused on 
making money.”

You can learn more about Lauré and her Destination Wedding 
and Romantic, Luxury Included Travel services at:
www.travelcruisevacations.com/destination-weddings/.
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When I read a book I really enjoy, I try to find the author’s 
email address and send them a note to tell them how much 

I appreciate the information and insight in their book. I’m certain 
that most authors appreciate feedback from readers. But you wouldn’t 
know it based on how hard it is to find contact information for the 
author in their book!

So I’m making it easy for you because I would absolutely love to 
hear your feedback about this book. Did you love it? Did you hate 
it? Are you going to use financial forecasting to drive growth, profit-
ability, and cash flow in your business?

You can send me feedback or questions at pcampbell@ 
financialrhythm.com or pcampbellcfo@gmail.com. You can call or 
send a text message at 512.944.3520. I would be honored to hear 
from you.

The figures and graphics in the book were created by Rachel 
DiMatteo of Majestic Design. Rachel is a very talented graphic 
designer (and a lot of fun to work with). You can contact Rachel at 
majesticdesign7@gmail.com.

Your Feedback Is Valuable

mailto:pcampbell@financialrhythm.com
mailto:pcampbell@financialrhythm.com
mailto:.pcampbellcfo@gmail.com
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As a CEO I worked for used to say to me, “If it was easy, Philip, 
anyone could do it.” Winning in business isn’t easy. It takes a 

strong business model, a solid strategy, great execution, and a lot of 
hard work. (Not to mention a few good breaks along the way.)

And forecasting can be hard work . . . at least in the beginning.
To make the work of getting started just a little easier, I invite you 

to visit the companion website for this book at www.ILoveForecast-
ing.com. The Excel forecasting model used in the forecasting exam-
ple is there for you to download. There are additional examples, 
tools, tips, and tricks to help you get your forecasting process up and 
running.

I have a website at http://financialrhythm.com dedicated to entre-
preneurs and business owners and their advisors. It is a place to get 
simple, actionable strategies for creating a financial future that is 
bigger and brighter than your past. You can create a free membership 
account that gets you access to tips, tools, reports, and videos all 
devoted to helping you drive growth, profitability, and cash flow 
higher and higher every year.

As I say in my book Never Run Out of Cash, “Either you do the 
work or have someone else do it.” That is the formula for getting 

Free Downloads and Examples

http://financialrhythm.com
www.ILoveForecasting.com
www.ILoveForecasting.com
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things done. The free resources I have provided online for you will 
help you and your CFO, controller, outside CPA, or other consul-
tants that you engage to get started.

But if you get stuck, or you have a hard time lining up the resources 
or advisors to help you, send me an email at pcampbell@ 
financialrhythm.com or pcampbellcfo@gmail.com and I will  happily 
point you in the right direction.

mailto:pcampbell@financialrhythm.com
mailto:pcampbell@financialrhythm.com
mailto:pcampbellcfo@gmail.com
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Never Run Out of Cash: The 10 Cash Flow 
Rules You Can’t Afford to Ignore

“This powerful, practical book gives you the key to business success. You 
learn the most important lessons of all to become wealthy.”

—Brian Tracy, TurboStrategy

Books and Online Courses  
by Philip Campbell
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“This is a revolutionary money-management book. Throw out all the 
other complicated methods of handling projections and financial 
strategizing–use Philip’s Peace of Mind schedule to get just that– 

Peace of Mind about your cash flow!”

—Dr. Joe Vitale, best-selling author

You will see your business in a whole new light after you learn 
these principles and put them into action. Here are just a few 

of the skills and techniques you will learn:

	 •	 The	four	secrets	for	creating	cash	flow	projections	you	can	trust.
	 •	 	How	you	can	use	the	Peace	of	Mind	schedule	to	create	an	almost	

magical feeling of control.
	 •	 The	simple	process	for	ensuring	your	cash	balance	is	accurate.
	 •	 How	to	dramatically	increase	the	quality	of	your	business	decisions.
	 •	 	How	the	Peace	of	Mind	schedule	fills	the	enormous	gap	that	

the standard financial statements create.
	 •	 	How	to	recognize	and	understand	the	cash	flow	“timing	differ-

ences” in your business.
	 •	 	How	to	use	the	“Smell	Test”	and	the	“90%	Test”	to	create	an	

amazingly accurate estimate of what your cash balance will be 
six months from now.

	 •	 	How	 to	 avoid	 falling	 into	 the	 trap	 of	 worrying	 about	 your	
money.

I’m super-excited to be sharing it with you.

Grab your copy NOW at your favorite online bookstore. 
Or got to www.NeverRunOutOfCash.com. You’ll love it.
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Understanding Your Cash Flow – In Less 
Than 10 Minutes

This online course teaches you a simple, step-by-step approach to 
understanding and managing your cash flow. Here are the two unique 
promises I make to you in this course:

 1.  I’ll show you how to understand your cash flow in less than 10 
minutes.

 2.  I’ll show you how to explain what happened to your cash last 
month to your business partner or banker (or maybe even your 
spouse) in a 2-minute conversation.

I take off my CPA hat and speak in the language every business 
owner can relate to. No jargon. No stuffy financial rambling. Just a 
simple, common sense approach that only takes 10 minutes a month.

The course includes:

	 •	 	The video presentation of the course. This is a screencast that 
you can watch and listen to on your favorite device. I walk you 
through the step-by-step process and show you how to under-
stand your cash flow in less than 10 minutes a month.

	 •	 	The course workbook. This is a downloadable workbook to 
help you get a fast start with the course material. It has all the 
examples and everything you need to complete your first Cash 
Flow Focus Report.

	 •	 	The Cash Flow Focus Report. You get the links to download 
the PDF or spreadsheet version of the Cash Flow Focus Report. 
Just 10 minutes a month with this unique and simple tool and 
you will wonder how you ever got by without it.

	 •	 	The slides from the presentation. You can download a docu-
ment with a copy of each slide from the presentation so you can 
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go back to any specific example or portion of the recorded  
presentation.

I provide a no questions asked, 100% refund guarantee with the 
course. If you don’t love the course, I’ll refund 100% of the purchase 
price.

Learn  more  about  the  course  at  http://financialrhythm.com/  
cash-flow-course/

http://financialrhythm.com/cash-flow-course/
http://financialrhythm.com/cash-flow-course/
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